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1. Introduction

1.1. Extensionsof conformalsymmetry

Conformal invariancein two dimensionsis a spectacularlypowerful symmetry.Two-dimensional
quantumfield theoriesthat possessconformal symmetry,which arecalledconformalfield theories,can
besolved exactlyby exploiting the conformalsymmetry.This fact, andthecircumstancethat conformal
field theorieshavefound remarkableapplicationsin string theory (seeref. [174]) and in the studyof
critical phenomenain statisticalmechanics(seeref. [2061for a collection of reprints),hasresultedin a
large-scalestudy of conformal field theoriesin recentyears.

Fromthe mathematicalpoint of view, the main reasonwhy conformalsymmetry is sopowerful, is
the fact that the correspondingsymmetryalgebra,which is the productof two copiesof the Virasoro
algebra,is infinite-dimensional.In a quantumfield theory the conformalsymmetrygives rise to Ward
identities that interrelatevarious correlation functions. In certainspecial theories(so-calledminimal
models) theserelations take the form of differential equationswhose solutionsprovide an explicit
solutionof the theory [29].

In string theory,conformalsymmetryarisesas a remnantof the reparametrizationinvarianceof the
string world-sheet,which guaranteesthat the physicsof a string theory doesnot dependon the choice
of coordinateson the world-sheet.Dueto this, the conformalsymmetryin a stringtheory is “gauged”,
which implies that thephysicalstatessatisfya numberof constraints,the so-calledVirasoro constraints,
which can be comparedto the Gausslaw in quantumelectrodynamics.In the modernformalismthese
constraintsare implemented in a BRST quantization procedure.Consistencyof the quantization
requiresthat the conformal invarianceis not affectedat the quantumlevel, which leadsto important
conditions on the space-timebackgroundsin which a quantumstring can propagate.Through this
mechanism,string theory makes contactwith general relativity, thus raising the hope that quantum
strings mayteachus abouta consistenttheory of quantumgravity.

The applicationsof conformalfield theory to statisticalmechanicshaveled to exactresultsfor critical
exponentsandfinite-size correctionsfor statisticalsystems(two-dimensionalclassicallattice modelsor
one-dimensionalquantumchains)ata second-orderphasetransitionpoint. The classicalexampleof the
Ising model (correspondingto a conformalfield theory of centralchargec = 1/2) hasbeengeneralized
in many directions,which has led to a wealth of systemsfor which the critical behaviouris known
exactly.

Since the early days of the massiveattentionfor conformal field theory, severalfields havebeen
exploredwhich are closely related to conformal field theory, and in which conformal field theory
“technology” is heavily used.For example,the studyof so-calledperturbedconformalfield theorieshas
given rise to surprising new results for certainmassiveintegrablequantumfield theories[341].The
study of two-dimensionalgravity (pure or coupled to matter fields) relies heavily on conformal field
theory techniquesand the sameis true for two-dimensionaltopological quantumfield theories.These
applicationsprovide additional motivation for a detailedstudy of the structureof conformal field
theories.

In a systematicstudyof D = 2 conformalquantumfield theoryextensionsof the conformalsymmetry
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play animportantrole. The algebraicstructuresthat emergein the studyof bosonicextendedsymmetry
are higher-spin extensionsof the Virasoro algebra,which are commonly called Ut algebras.These
algebras,andthe associatedW symmetryin conformalfield theory,are the main topic of this review.

Thereare two main reasonsfor studyingextendedsymmetriesin conformalfield theory.The first is
that certainapplicationsof conformal field theory (in string theory or statistical mechanics)require
some extra symmetry in addition to conformal invariance. The second reason is that extended
symmetriescan be used to facilitate the analysisof a large class of conformal field theories(called
rationalconformalfield theories)and,eventually,to classifycertaintypesof conformalfield theories.In
the remainderof this introductorysectionwe shall briefly discussthesetwo aspects.

We first take a look at the role played by extendedsymmetriesin applicationsof conformal field
theory. An important example of this are applications in string theory, where extensionsof the
worldsheetconformalsymmetryhavebeenvery important.Probablythe bestknownexamplefor thisis
theN = 1 supersymmetricextensionof conformalsymmetry,called superconformalsymmetry,which
promotesstringsto superstrings,therebyimprovingtheir properties.Compactifiedsuperstringsthat are
supersymmetricin space-timerequire N = 2 extendedsuperconformal invariance on the string
worldsheet[142,26, 157]. Tentativeextensionsof string theory basedon extrabosonicsymmetry (‘W
symmetry)on the worldsheethavebeenproposedand arecalled ‘W strings [53,84, 284].

Symmetriesof lattice modelsin statistical mechanicsare necessarilyfinite-dimensionalor discrete.
However, in the conformalfield theory thatdescribestheir scaling limit at criticality suchsymmetries
maygive riseto continuousextensionsof the conformalsymmetryin thefield theory.As anexamplewe
mentionthe 1N symmetriclatticemodel,N = 2, 3,..., of ref. [111],whosescalinglimit givesrise to a
conformal field theoryof centralchargeCN = 2(N — 1)! (N + 2). It hasbeenfound that this conformal
field theory is invariant underthe so-called cWN algebra,which is an extensionof the Virasoroalgebra
with extrageneratorsof spin 3, 4,.. . , N. Anotherexampleis the XXX spin-i/2 Heisenbergspin-chain
which is invariant under A

1 = SU(2), and for which the associatedc = 1 conformal field theory is
invariant under the semi-directproductof the Virasoro algebrawith the level-i affine Kac—Moody
algebra~

In relatedfields which employ conformalfield theory techniques,extendedsymmetriesare equally
important. In perturbedconformal field theories, the presenceof W symmetriesin the original
conformalfield theory may lead to additionalintegralsof motion in the perturbedtheory [340].For the
relation with topological field theories, N= 2 extended superconformal symmetry is essential
[330,331, 103].

Extendedsymmetriesappearto be particularlyimportantfor the couplingof conformalfield theory
“matter systems” to two-dimensionalgravity. It hasbeenfound [230]that thereis a thresholdvalue
c = i for the centralchargec of the matter system,abovewhich the couplingof conformalmatterto
gravity runs into strong-couplingproblems. These problemscan sometimesbe cured by replacing
gravity by anappropriateextension,namely Wgravity. Classicalandquantum‘U” gravity, in particular
W3 gravity, haverecently beenstudiedby various groups(seesection8.1).

We finally mention applicationsof extendedconformal algebrasthat contain an infinite numberof
independenthigher spin generators,such asw~[17] and ‘1V~O [279,280]. Someof thesealgebrashavea
clear geometricalmeaning,and theyplay a role in field theoriesthatare not strictly two-dimensional,
such as membranetheoriesand the theory of self-dual D = 4 gravity. They have also become an
important tool in the studyof stringtheory in two-dimensionaltargetspacesand the associatedmatrix
models.In this context it is expectedthat an infinite ‘W algebrawill be part of a universalsymmetry
structureunderlyingtwo-dimensionalstring field theory.

At this point we cometo thesecondreasonfor studyingextendedsymmetries,which is the role they
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play in a systematicanalysis of so-called rational conformal field theories.The description of a
conformalfield theorythat is invariantunderan extensionof theconformalalgebracanbeconsiderably
improvedby exploiting the extrasymmetry.For example,degeneraciesin the spectrumof conformal
dimensionscan be resolvedby the quantumnumbersthat correspondto the additional symmetry.
Furthermore,in rationalconformalfield theoriesthepresenceof extra symmetrymakesit possibleto
havea finite decompositionof the Hilbert spaceof physicalstatesin termsof irreduciblerepresenta-
tions of the extendedalgebra (seesection4.1 for a discussion).If onedoesnot extendthe conformal
algebra,sucha finite decompositioncan only bemadefor theminimal modelsof centralchargec< 1.

Oncetheexistenceof acertainextensionof the conformalalgebrahasbeenestablished,onecantry
to identify conformalfield theoriesthat realizethat symmetry.Suchan analysiswill typically involve a
study of the representationtheory of the extendedalgebraand of the propertiesof their characters
under modulartransformations.By exploiting the requirementof modular invarianceof the torus
partitionfunction (seesection2.1),onecancompletelydeterminethepossibleoperatorcontentsofthe
conformal field theory. If the extendedalgebracontainsfermionic currents(of half-odd-integerspin),
the representationsthat enterthe torus partition function will be subjectto Gliozzi—Scherk—Olive
(GSO)projections,which arefamiliar from thecontextof thesuperstring[174].

Someof the issuesconcerningthe role of extendedsymmetriesin conformalfield theoryhavebeen
clarified by thework on thestructuretheoryof generalrationalconformalfield theories,see,e.g.,refs.
[321,254, 94, 256]. In thesystematicanalysisof rationalconformalfield theoriesa centralrole is played
by the so-calledchiral algebra,which is a bosonicextensionof the Virasoro algebra.Thereexists a
precisecharacterization[94]of all possiblerationalconformalfield theorieswith a givenchiral algebra.
With that result, theclassificationof all rationalconformalfield theorieshasformally beenreducedto
thestudy ofchiral algebrasandofthe automorphismsoftheassociatedfusion rules.However,sincethe
chiral algebrasof rationalconformalfield theoriesarein mostcasesso-calledexotic ornon-deformable
W algebras,which appearto escapea systematicclassification,thepracticalapplicability oftheseresults
to a realisticclassificationprogramseemsto be limited.

1.2. Studyingextendedsymmetries

Someexamplesof extendedconformalsymmetriesin string theory andconformalfield theoryhave
beenknownfor a long time. Examplesarethe semidirectproductsof the Virasoroalgebrawith affine
Kac—Moody Lie algebras[209,253, 28, 169], which have for example been used to describethe
propagationof stringson groupmanifolds[159].Superconformalextensionsgo backto [263,285]; some
N-extendedsuperconformalalgebrashavebeenknownsince 1976 [1].Thesealgebrasall havelinear
definingrelations.

Shortly after the 1984 paper by Belavin, Polyakov and Zamolodchikov[29], it was realizedby
Zamolodchikov[339]that theextendedsymmetriesin conformalfield theoryin generaldo not give rise
to (super)algebraswith linear defining relations.Algebrasof a moregeneraltype areperfectlyviable in
this context.A typical featureof themoregeneralalgebrasis that operatorproducts(or, equivalently,
(anti)commutatorsof Laurent modes) are expressedas multilinear expressionsin the generating
currents.This happensin all higher-spinbosonicextensionsof the Virasoro algebra,the ‘Ut algebras,
but for example also in certain extendedsuperconformedalgebras[229,40, 69]. Since non-linear
extensionsof the Virasoro algebrahad not been studied in a systematicway in the mathematics
literature, the challengefor physicistshasbeento understandthesealgebrasand to employ themfor
their study of conformalfield theoryand string theory.
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The fact that ‘Ut algebrasin generalhavenon-lineardefining relationsputs them outsideof the direct
scopeof Lie algebratheory.However,in recentyearsthe structureof thesealgebrashasbeenclarified
to a large extent. One of the most effective tools in their study is the techniqueof so-called
Drinfeld—Sokolovreduction,which relates‘Ut algebrasto Lie algebras.This reductionalsoexplainsthe
fact that ‘U~algebrasare related to certainhierarchiesof differential equations.In fact, it wasin this
context that structuresrelatedto ‘Ut algebrasmadetheir first appearancein the literature [153].The
simplestexampleof this relationis the connectionof the Virasoroalgebrawith the secondhamiltonian
structureof the KdV hierarchy [240,163, 161, 233, 15]. This then generalizesto a connectionof the
so-called WN algebras to the second hamiltonian structure of the generalizedKdV hierarchies
[2,153,336, 245, 16, 18], and of a certain non-linear infinite ‘Ut algebra, called ‘WKP, to the second
hamiltonianstructureof the KP hierarchy [154,335, 125] (seesection5.3.4).

In order to organizeour discussionin this report, we would like to distinguishthe following three
approaches,which havebeenemployedin the studyof extendedsymmetriesin conformalfield theory,
andof the corresponding‘Walgebras.Althoughtheyareoften pursuedin parallel,theyareof a rather
different nature.

(1) The first approachis to try to write down an extendedalgebraby proposinga numberof extra
generators(characterizedby their spins which are usually chosento be integer or halfinteger) and
closing the algebra. (The form of this algebrais to a largeextentfixed by the Ward identitiesarising
from the conformalsymmetry,which dictate a specific form for the operatorproductof two primary
currents.)The difficult step is to guaranteethat the proposedalgebrawill actually be associative(see
section2.2). Once a consistentalgebrahas been found, one can try to find representationsand,
eventually,conformal field theory modelsrealizing the symmetry.

(2) Extendedconformal algebrascan be obtained in a more systematicway by employing the
Drinfeld—Sokolov reductionprocedureon the degreesof freedomof a theorywhosestructureis based
on aLie algebra(or Lie superalgebra).This approachis closelyrelatedto thestudyof ~Vsymmetriesin
Todaconformalfield theories.Whenperformedat the classicallevel, Drinfeld—Sokolovreductionleads
to a so-calledclassical W algebra,which would be expressedin termsof Poissonbracketsratherthan
commutatorbrackets(the two are different for non-linear algebras!). It is also possible to do the
Drinfeld—Sokolov reductionat the quantumlevel, where it directly leads to a quantum‘Ut algebra.

(3) A third approachis to takea known model of conformal field theory and to seeif there are
extendedsymmetriesin that model. This meansthat onetries to actuallyconstructadditionalcurrents
beyondthe stress—energytensor (which correspondsto the Virasoro algebra)from the fields in the
model. In the caseof free fields, suchconstructionsoften turn out to be related to the Lie algebra
reductionscited under (2). The most far-reachingconstructionof this type is the so-calledcoset
construction,which startsfrom the degreesof freedomof a Wess—Zumino—Wittenconformal field
theory. The extendedsymmetriesthat exist in coset conformal field theoriescan be studied in a
systematicfashion. Of course, the resulting extendedalgebrasare associativeby construction;the
problemis to identify a completeset of independentgeneratingcurrents.

Historically, the approach(1) was first employedby Zamolodchikovin thepioneeringpaper[339].
In this paperthe ‘Ut3 algebrawaspresented,and thephenomenonof “exotic” 741 algebras(which are
only consistentfor someisolatedvaluesof the centralcharge)was first observed.In laterpapers,the
techniquesneededfor direct constructionsof extendedconformalalgebrashavebeenrefinedand,with
somehelp of computerpower, many moreexampleshavebeengenerated.

The approach(2), which goesbackto the work of Gel’fand andDickey [153]andof Drinfeld and
Sokolov[100],was first workedout in detail by FateevandLykyanov [107,108, 109], who in thecourse
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of their work proposedthreeseriesof ‘Ut algebrasbasedon the classicalLie algebrasA,, B, andD,. In
this work, the constructionof thesequantumCUt algebraswas basedon the quantizationof the so-called
Miura transformation.Later it was realized[42,92, 124, 116, 117, 135, 136] thata moredirect construc-
tion, called the quantumDrinfeld—Sokolovreduction,of quantum‘Ut algebrasis possible.

On the level of Lagrangefield theory,the theoriesassociatedwith Drinfeld—Sokolovreductionare
constrainedWess—Zumino—Witten theories. After implementing the constraints, these reduce to
(classicalor quantum)Toda field theories,where the scalarToda fields are relatedto the Cartan
subalgebraof the original Lie algebra. ‘Ut-symmetries in Toda field theorieswere first studied in
[49—52].The Lagrangeformulationof the Drinfeld—Sokolovreductionschemehasbeenfurtherworked
out in refs. [23—25].

The approach(3) to the studyof ‘Ut symmetrieswas first employedby Bais et al. in refs. [11,12]. In
thesepapers,the quantum71~algebrasbasedon the Lie algebrasA1, D1 and E, were independently
proposedon the basisof the so-calledCasimir constructionfor level-i Wess—Zumino—Wittenmodels
for simply laced Lie algebras.The extensionin ref. [12] to a cosetconstructionmadeit possibleto
obtain detailedinformationaboutthe representationtheoryand theconstructionof modularinvariant
partition functionsfor these741 algebras.In later work a so-calledcharactertechniquewasdeveloped
[62],which hasmadeit possibleto provetheexistenceof ‘Ut symmetryin cosetconformalfield theories
[325]and to determinethe spinsof the generatingcurrentsof the extendedalgebra.

In this reportwe give a comprehensivereview of resultsobtainedin the areaof 7V symmetry in
conformalfield theory.We explainthebasicapproachesmentionedabove,anddiscusshowthesehave
beenworkedout furtherin recentyears.Wherepossiblewe emphasizethe relationsthat exist between
different approaches.

We shouldstressthat our selectionof thematerialpresentedlargelyreflectsour personalpreferences
andowncontributionsto the field. We havetried to avoid toomuch overlapwith existing reviews.Our
discussionin chapters6 and 7 is somewhatmore general than the existing literature and contains
original results.The style of our presentationis descriptive,reflectinga compromisebetweenmathe-
matical rigor and.readability. Many of the fine details areomitted; for thosewe refer to the original
literature. We provide an extensive list of references,we hope without too many omissions.We
apologizefor leavingout referencesthat would havedeservedto bementionedbut that for somereason
escapedour attention.

1.3. Outline of the paper

We give a brief outline on how the materialin this review is organized.
We startwith somepreliminariesin chapter2. Theyincludea brief discussionofconformalsymmetry

anda discussionof sometechnicalitiesconcerningoperatorproductexpansionsand normal ordered
products. We also introduce affine Kac—Moody algebrasand recall some basics of free field and
Wess—Zumino—Wittenconformal field theories.

In chapter3 we will give a definitionof (quantum)‘Ut algebras.We will showtheexampleof the ‘U’~

algebraand thenpresentaspecific classof ‘Ut algebras,which aretheso-calledCasimir algebrasfor the
simply lacedalgebrasA,, D, andE,. We will also briefly introducethenotionof ‘Ut superalgebrasand
discussthe exampleof the super-7113 algebra.

In chapter4 wewill showhow ‘Ut algebrasarisein anaturalwayin rationalconformalfield theories.
We will illustrate this by giving someexamples,andby briefly reviewingthestructuretheoryof rational
conformalfield theories.
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The main body of this paperis presentedin chapters5, 6 and7, and is orderedaccordingto the
different approachesto 711algebrasthat welisted in section1.2. In chapter5 we discuss‘Ut algebrasthat
havebeenobtainedthroughwhat canbe called“direct construction”.Wewill discussthemethodand
give an extensivelist of examples.In chapter6 we discusstheconstructionsbasedon Drinfeld—Sokolov
reductionfrom Lie algebravaluedtheories.In chapter7 we thendiscussthe cosetconstructionand
showhow it leadsto detailedinformation about representationtheory andmodular invariants for ‘Ut
algebras.

In chapter8 we briefly discuss‘Ut gravity and we comebackto applicationsof ‘Ut symmetryin string
theory. AppendixA containsour Lie algebraconventionsand in appendixB we proposea nomen-
claturefor 7V algebras,trying to set a standardfor later works.

2. Preliminaries

2.1. Conformalinvariance: basic notions

In this sectionwe discuss,following [29],someof the very basicsof D =2 conformal field theory
(CFT). We will not attemptto give a self-containedaccount,becausethis alonecould easilyfill anissue
of this journal. Someadditional backgroundcan be found in section4.1. We refer to the literature,
whereexcellentintroductionsto CFT areavailable[78,80, 164], seealso thecollectionof reprints[2061
and referencestherein. Someintroductory paperswith particularattention for ‘Ut algebrasare refs.
[62,298,165,52,288, 47, 278, 307].

The main object in a D = 2 CFT is the stress—energytensorT~~(x),satisfying theconservationlaw

V~T~~(x)=0. (2.1)

Becauseof local scaleinvarianceit also satisfiesthe tracecondition

T~(x)=0. (2.2)

It is convenient to choose a conformal gaugeg~~(x)= p(x)&~~.(We work in a two-dimensional
Euclideanspace-time;most issues,however,easilycarryover to the Minkowskian domain.)

We introducecomplex coordinatesz = x1 + ix2, I = x1 — ix2 (i.e. light-conecoordinatesin a Mm-
kowski space-timeand thereforealso often referredto asleft andright movingcoordinates,respective-
ly). In termsof thesecoordinatesconformaltransformationsarejust analytictransformationsz—~ w(z),
i—÷i’i(i) of thecoordinatesz and I. The stress—energytensor~splitsinto two componentsT ~ =

— T22 + 2iT12, T~1’~~= T11 — — 2iT12 which, due to the conservationlaw (2.1), only depend
on z andI, respectively.Becausebothcomponentscanbetreatedon equalfooting wewill often restrict
the discussionto the left moving componentsonly.

The short-distanceoperatorproductexpansion(OPE) for T(z) canbe arguedto be

T(z)T(w)= c12 ~ + 2T(w) + aT(w) ~ (2.3)
(z—w) (z—w) z—w

This relationshouldbe understoodasan identitywhich holdswithin arbitrarycorrelationfunctions.As
suchit is independentof thequantizationschemeadopted.Whenusing theoperatorformalism,where
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thefield T(z) is representedby a field operatorT°~(z), one shouldkeepin mind that the field product
T(z)T(w) in (2.3) is representedby a radially orderedoperatorproduct,which is T°~(z)T°~(w)if
zi> wi and T°~(w)T°~(z)if izi < wi. Of course,this radial ordering is nothing else thanthe time

ordering,which is familiar in theoperatorformalismfor quantumfield theories.In (2.3) thec-numberc
is called thecentralchargeand the dots standfor the terms regularin the limit z —÷ w.

Among the fields in the theory thereexists a preferredset which transformas tensorsof weight
(h, h) underconformal transformationsz—~ w(z), I-+ ~(i),

~ I) = ~hS(w(z), z_))(dwIdz)I~(d~Idi)h. (2.4)

Theseare called primary fields of conformal dimension(h, h). The property that the stressenergy

tensorT(z) is the generatorof local scaletransformationsyields the following OPE

T(z)çb~(w) = (zw)2 + +... (2.5)

(The dependenceon the right-moving coordinateis suppressedhere. We will often do this in the
sequel.)The fields in the theorywhich arenotprimaryarecalledsecondaryor descendantfields. They
canbe obtainedby taking successiveoperatorproductswith T(z).

In the operator formalism, it is often convenientto work with the Laurent modes Lm of the
stress—energytensorT(z), which are definedby

T(z) = ~ Lmz_m_
2, Lm = ~ ~ zm+1T(z), (2.6)

mCZ 2lTi
c~o

where the contour ~ surroundstheorigin counterclockwise.The OPErelation (2.3) then translates

into a commutationrelationfor the modesLm~

[Lm, L~]=(m—n)Lm+n + ~cm(m2—1)5m+no. (2.7)

This is the Virasoro algebra. It is the algebra of analytic transformationsof z (generatedby
= — + 1 dldz), i.e. the two-dimensionalconformalgroup,togetherwith a centralextension.The set

{L
1, L0, L1} generatesthesl(2, B~)subalgebraof translations,globalscaletransformationsandspecial

conformal transformations.The vacuum 0) is a singlet underthis subalgebra.
The OPE (2.5) for a primary field t~h(z)translatesinto

ELm, 4h(z)] = (m + i)z
mh4sh(z)+ ~m+l a4h(z) (2.8)

for all integersm. At this point it is useful to introducethenotionof a quasi-primaryfield, which is
definedby therelation (2.8) for m = —1, 0, 1 only. This notion is thus weakerthanthat of a primary
field. Examplesof fields that arequasi-primarybut not primaryare

T(z), A(z)= (TT)(z) — ~j~T(z), ... , (2.9)

wherethe operatorproduct (TT)(z) is normal ordered(seesection2.2).
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Let usnow saya few wordsabouttheoperatorproductalgebrasof primaryandquasi-primaryfields.
Theoperatorproductof twoprimaryfields canbe decomposedasa linearcombinationof otherprimary
fields and their descendantfields,

/~(z,I)4~m(0,0) = ~ ~ zhp_~m+kuihp_I,,_hm ~ 0). (2.10)
P {k) {~}

In this relation the index p runs over the primary fields that occur on the right-handside. The
multi-indices { k} and { k} label the descendantsof theprimary fields 4~,(z, I), which aregiven by

- - ... - - A ( -
‘
t’~ ,~Z,Z

1— —k1 —kN —k1 _kM~Pp\Z~Z

Conformalinvarianceimplies a factorizationof theconstantsC~’~‘~ accordingto

~ = Cm/3~~I3~~. (2.12)

The coefficients/3, I~are trivial in the sensethat they can be expressedin termsof the conformal
dimensionsh, h respectively.It can easilybe seenthat a three-pointfunction involving fields in the
conformalfamilies of

4~n’4~mand çb,, canonly be nonvanishingif Cm ~ 0. ThecoefficientsC~mcanthus
be viewedasthree-pointverticesdescribingthe interactionsof the theory.Schematicallyonewritesthis
OPE as

[4’m] = ~ C:m[cbp], (2.13)

where [~,]denotestheconformal family associatedwith theprimary field t~~(z,1).
The descendantfield structurein the operatorproduct algebraof quasi-primaryfields is much

simpler than it is for the primary fields: the only descendantfields to be consideredare•(multiple)
derivativesof thequasi-primaryfields. The OPEof two chiral quasi-primaryfields 4” and4~’of integer
conformal dimensionsh, andh. takesthe generalform [68]

~ (ilk) n~k(fl\

A’( \AJ(fl\ — r~ii a ~ ~U)~ ~Z~p k”) — ‘~ k h.+h.—hk—n 7 h+h ~
k n~’O ii. z ‘ Z ~

wherek labelsthequasi-primaryfields occurringin therhs, -y” plays the role of a metric on thespaceof
quasi-primariesand thecoefficientsa~”~are given by

= (h, — h. + hk)flI(2hk)fl , (2.15)

with the notation (x)~= F(x + n)/F(x). In later chapterswe will use the relation (2.14) as a
fundamentalbuilding block in theconstructionof ‘Ut algebras.

Let us nowfocuson theHubertspaceof physicalstatesof a CFT. Conformalinvarianceimplies that
thesestatesassembleinto representationsof the Virasoro algebra.The relevantrepresentationsare
those for which the (left) Hamiltonian L

0 is boundedfrom below. They are, by convention,called
highestweight modules(HWM’s). The highestweight vector h, c), i.e. the statewith the lowest L0
eigenvalue,is characterizedby the properties
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L0h,c)=hih,c), L~h,c)=0, n>0. (2.16)

Before we further describethe structure of the HWM’s, we mention that there exists a 1—i
correspondencebetweenstates 4’) in theHilbert spaceand fields 4s(z,I), calledvertexoperatorsfor
the state 4’). The correspondenceis given by

4’) = lim 4’(z, nO). (2.17)z

For a primary field 4’hh(z, I) one easilyshows,using (2.8), that the associatedstate 4’) definedby
(2.17) satisfiesthe conditions (2.16) of a highestweight vector h, c)iett x h, C)rjght. So the primary
fields in the theory arein 1—1 correspondencewith the highestweight vectors.

The module consistingof (finite) linear combinationsof thestates

L_k,Lk2” L_kmh~c) , k, >0, (2.18)

is called the Vermamodule M(h, c). The Vermamodule M(h, c) admits an L0-eigenspacedecompo-

sition
M(h, c) = ~ M(h, c)(N), (2.19)

where

M(h, c)(N) {vEM(h, c)lL0u =(h+N)v}. (2.20)

A basisfor the eigenspaceM(h, c)(N) is given by the states

Lk.’Lkih,c), ~k1=N, ki�k2�~~~km>0~ (2.21)

The dimensionof the eigenspaceM(h, c)(N) is given by “Euler’s partition function” p(N), i.e. the
numberof ways of partitioning N into a set of positive integers.

The hermiticity conditions

L~=L_~,nE7L, (2.22)

which follow from the self-adjointnessof T(z), together with the normalization (h, ch, c) = 1,
uniquely definea symmetricbilinear form (I) on the VermamoduleM(h, c). It is easilyseenthat the
eigenspacedecomposition(2.19) is orthogonalwith respectto this bilinear form. Let J~(h,c)(N) bethe
p(N) xp(N) matrix of inner productsof a setof basis vectorsof M(h, c)(N). The determinantof this
matrix, which is independentof the choice of basis upto a multiplicative constant,is called the Kac
determinant.It is given by [210,118]

det 4~(h, c)(N) IT IT (h — h(r, ~))P(Nk) (2.23)
k1 rsk
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wherer, sEZ>~and

h(r, s) = ~1g[(13— c)(r2+ ~2) — 24rs— 2(1 — c) + ~(1 — c)(25— c)(r2 — ~2)]~ (2.24)

In general,the Verma module M(h, c) is not irreducible,i.e. it containsinvariantsubspaces.It is
easily seen that the radical of ( I ), consisting of the so-called null-states v E M(h, c) which are
orthogonalto everystatewE M(h, c), is suchan invariantsubspace.Onecanprovethat Rad(( I )) is
theuniquemaximal ideal in M(h, c), implying that thecosetvectorspaceL(h, c) M(h, c) IRad((I))
is an irreducibleHWM. In physical terms: stateswhich areorthogonalto every otherstatedecouple
from all the correlation functionsand can thereforebe omitted altogether.Physicalspectraconsist
thereforeof irreducibleHWM’s L(h, c).

It is clearthat statesin Rad(( )) arein i—i correspondencewith zerosof the Kac determinant.By
analyzingthe Kac determinantone canthereforedeterminewhich Vermamodulesarereducible(also
called degenerate).In particular it is easily seen that for centralchargesc> 1 and h >0 the Verma
moduleis irreducible.

Anotherimportantissueis unitarity. A HWM L(h, c) is calledunitary if all thestateshavepositive
norm. The questionwhich irreducibleHWM’s L(h, c) areunitarycanalso be analyzedby meansof the
Kac determinant(2.23). It hasbeen shown [144—146,166, 167] that the requirementof unitarity
restrictsthe possibleh andc valuesof an irreducible HWM L(h, c) to either

c�i, h�0, (2.25)

or

c=c(m)=1—61m(m+1), m=2,3,4,..., (2.26)

in which casethereare only a finite numberof allowedh-valuesgiven by

[(m+i)r—msJ2—1h=h~(r,s)= , i�rsm—1, 1ss~m. (2.27)
4m(m+1)

Information on themultiplicity of statesin a HWM Vis containedin thecharacterXv of V. This is the
holomorphicfunctionon thecomplex upperhalf plane {r E C, Im(r) >0), definedby

Xv(T) = Tr~(qL0 24), q = e21~~~T. (2.28)

From the discussionabove,thecharacterof the Vermamodule M(h, c) is found to be

xM(h,C)(r) = q~24 ~ p(N)qN = qh~c/24/fl (1— qfl). (2.29)

Explicit expressionsfor the charactersof the irreducibleHWM’s L(h, c) can be found in ref. [289].
Our last piece of introduction in this section concernsCFT’s defined on a two-dimensionaltorus,

which can be characterizedby its modular parameterT. It has proved interesting to study the
dependenceof variousquantitiesin theCFT on T. Onesuchquantity is thepartition function,which is
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formally definedas

Z(q) = ~ (2.30)

where q = e
21n1T. Conformalinvarianceimplies that the Hilbert spaceof the CFT splits as a sum of

representations(irreducible HWM’s) of the conformal algebra. Accordingly, the torus partition
function hasthe following form

(2.31)

where Xh(q) is the characterfor the irreduciblerepresentationof the Virasoro algebrawith highest
weight h as in (2.28). The coefficientsXh& are all integersand .N~= 1. Modular invariance,which
expressesthe fact thatdifferentvaluesor r can give rise to thesametorus,leadsto thestatementthat
thepartition sum Z is invariant underthe following transformations

T:r—*r+1, S:r—~—iIr. (2.32)

Themodularinvariant toruspartition functionsfor theminimal series(2.26) of centralchargesc have
beenclassified in refs. [155,76,77, 220] (this is the so-calledADE classification).With this result, all
unitarymodelsof CFT with c< 1 are explicitly known.

At this point we stop our discussionof CFT basics.We haveput someemphasison the algebraic
aspectsof CFT’s and on the representationtheory of the Virasoro algebra, since these will be
generalizedby the introductionof ‘Ut symmetry.

2.2. OPE’s, normalorderedproductsand associativity

As a preparationfor our discussionof ‘Ut symmetryin later chapters,we will now discussvarious
aspectsof a specialsubsetof fields in a CFT, which arethechiral fields of integerconformaldimension,
which wewill call “currents”. (Wheneverneeded,a “graded” extensionto a situationincluding chiral
fields of half-integerdimensioncan easilybe made.)For suchfields the notions conformaldimension
and conformal spin are the same,and we will be using both terms. It is useful to realize that the
completeset of currents can be split into quasi-primarycurrentsand currentsthat are (multiple)
derivativesthereof.

TheOPE of any two currentsA(z) and B(w) canbe written as

A(z)B(w)= B(w)A(z) = ~ {AB}r(W)(Z — Wy, (2.33)
r = r

0

where r runsover integervalues.In general,r0 is negativeso that theOPEcontainsafinite numberof
singular terms.The singularOPE or contraction, which will be denotedby a hook, is given by

A(z)B(w)= ~ {AB}r(W)(Z — Wy. (2.34)
r<0

The OPE B(z)A(w) is determinedby (2.33) through a formal Taylor expansion.
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Following ref. [11], we define the normalorderedfield product,to be denotedby (AB)(z), of A(z)
and B(z) to be the constantterm in the OPE (2.33),

(AB)(z) {AB}0(z) = ~-~- ~ dw A(w)B(z), (2.35)

where the contour ~ enclosesthe point z. The normal ordered field commutatoris defined as
[A, B](z) an(AB)(z) — (BA)(z). It can be expressedin the fields occurring in the singular OPE
accordingto

[A, B](z) = ~ (—i)~
1(1Ir!)aT{AB)r(z) . (2.36)

r<O

Thereexistsa simple calculus,which allows one to computewith contractionsand normalordered
productsof compositefields. In particular,thereis the Wick theoremfor the contractionof A(z) with
thecompositefield (BC)(w),

A(z)(BC)(w) = ~-~--~ ~1{A(z)B(x)C(w)+ B(x)A(z)C(w)). (2.37)

We remarkthat thenormalorderedproductasdefinedin (2.35) is neithercommutative(this wesaw

in (2.36)) nor associative.Using

(A(BC))(z) — (B(AC))(z)= ([A, B]C)(z) (2.38)

onecan computethe associator(A(BC))(z) — ((AB)C)(z) and finds it to be nonvanishingin general.
(Let us stressthat this fact is not at all in conflict with the property that the full operatorproduct
algebra(OPA) is requiredto be associative.)Morecomplicatedrearrangementlemmas,for examplefor
thedifferencebetween((AB)(CD))(z) and (A(B(CD)))(z),havebeengivenin appendixA ofref. [ii].
The rulesfor calculatingoperatorproductexpansionsandrearrangingnormalorderedexpressionshave
beenimplementedin a Mathematicapackage[315].

We define the modesAmof a currentA(z) of conformal dimensionhA by

Am = —~- ~ dz A(Z)Zm+hAl, A(z) = ~ AmZm~A. (2.39)
IT1 mEl

ThecontractionA(z)B(w)can then be translatedinto a commutationrelation [Am, B~]for the modes

Am andB~.In particular,the OPE (2.5) translatesinto

ELm,A~]= ((hA — i)m — fl)Am+n. (2.40)

An importantpropertyis the associativityof thecommutatoralgebraof themodesof all currentsin a

CFT. It is expressedby theJacobiidentity,
[Am, [Ba, Cr]] + [Cr, [Am, Ba]] + [Ba, [Cr, Am]] = 0 . (2.41)
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At the level of currents, the property of associativity is most easily expressedby considering
four-point correlationfunctions. If one denotesthe currentsby A’ = A’(z~)and formally writes the
OPE’sas A’A~= ~ K CIJKAK, thenthe associativityconditioncan be written as

~ C’~’MCL = ~ CIMLCJKM. (2.42)

As explainedin appendixB of ref. [29],this propertypreciselycorrespondsto the so-calledcrossing
symmetryof the four-point functions involving the currentsA’, A’, A’~and A’~.Crossingsymmetry
simply meansthat the four-pointfunction (A’(z,)A~(zJ)A”(zk)A’(z,))is invariant underall permuta-
tionsof the labels i, j, k and 1. We can easilywork out this conditionin the casewhereall four currents
are quasi-primary:using the sl(2, I1~)invariance,we can thenwrite

~ (z. — z,)_hi k~~iFt?i(z—
(Ai(zi)A3(zl)Ak(zk)At(zl)) G(~1)~ (z1 — zk)

2~(z,— ~ (2.43)

where

1 (z.—z.)(zk—z,)
G(~~ = (iA1(i)Ak(x)il), x = (z, - zk)(zI - z,)’ (2.44)

andwe defined(comparewith (2.17))

i) = urn Ai(zi)I0) , (i = urn z21’~(0A’(iIz~). (2.45)

[The expressions(2.44) and (2.45) refer to the operatorformalism aTid definethe four-point function
for ixl <1. The result for x � 1 is obtained by analytic continuation.] The crossing symmetry
conditionsthat correspondto a changeof channelsaregiven by

G(~~)(x) = (l)h~+hJ+hk+h!x_2hkG(J 1.)(iIx)

(2.46)
G(~ ~)(x) (_1)hui ~G(~ ;)(1 - x).

The connectionbetweenthe characterizationof associativityvia the Jacobi identity for modesand
via the conditionfor crossingsymmetryof four-point functionsof currentshasbeendiscussedin ref.
[68]. The two arebelievedto be equivalent,but a direct proofof this has(to our knowledge)not been
given.

Thereexistsa third way to characterizeassociativity,whichwas first discussedin ref. [61]. It usesthe
following propertyof the normalorderedfield commutatorswhich we introducedabove

[A, [B, C]](z) + [C, [A, B]](z) + [B, [C, A]](z) = 0. (2.47)

(This propertyholds despitethe fact that the normal orderedproductby itself is not associative!)In
manyexamples[61,4] it hasbeenfound that this condition,which is certainlya necessaryconditionfor
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associativityoftheOPA, allowsone to quickly deriveassociativityconstraintson thecentralchargeof a
proposedextendedalgebra.Weexpectthat thecondition,whenimposedfor all currentsin thealgebra,
is also a sufficient conditionfor associativity,but this hasnot beenproven.

2.3. Auxiliaryfield theories

2.3.1. Freefields
In this sectionwe briefly discussthe conformal field theory of a single free masslessscalarfield

cb(z, 1) and the Feigin—Fuchsconstruction.We shall also indicate two alternativefree field construc-
tions for theaffine Kac—MoodyalgebraA~,both of which can be generalizedto otheralgebras.(See
section2.3.2 fOr the definition of affine Kac—Moodyalgebras.)

We first considera singlefree scalarfield 4’(z, I) which is compactifiedon a circle lV2irR of radius
R. The actionof this field theoryis given by

S[4’] = —~ Jd2zaa4’ aa4’ (2.48)

andthecorrespondingequationof motion is the two-dimensionalLaplaceequation.The most general
solutionis given by

4’(z, 1) = p(z) + ~(I), (2.49)

where~ and~ aresingle-valuedfunctionson thecomplexplane.In termsof a modeexpansionwe have

ia~’= ~ a~z~’, (2.50)
nEZ

and an analogousexpressionfor ~(i). Canonicalquantizationgives the commutationrelations

km’ a~]= m~m+no, (2.51)

which are equivalentto thecontraction

aco(z)_8~(w)= —iI(z — w)2. (2.52)

This contraction,or equivalentlythecommutationrelations(2.51),definestheU(1) affine Kac—Moody
algebra.

The stressenergytensoris given by

T(z)= — ~(~ap)(z), (2.53)

with the parenthesesdenoting normal ordering as in section 2.2. In terms of modes we have in

particular
L0 = + ~ a..~a,,. (2.54)
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By invoking theWick theorem,we can computetheOPA of T(z),which is preciselygiven by the result
(2.3) with c = 1.

The spectrumof thescalarfield model is constructedasa Vermamoduleovera highestweight vector
I A, A). Explicitly

aoIA,A)AA,A), &0A,,~)kA,,~), a~lA,X)~i~IA,A)0,n>0, (2.55)

and a basisis given by the states

ak1 a_k a_,1 a_IA, ,~),k1 � k2 � . . . �O, 11 �12 � . . �O. (2.56)

From(2.54)wefind thatthehighestweightvector A, A) hasconformaldimension(h, Ii) = (~A
2,~2)

To determinethe set (A, A) that occurin the theoryoneobservesthat, by using(2.17), the highest
weightvector IA, A) are obtained,from the vertex operators

~ I) = VA(z)V~(i), (2.57)

where

VA(z) = (e~~)(z), V~(I)= (e’~)(i). (2.58)

Locality requiresthat the spin h — h is an integer. Togetherwith the invarianceunder 4’ —~ 4’ + 2irR
this restrictsthe momenta(A, A) to be on the lattice

F={(A, A)=(nIR+ ~mR,n/R— ~mR)In,mE7L}. (2.59)

The partition function is noweasily computed

Z = ~ qA2/2~2/2/~ q~’24 fl (1— q~. (2.60)
(A.A)EF fl�l

A specialsituationoccurs for R= \/~,where thereare threefields of dimension(1,0) namely

J(z) = (exp(—iV~~))(z), J°(z)= i ap(z), J~(z) = (exp(i\/~(p))(z). (2.61)

The OPA of thesethreecurrentscloses;this is the so-calledvertexoperatorconstructionfor theaffine
Kac—MoodyalgebraA~’~at level 1 [178,27].

Let us now briefly discussa small modificationof thescalarfield model, knownasthe Feigin—Fuchs
construction[1181.This constructionis mostusefulin thestudyof minimalmodels,both of the Virasoro
algebra,and, as we shall seelater, of minimal modelsof ‘Ut algebras.The modification consistsof
putting a backgroundchargeQ at z= ~. This doesnot affect the OPE(2.52),but it doesmodify the
stress—energytensorto

T(z)= — ~(a~ô~)(z)+ iQ a2p(z). (2.62)
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The modified stress—energytensor(2.62) againsatisfiesthe OPE (2.3), but now with acentralcharge

c=1—12Q2. (2.63)

The effect ofthebackgroundchargeis thusto screenthecentralchargeof theoriginal system.Another
consequenceof the backgroundchargeis that the vertexoperators

VA(z) = (e’~)(z), (2.64)

now becomeprimaryfields of conformal dimension

h(A)=~A(A—2Q). (2.65)

Using this modification it is possibleto give an explicit constructionof null-states,i.e. the zerosof the
Kac determinant,and thus to prove (2.23). The applicationof the Feigin—Fuchsconstruction to
minimal modelshasbeenfurtherworkedout by Felderin ref. [122].In ourdiscussionof ‘Ut algebrasin
chapters6 and 7, we will be usingmulti-componentextensionsof the Feigin—Fuchsconstruction.

In order to define an alternativefree field realizationof ~ we introducebosonicfirst order fields
/3(z) and y(z) through the contraction

y(z)f3(w)= 1/(z — w). (2.66)

One easilychecksthat the currents

J(z) = —(yy/3)(z)— V2(k+ 2)(yi ö~)(z)— k3y(z),
_______ (2.67)

J°(z)= 2(yf3)(z)+ ~2(k + 2) i a~(z),J~(z)= /3(z)

satisfythe OPA of the level k affine Kac—Moody algebraA~[322].The similar constructionfor more
generalLie algebras[115,64, 65] will be usedin chapter6.

2.3.2. Affine Kac—Moodyalgebrasand WZWmodels
Thetheoryof affine Kac—Moodyalgebras(orAKM algebrasin brief) hasplayeda crucialrole in the

mathematicalanalysisof various CFT’s and ‘Ut algebras.It is actuallypossible to userepresentation
spacesof AKM algebrasto constructa Hilbert spacefor a conformal field theory. The symmetry
currentsin the CFT (suchas the stress—energytensor)arethenconstructedfrom currentstaking values
in the underlying finite-dimensional Lie algebra. Examples for this are the Sugawara and coset
constructionsandgeneralizationsthat oneobtainsby solvingtheVirasoromasterequation[179].In the
unitarycase,theseconstructionsall startfrom integrablerepresentationsof AKM algebras,which occur
at integer level k. In thequantumDrinfeld—Sokolovreductionscheme,which we discussin chapter6,
representationsof AKM algebrasof fractionallevel form the starting point.

Before we say more about the applications,we introducecurrent fields J(z) andJ(I) (satisfying
a,J= a J= 0), that takevaluesin a finite-dimensionalLie algebrag. (We will mostlyrestrictourselves
to the left moving componentsJ(z) only.) Choosing a set of anti-hermiteangenerators{T

0, a =
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1,...

[Ta, Tb] fabCTc~ (2.68)

the componentsJ”(z) satisfy the OPE

Ja(z)Jb(W) (~)2 +fab~~ ~ (2.69)

The Cartan—Killing metric

dOb = Tr(TaTb) (2.70)

is usedto raisethe lower indices**)~The c-numberk is called the centralchargeor level. The following
commutationrelationsfor the Laurent modesJ’,,, m El, of J”(z) = Em~i J~,,z_m_lare equivalentto
the OPE (2.69)

~jo jb~= fali J~ + kmd’Thi5 (2.71)
L m~ ni J c m+n m+n,0

The algebra(2.71),which is denotedby ~ or gW, is called an (untwisted)affine Kac—Moody (AKM)
algebra,or affineLie algebrain brief. In the mathematicsliteraturethesealgebraswere first discussed
in refs. [209,253], in the physics literature they made their first appearancein ref. [28]; see refs.
[212,214] for their mathematicalaspectsand [169]for an introductionfrom aphysicistspoint of view.
Noticethat the zeromodesJ~satisfythe commutationrelationsof the underlyingfinite dimensionalLie
algebrag.

The most interestingrepresentationsof an AKM algebra(2.71) are the irreduciblehighestweight
modules(HWM’s), which arecharacterizedby a highestweight A. The projectionA of theweightA
ontothe weight latticeof the underlyingLie algebrag characterizesthe g representationof the highest
weightstate.A specialclassof thesehighestweightrepresentations,whichoccur for integerlevel k,are
the so-calledintegrableHWM’s for which A is an integraldominantweight. For given integerlevel k
only a finite numberof integrableHWM’s L(A) exist. For fractionallevelsthemoregeneralnotionof
“modular invariant representations”was introducedin ref. [215].

The most direct applicationof AKM current algebra to CFT is through the so-called Sugawara
construction,which gives the following expressionfor a CFT stress—energytensorT(z) in terms of
AKM currentsJa(z)

T(z)= [112(k + hv)]dab(JaJb)(z), (2.72)

The c-numberhV is the dualCoxeternumberof g [212].Using (2.69) onecan verify that T(z)satisfies
theVirasoroOPE (2.3), with centralcharge

c = c(g, k) = k(dimg)/(k+ h”). (2.73)

s) In later chapterswe will mainly usetheChevalley basis {e~,e~,h}.

**) Our normalizationsarechosensuchthat al’ = 2 for a long root a of g. The trace is takenover thefundamentalrepresentationof g.
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To each highestweight A of a HWM L(A) of the AKM algebraone can now associatea Virasoro

primary field ~ which hasconformal dimension
hA = cA/2(k+ h”), (2.74)

wherec~= (A, A + 2p) is theeigenvalueof the second-orderCasimirin the g representationcharacter-
ized by the highestweight A.

The CFT’s that correspondto the form (2.72) of the stress—energytensor are the so-called
Wess—Zumino—Witten(WZW) conformalfield theories[329,328]. A WZW model is anonlinearsigma
model On a compactgroup manifold G, which containsa topological term, the Wess—Zuminoterm
[328], in its action. The presenceof this Wess—Zuminotermrequiresthe level k to be an integer.The
model is conformallyinvariantprovidedthe relative coefficientof the Wess—Zuminotermis chosenin a
specific way [329].The chiral stress—energytensorpreciselytakesthe form (2.72), whereg is nowthe
Lie algebraof the groupG.

The spectrumof the WZW modelswas determinedby Gepnerand Witten [159],who found that
only integrableHWM’s canoccur in thespectrum.Knizhnik andZamolodchikov[231]showedhow to
apply the techniquesof [29]to theWZW model, andderiveddifferential equationsfor thecorrelation
functions. Theseso-calledKnizhnik—Zamolodchikovequationsin principle solve the WZW model.

WZW models defined on a two-dimensionaltorus are characterizedby their modular invariant
partition function. For thecasewhenthe underlyingLie algebrais A~1~all possiblemodularinvariants
havebeenclassifiedin refs. [155,76, 77,220]. For higher-rankalgebrassuchcompleteresultshave,to
our knowledge,not beenobtained.

Onecanthus constructHWM’s of theVirasoroalgebrafrom HWM’s of AKM algebrasby meansof
the Sugawaraconstruction.Clearly, the scope of this constructionis limited since it assumesthe
presenceof an affine Kac—Moodysymmetryin theCFT. Thereexist, however,more generalVirasoro
constructions.Oneof thoseis theso-calledGoddard—Kent—Olivecosetconstruction[166,167], which
associatesa Virasoroalgebrato a cosetpair (~,k’), ~‘ C~ of AKM algebras*).Examplesof thecoset
constructionwere alreadygiven in refs. [28,177]. The cosetconstructionstartsfrom the Sugawara
tensorsT(z) and T’(z) associatedto ~ and ~‘, which generateVirasoro algebrasof centralcharges
c(g, k) andc(~’,k’), respectively.One thenconstructsthe operator

T(z)= T(z) — T’(z), (2.75)

which generatesa so-called“coset” Virasoro algebra,of centralchargec(g,g’, k) given by* *)

c(g, ~‘, k) = c(~,k) — c(g’, k’). (2.76)

An importantpropertyof this cosetVirasoroalgebrais that it commuteswith theAKM subalgebra~‘.

This implies that the ~ HWM’s cannaturally be interpretedasHWM’s of thedirect sum of ~g’and the
cosetVirasoroalgebra. In particular, the cosetvector spaceobtainedfrom a ~ HWM by identifying
statesin the sameg’ HWM, is a (not necessarilyirreducible)HWM of the cosetVirasoro algebra.

‘~The central chargek’ of the AKM subalgebra~‘ is determinedby k’ = jk, wherej is theDynkin indexof theembeddingg’ C g.
**) A special situation arises when c(g, k) = c(l’, k’), in which case the embedding ~‘ cg is called a conformalembedding.For such

embeddings,which wereclassifiedin refs. [294,10], the cosetVirasoroalgebrais trivial.
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The cosetconstructionmakesit possibleto relatemodularinvariantpartition functionsfor theAKM
algebraA~1~andfor the Virasoro algebra[60,70].

GeneralVirasoroconstructionsthat arequadraticin thecurrentsof an AKM ~havebeenstudiedin
a systematicfashion (seeref. [179]for a recentreview andreferencesto theoriginal literature).These
constructionscorrespondto solutionsof the so-calledVirasoro masterequation.Someof the solutions
thathavebeenfoundhaveirrationalVirasorocentralchargeandarethusnon-rationalCFT’s (compare
with section4.1). The study of the Virasoro masterequation hasrevealedan interestingconnection
with the theoryof graphsand generalizedgraphs.

In later sectionswe will arguethat the Sugawaraandcosetconstructionsas discussedherearenot
completeif theLie algebrag involved hasrank greaterthan 1, i.e. if it is not A

1. The extensionof the
Sugawaraconstructionto the so-called Casimir construction, to be discussedin section3.2, will
naturallyleadto aclassof ‘Ut algebras,theso-calledCasimir algebras.A similar extensionof thecoset
construction,to be discussedin chapter7, will allow us to constructunitary HWM’s and modular
invariantpartition functionsfor these‘Ut algebras.More generalconstructionsof ‘Ut algebrasfrom the
currentsof AKM algebrashavealso beenconsidered[88].

3. ‘U’ algebrasandCasimir algebras

3.1. ‘Ut algebras:definitionsand the exampleof 71’

In the previous chapter we discussedsome basics of conformal symmetry and its elementary
realizationsin termsof free fields andof thecurrentsof affine Kac—Moodyalgebras.Wewill nowfocus
on thecentral topic of this paper: ‘Ut algebrasandrelatedstructures.

Our first concernis to makemoreprecisewhat we meanby a 711 algebra.Sinceourmain interestis iii
the quantum‘Ut algebrasthat occur in CFT’s, we will give a definition, following ref. [165],that is
tailored for this purpose.However, we would like to stressthat the mathematicalnotions of both
classicaland quantum ‘Ut algebrasare purely algebraicconceptswhich exist independentlyfrom the
specific contextof CFT.

Following ref. [165],we shall first define the notion of a meromorphicconformal field theory. A
quantum‘Ut algebracanthenbedefinedto be a meromorphicconformalfield theoryof a specialtype.

A meromorphicconformalfield theory (mcft) consistsof a “characteristicHubertspace”~‘ (we will
sometimesrefer to ~‘ as the “vacuum module”) and a map ~‘)—+ V(I~/,),z), the so-called “vertex
operatormap”, from ~‘ into the spaceof fields.

Furthermore,there should be a distinguishedstateIL), whose correspondingvertex operator
T(z)= V(IL), z) is the stress-energytensorof the theory. Its modes T(z)= ~nEZL~z”

2satisfy the
Virasoroalgebra.

The vertex operatormap hasto satisfy the following properties:
(i) There existsa uniquestate 0) E ~‘ suchthat V(c(i), z)O) = e2~~_1ct,),

(ii) (~r
1V(i/i),z)i/’2) is a meromorphicfunctionof z,

(iii) (~I V( It/i), z)V( Ix), w) I ‘fr2) is a meromorphicfunction for z > wi,
(iv) (i/it I V( I ‘I’), z)V(I x), w) I ifr2) = (t/r~I V( I A’)~w)V( I ~‘), z) It/i2) by analytic continuation. Here

= —1 if both t/i andx are fermionic, and 1 otherwise.
Fromtheseaxiomsit follows that thevertexoperatormap I ~‘) —* V( It/i), z) is in factan isomorphism.
Let W = ~h ~h denotethe decompositionof ~Cinto L0 eigenspacesof eigenvalueh (“conformal
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dimensions”).The aboveaxioms imply that only integeror half-odd-integerconformal dimensionsh
can~occurin a mcft. The fieldsof integerdimensionarebosonicandthoseof half-odd-integerdimension
are fermionic. When It/i) E ~, we will usethe following modeexpansionfor the correspondingfield
(comparewith (2.39))

V(I~fr), z) = ~ tPnz_~1_h, (3.1)

where n E1 for h integerand n E1 + ~for h half-oddinteger. It follows that

t/1_hIO)=It//), c1i~I0)=0 for n�—h+1. (3.2)

Moreover,theoperatorproductexpansionof two fieldsA(z) andB(w)of conformaldimensionshA and
hB may be shownto equal(2.33), where

{AB)r(W) = V(A_r_hAB_hBIO),w) . (3.3)

In particular,the normal orderedproduct (AB)(z)correspondsto the stateA_hAB_hB10).
A quantum 711 algebracannow be definedto be a meromorphicconformalfield theoryof a special

type. This will directly imply that the 711 algebrasatisfiesa numberof CFT consistencyconditions;in
particular,it guaranteesthat the operatorproductalgebraof the 711-currentswill be associative.

Definition. A quantum ‘Ut algebra is a meromorphicconformalfield theory whosecharacteristicHubert
space~“ containsafinite numberofdistinguishedstatesI i), including thestateIL), whosecorresponding
vertexoperatorW~~(z)= V( I i), z) (T(z) = W~2~(z))arequasiprimaryfieldsof integerconformaldimen-
sions,. Furthermore,it is requiredthat the entirespaceoffields isspannedby normalorderedproductsof
thefields W~~(z)and their derivatives.

It can be shownfrom the definition that ~Wis spannedby lexicographicallyorderedstates

w~
1_5. w~_~IO) (3.4)

where s, � s11, i1 = i~÷~~ m.� m1~1and m. � 0. Conversely,if ~‘ is spannedby statesof this form
then all the fields can be written as normalorderedproductsof the W~~(z)and their derivatives.

Remarks:
(1) Generalizations.It is of coursepossibleto relax this definition in variousdirections.If we allow

an infinite set of extracurrents,we can include importantexamplessuchas 7Y,~(see section5.2.1).
Also, one can easily define agradedversion of ‘Ut algebrasby allowing the spins of the generating
currentsto becomehalf-integer(seesection3.3 for an example).

(2) Modes. As we discussedin chapter2, an OPE algebra of currents is equivalent to the
commutatoralgebraof their Laurentmodes,whichwill be Lm~(TT)m,.. . , W~,... in thecaseof a
‘Ut algebra.The Jacobi identity for this commutatoralgebrais equivalentto the condition of crossing
symmetry for four-point functionsof currents.

In somecasesit is possibleto assignhalf-integer(or, in onecase,1/3-integer)modesto someof the
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currents in a 711 algebra [182,183,184]. The correspondingtwisted sectors of the algebracan be
comparedto the Ramondsectorsof the superconformalalgebras.The twisting changesthe structureof
the representationtheoryand leadsto newmodularinvariantpartition functions. In chapters5 and 7
we will saymore about twisted ‘Ut algebras.

It is thus possibleto carryOut the analysisof 711algebrasentirely on the level of modes.In thisreport
we will mostly usethe formulationin termsof currentsinstead.

(3) Generic versusexoticalgebras.The OPE T—T (see(2.3)) containsthe real parameterc, called
the central charge. In certain casesit turns out to be possibleto define a one-parameterfamily of
consistent7j1 algebras,theparameterbeing c. In suchcasesvariouspropertiesof the algebra,andthe
representationtheory, canbe studiedas a functionof c. We will refer to thesealgebrasby sayingthat
they are of generictype. In contrastto this thereis the casewherea ‘Ut algebrawith a certainsetof
currentsonly exists for someisolatedvaluesof the centralchargec. We will denotethe latter type as
exotic. Thesenotionswill becomemore clearwhen we discussexamplesof bothpossibilitiesin later
sections*

The prototypeexampleof all ‘Ut algebrasis the 7113 algebra*‘K) introducedby Zamolodchikovin ref.
[339]. It hasgeneratorsT(z) and W(z), whereW(z) is primary of spin 3 with respectto T(z). The
singular OPEof the spin-3 currentsreads

W(z)W(w)= c/3 6 + 2T(w) + aT(w) + 2 [2/3A(w)+ ~ a2T(w)]
(z—w) (z—w) (z—w) (z—w)

+ [/3 aA(w) + ~ ä3T(w)], (3.5)

where

A(w) = (TT)(w) — ~ 82T(w), (3.6)

and /3 is given by

j3=16/(22+5c). (3.7)

The centralchargeparameterc is arbitrary;in the terminologyof “generic” versus“exotic” ‘Ut algebras
the 7113 algebrais thus an algebraof generictype. Zamolodchikovshowedthat theseOPE’s are the
most generalcompatiblewith the requirementof crossingsymmetry.The four-point function of the
currentsW(z) is given by (comparewith (2.43), (2.44))

(W’(z~)W(zJ)W(zk)W(zl))= G(x)(z,— zk)(zI — z
1)

6 , (3.8)

where

~~In a recentpaper[72],theterminology “deformable”and“non-defonnable”is proposedfor whatwe call “generic”and“exotic” Valgebras,

respectively.As furtherpiecesof terminology,thenotions of “positive-definiteness”and “reductivity” of a V algebraareintroducedin ref. [72].
~ For a more systematicnomenclaturefor V algebras,we refer to laterchaptersand to appendixB.
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G(x)=~_(-~.+ 1 6+1)+2c(.~_+ 1 4+~+ 1 1 )
9 x (1—x) x4 (1—x) x (1—x) x (1—x)

/9 32 16 \/1 1 2 2 \
+c~5+5(225))~2+2++(1)) (3.9)

with x asin (2.44). It caneasilybe checkedthat theconditions(2.46) for crossingsymmetryareindeed
satisfied.

For completeness,wenow give the commutatoralgebraof the LaurentmodesL~and W,,, which are
definedas in (2.39). The commutators[Lm, L~]andELm, W~]areas in (2.7) and(2.40) (with h~= 3)
and we have

[Wm, W,,] = ~cm(m
2 — 1)(m2 —

+ (m — n)[~g(m+ n + 3)(m+ n + 2)— ~(m + 2)(n +2)]Lm+n + /3(m — fl)Am+n,

(3.10)

where

Am = ~ (Lm_nLn) — ~(m + 3)(m +2)Lm. (3.11)

Later in this review we will comeback to the ‘1113 algebraa numberof times.

With the example of 7113 at hand,we would like to makea few further remarkson the general
structureof ‘Ut algebras.Our definitionmakesit clearthat theregulartermsin any OPEdo notcontain
any independentinformation, since they can easily be expressedin termsof the original currents.
However,we would like to stressthat theentire setof singularand regulartermsin any OPEformsa
representationof conformal symmetry (i.e. the Virasoro algebra),which is in general infinitely
reducible.Concretely,this implies that the setof all termsin theOPEof two primaryfieldscanbesplit
as a sum of primary fieldsanddescendantfields that are relatedto primary fields that appearedin more
singulartermsin the expansion(as in (2.10)). Thus, in generalOPE’s, an infinite numberof primary
fields of the Virasoro algebraarepresent.

Let usillustratethiswith the OPEW—Win the 7113 algebra.We considerthe first regulartermin this
OPE, which is simply given by (WW)(w). Clearly, this term is not just a Virasorodescendantof the
identity. Instead,we can “split” it in a descendantfield, given by

a(T a2T—a(T 3T))(z)+ y(T(TT))(z)+ o a4T(z)+ ~a(~a3T+ p a(T2 — ~ a2T))(z) (3.12)

plus a new Virasoro primary field ~6~(z), which is given by

~6~(z) = (WW)(z)— a(Ta2T—a(T 8T))(z)— y(T(TT))(z)

— o a4T(z)— ~a(~a3T+ /3 a(T2— ~ a2T))(z). (3.13)

Here, a, y, 8 and e arefunctionsof c given by
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— 43c2—1266c—3784 — 16(191c+22)

a — 2(22+ 5c)(68+ 7c)(2c — 1) ‘ ~ — 3(22 + 5c)(68+ 7c)(2c— 1)

— —189c~+ 812c2— 18900c— 12320 — 67c2 + 178c—752
— 336(22+ 5c)(68+ 7c)(2c— 1) ‘ — 16(68+ 7c)(2c— 1)

and/3 is as in (3.7).We mentionherethat ~6~(z), whichis primaryfor all valuesof c, is actuallya null
field if wechoosec to be 4/5, —2, —114/7or —23. For thesespecialvaluesoneexpectsthe existenceof
711

3-invariantminimal CF1’ models.We will later be discussingthe exampleof c = 4/5, for which a
unitary 7113 invariant CFT exists.

The decompositionof all currentsin a ‘Ut algebrain termsof quasi-primarycurrentsandderivatives
thereofcan also be illustratedwith the caseof 7113. The first few (in termsof conformal dimension)
quasi-primarycurrentsare

T(z), (TT)(z) — ~ 3
2T(z), W(z), (TW)(z)— ~ a2W(z), etc. (3.15)

3.2. Casimir algebras

In this sectionwe presenta generalizationof the traditionalSugawaraconstruction[314],seesection
2.3.2,which includeshigher-spingeneratorsin addition to the stress—energytensor.This construction,
which wasfirst presentedin ref. [11],leadsto so-calledCasimir algebras,which arespecialexamplesof
‘Ut algebras.In particular, the Casimirconstructionprovidesarealizationof the ‘U’ algebrasassociated
with X

1, whereX1 is oneofthesimply lacedAKM algebras~ D~or ~ with centralchargegiven
by c = rank(X1) = 1. More details will be providedin chapter7.

Our startingpoint is a conformalfield J(z), which takesvaluesin a Lie algebrag (seesection2.3.2
for our notationsandconventions).We considerthe so-calledCasimir operators

W~(z)= ~ k) a,b~... dabc...(Ja(Jb(Jc(. . .))))(z), (3.16)

where ~j(~1)(g,k) is some normalization constantand dabc... is a completely symmetric traceless
g-invarianttensorof rank s,. The index i labelsa basisfor thesetensors;if g hasrank 1 we have i 1,
2,. .. , 1. The numberss, areequalto the so-calledexponentsof the Lie algebrag plus one.A list of
exponentsis providedin appendixA. Note that T~’~an d~~C“TaT6Tc~.. , with Ta asin (2.68),is theseth
Casimiroperatorof the Lie algebrag.

The first Casimir operatorT(z)an W~
2~(z)is the Sugawarastress—energytensor(2.72), which we

discussedin section2.3.2. It satisfiesthe Virasoro OPE (2.3) with centralchargec(g, k) as given in
(2.73). The fact that the d-symbolshavebeenchosento be tracelessguaranteesthat the remaining
CasimiroperatorsW~’~~(z),i = 2, 3,. . . , 1, are primary fields of dimensions, with respectto T(z).

In the remainingpart of this sectionwe focuson the relatively simpleexample~ = ~1) wheretwo
independentCasimir invariantsof orders2 and 3 exist.The third-orderCasimir operatortakesthe form

W~3~(z)= 3)(k)d~
6~(Ja(JlJJ~~))(z), (3.17)

where

~
3~(k)= [1/(k + 3)]\,/6/5(2k+ 3). (3.18)
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In addition to the aforementionedresults that T(z) satisfiesthe Virasoro operatoralgebraand that
W~3~(z)is a primary field of dimension3, we obtain the following contractionof W~with itself

W~3~(z)W~(w)= ~ + (2T~
4+ (~T~3+ ( ~ [2f3A(w)+ f~a

2T(w)+ R~4~(w)]

+ [/3 äA(w)+ ~ a~T(w)+ ~aR~4~(w)], (3.19)

where A(z) and /3 are given in (3.6) and (3.7) and the central chargeis equal to c = c(A~,k) =

8k/(k+ 3). The field R~4~(z)is a newprimaryfield which cannotbe expressedin termsof the second-
andthird-orderCasimir operatorsT(z) and W~3~(z).For generalk the field R~4~(z)doesnot vanish,
which meansthat the operatoralgebradoesnot close on the spacespannedby T(z) and W~3~(z)
(comparewith our definition in section3.1).

Thissituationimprovesif the levelk is chosento be 1. It was shownin ref. [11]that in that casethe
troublesomefield R~4~(z)is a null field (correspondingto a null state in the Hilbert space),which
decouplesfrom the algebra.This then leadsto the result that the A~’~Casimir algebra for k = 1 is
actually identical to the ‘1113 algebra(with c = 2) which we introducedin section3.1!

In chapter7 we shall showthat the identificationof thec = 2 71I3 algebrawith thelevel-i ~ Casimir
algebracarriesover to all of thesimply lacedclassicalLie algebrasA,, D, andE

1 andthe corresponding
711 algebras,which we will denoteby ‘11~C[X~ IX,, 1] (seeappendixB). (Clearly, explicit calculations
will not be possiblein thosecasesand we will resortto different techniques.)We will thenextendthe
Casimirconstructionto a cosetconstruction,whichwill allow us to studythe unitaryminimal modelsof
various ‘Ut algebras.

3.3. 711superalgebras;the exampleofsuper-‘1113

In this section we will take a first look at supersymmetricextensionsof 711 algebras.Rather
surprisingly, we will find that the “minimal” supersymmetricextensionof the ‘1113 algebra is only
consistentfor two values,c = ~ and c = — ~, of the central charge,so that the minimal super-‘1113
algebrais whatwe call an “exotic” algebra.The original derivationof this resultwasgivenin ref. [199],
where theassociativitywascheckedby consideringthecrossingsymmetryof four-pointfunctions.Here
we will take the opportunity to illustrate (as in ref. [4]) a different technique,which usesthe Jacobi
identity for gradedcommutatorsof field operators,see section2.2.

Beforewe turn to the “minimal” super-7113 algebra,we makesomeremarksaboutthe superconfor-
mal algebra.The N= 1 superconformalalgebrais generatedby thesuperstress—energytensorT(Z) of
dimension3/2,

t(Z) = ~G(z)+ OT(z). (3.20)

We follow the conventionsof refs. [143,140]: Z = (z, 0) is a complex supercoordinate,T(z) is the
ordinarystress—energytensorof dimension2 and G(z) is its fermionicsuperpartnerof dimension3/2.
The superconformalalgebrais representedby the OPE

-i-- ~ + ~ i’(Z2)+ —~- ~ Dt(z2)+ ~ a~t(z2)+..., (3.21)

z12 z12 z12 z12

wherez12=z1—z2—0102,012=0102, Da0+0a~,anda=a~.
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Let usnow considerthe superalgebrathat is obtainedby addinga primarysuper-current*(Z) of
dimension 5/2 to the superconformalalgebra.The fact that W(Z) is primary of dimension5/2 is
expressedby the OPE

~ 1~’(Z2)+—~— ~ D1~’(Z~)+~ a*(Z~)+~~~ (3.22)
z12

Let usnow considerthe OPE1~/(Z1)1~’(Z2).We supposethat we arein the “minimal” case,wherethe
operatorproductalgebrafor W(Z) simply reads[199](comparewith (2.13))

[~/] . [*] = C[I], (3.23)

with [I] denotingthe superconformalfamily of the identity operator.In order to fix the coefficientsin
the OPE we consider the condition of associativity.We will use the Jacobi identities for “normal
orderedgradedcommutators”of the currentsT(Z) and W(Z). These identities will allow us to fix
variouscoefficients in a relatively easyway. The generalgradedJacobi identity reads (comparewith
(2.47))

(_1)A~[A, B}, C}(Z) + cycl. = 0 (3.24)

for generalcurrentsA(Z), B(Z), andC(Z). With the OPE’s(3.21) and(3.22) the Jacobiidentitiesfor
ttT and flI1’ areguaranteed.For TWWwe have

[I’, {W 1~7}](Z) + 2[*, { t, 1~’}](Z) = 0. (3.25)

The first few singular termsin *(Z1)*(Z2) are easilyfixed by writing *(Z) = Vi7~U(z)+ 0W(z)
andusing theOPE’s W(z1)W(z2)and U(z1)U(z2)as given in ref. [339].In combinationwith (3.25) this
leads to

= -4- ~ + ~ i(Z2) +4 ~ Di’(z2) + ~ ai’(z2) + 4 ~V(Z2)
z12 z12 z12 z~ z12

+ 2 4+21 [(c+ ~)a
2i’(Z

2)+22i’Di’(Z2)]

z12

+ z12 (4c +
2lXlOc 7) [(36c+ 2) D~’Dt(Z

2)

+ (2c
2 — c —37) D a21’(z

2) — (4c — 166)ta~t(Z2)]

+ — (4 +21X10 7) [(112c—160)i’D81’(Z2)

+ ~(2c
2— 29c + 3) a3t(Z

2) + (144c + 8) Di’aD(Z2)] +... (3.26)

(Note that i’
2(Z) is actually the same as ~aDi’(Z).)

The remaining associativity condition is the Jacobi identity for the triple productWWW(Z). One
finds
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[*, {1~’,1~T}](Z)= a2~(Z), (3.27)

where

= 9(4c + 21)(lOc 7) [3(2c— 83)~taD*(Z) + 12(18c+ 1) Di’a*(Z)

— 6(2c—83) ai’D*(Z) — 15(18c+ 1) a Di~*(Z)+ (2c2— 29c + 3) a3*(Z)]. (3.28)

This result showsthat the aboveoperatoralgebrais not associativefor genericvaluesof the central
chargec. However,onecan checkthat the field ~P(Z)is superprimary,andhencenull, for c 10/7 or
c = —5/2. We concludethat for thesevaluesof c all gradedJacobi identitiesare satisfied.

In ref. [199],wherethe conditionof associativitywas analysedby consideringcrossingsymmetry of
four-point correlators,it was shown that the “minimal” super-‘1113 algebra, as given by the OPE’s
(3.21), (3.22) and (3.26), is indeedassociativefor c = 10/7 andc = —5/2.

Fromthe superspaceOPE’s listedabovethe OPE’s of the componentfields T(z), G(z), W(z)and
U(z) can easily be obtained. One then finds that the bosonic 7113 algebra (see section 3.1) is a
subalgebraof the “minimal” super-7113 algebrafor c = 10/7. A CFT model realizing super- 7113 symmetry
at c = ~ will be discussed in section 4.2.

We will comebackto supersymmetricextensionsof ‘Ut algebrasin generalandof the ‘1113 algebrain
particular in later chapters.

4. V algebras and CFT

4.1. The chiral algebra in RCFT’s

We will not attempt to give a comprehensivereview of the structuretheory of rational conformal
field theories(RCFT’s), of which excellentaccountscan be foundelsewhere[256], but ratherrecall a
few basic factswith specialemphasison the role playedby the chiral algebra.

We first define what we meanby a rational CFT. (This notion was introduced by Friedan and
Shenkerin 1987(unpublished).)A conformalfield theoryis calledrationalif it hasthepropertythatthe
matrix Xhh which appearsin the torus partition function (2.31) has finite rank. RCFT’s have the
propertythat their correlationfunctionson general(punctured)Riemannsurfacestake the form of a
finite sum of holomorphictimes antiholomorphicexpressionsin the modularparametersof punctured
surface.It was shownin ref. [6] that in aRCFT thecentralchargec and theconformaldimensionsh are
all rational numbers.

An immediateconsequenceof the fact that X
65 hasfinite rank is that thepartition function Z (see

(2.30)) of a RCFT can be written in the following form:

~ (Xh+)(~+”~). (4.1)
(h/i)

wherethedots standfor additional Virasorocharacters(with increasingdimension)and the sum is over
a finite setof labels (h, h). Becausethe unit operatoroccurswith multiplicity onein the theory, the
label (h, h) = (0,0) occurspreciselyoncein theabovesummation.The charactersthat arecollectedin
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the holomorphic factor (x0 + + ~ are all multiplied with ~. These terms in Z correspondto
representationsassociatedwith chiral primary fieldsof dimension(s,,0), which havethe interpretation
of currentscorrespondingto additional(chiral) symmetriesin theCFT. Theconformalfamilies [4’(~.o)],
togetherwith the correspondingoperatorproductexpansions,define the so-calledchiral algebra.~of
the RCFT. (In thosecaseswheretheaboveprescriptionis ambiguousit will be assumedthe characters
in Z have beenregroupedsuchthat the chiral algebrais maximally extended.)The algebras.s~’and ~,
which is composedof the anti-chiral fields of dimension(0, s,), areextendedconformalalgebras.They
contain a Virasoro subalgebraand additional currentswhich, due to modular invariance,all have
integerconformal dimensions.

Let usnow look at the otherfields in the theory. It can beshown that thesecan be groupedinto a
finite setof representationsof ~tiand ~. TheserepresentationsareHWM’s. Thehighestweightstateis
annihilatedby all the positive modesof both the Virasorogeneratorsand theadditionalgeneratorsof
the chiral algebra. The correspondingconformal field is called primary with respectto the chiral
algebra. (See chapters6 and 7 for a more systematicdescriptionof the representationtheory of
extendedconformal algebras.)

It was establishedin refs. [321,254] that the fusion rules of the primary fields in a RCFT can be
derivedfrom the transformationpropertiesundermodular transformationsof the characters.~‘ of the
chiral algebrasi. This result indicatesthat the chiral algebraplays a centralrole: it dictatesboth the
structureof the Hilbert spaceand the form of the interactions.These statementswere mademore
precisein refs. [94,255,256] wherethe following resultsfor a RCFT with given chiral algebra s~’were
derived (the assumption is made that both chiral sectors have the same chiral algebra):

(i) all unitaryrepresentationsof .s~’occurwith multiplicity one,
(ii) the coupling of the left and the right chiral sectorsis either diagonalor off-diagonal by an

automorphismof the fusion algebra.
Theseresults show that the classificationof all RCFT’s can in principle be done in a two-step

process, where in the first step all chiral algebras that allow a finite set of unitary representations are
determinedand in the secondstep for eachalgebra the automorphismsof the fusion algebraare
obtained.

It wasshownin [79,80] that thechiral algebraof a RCFT containsaninfinite set of Virasoro-primary
currentsif thecentralchargec satisfiesc � 1. However,in manycasesit hasbeenfoundthat thechiral
algebrais finitely generatedin the following sense.If we havea setof chiral currentswe can always
produceadditionalcurrentsby taking derivativesandnormal orderedproductsof currentsin the set.
We call a chiral algebrafinitely generatedif all its currentscanbe formedfrom a finite setof generating
currentsby repeatedlytakingderivativesandnormalorderedproducts.Oneeasilychecksthat a chiral
algebra which is finitely generated satisfies the defining properties of what we called a 711 algebra
(section 3.1). Thus we see the close connection between these two concepts*).

Among the main themesof thisreview paperarethe closeconnectionsbetweencertain711 algebras
on the one hand and classicalor affine Lie algebrason the other. This thenmight suggestthat the
problem of classifying RCFT’s can be completely solved by exploiting these relations. However, a
classification of RCFT’s along the lines discussed in this section would at least require a proper
understanding of all finitely generated ‘Ut algebras, which can be of generic (deformable) or exotic type.
In contrast,theDS reductionschemeand thecosetconstructionusuallyleadto ‘Ut algebrasthat canbe

*) Caution:accordingto our definition, thechiral algebraof alevel-l wzw model for oneof theADE classicalLie algebrasis (theenveloping

algebraof) the full AKM algebraand not the Casimir algebradiscussedin section3.2.
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defined for generic central charge c. There is thus a missing link, which is a more systematic
understandingof exotic 711 algebras.It is sometimespossible to construct exotic 711 algebras as
extensions or truncations, which can only be defined for special c, of generic ‘Ut algebras.Werefer to
section5.2.3 for somefurthercommentsaboutthis.

The actual construction of the chiral algebrasfor RCFT’s has been further analyzed in refs.
[295, 296, 201]. Thesepapersintroduceda techniquebasedon thenotion ofsimplecurrentsand, related
to that, of the centerof a RCFT. Simplecurrentsare specialprimary fieldswhosefusion rules with any
other field contain just one term. This meansin particular that they havewell-defined monodromy
propertieswith all fields, andthis propertycan be used to define an abeliansymmetrygroupwhich is
calledthe centerof the RCFT.

Let us assumethat we aregiven a RCFTwhichis diagonalwith respectto a certainchiral algebra.If
the set of all primary fields with respect to this chiral algebra contains simple currents we can usually
constructnew, off-diagonal modularinvariant partition functions.Thesenew invariantseither corre-
spondto an automorphismof the fusion rules of the original chiral algebraor to an extensionof the
chiral algebra. In most cases, the actual construction of these new invariants resembles the orbifold
constructions that are well-known in CFT and string theory.

The simple currentmodular invariants that correspondto fusion rules automorphismshavebeen
completelyclassified in [150].Fortheorieswith a center(lv)”, andpprime,a completeclassificationof
all simplecurrent invariantswas presentedin ref. [151],see also ref. [152].

4.2. Examples:‘W and super-7113 minimal models

In the previoussectionwe discussedthe generalform of the toruspartition function of RCFT’s. We
alreadymentionedin section2.2 that modular invariant partition functions for the minimal unitary
series (2.26) of central charges c have been classified in the so-called ADE classification
[155, 76,77,220]. In a similar way, all unitary superconformalmodelswith centralchargec<3/2 have
been classified in refs. [75,218]. Their central charges are in the discrete series cm = ~[l —

8/m(m+ 2)], m = 3, 4,...
We will now takea closer look at two specific modelswhich we take from the classificationsjust

cited. By looking at their chiral algebra (or chiral superalgebra) we will argue that they actually possess
extendedsymmetries,which will be 7113 symmetryfor the first modeland super-7113 symmetry for the
second.We presenttheseexplicit examplesto illustrate the general structurethat we discussedin
section 4.1.

For our first examplewe takea CFT of centralcharge c 4/5, which correspondsto m = 5 in the
unitary discreteseries(2.26). For this centralcharge,two modularinvariant partition functionsexist.
Here we focus on the so-calledexceptionalmodular invariant,which correspondsto a CFT theory
which is related to the 3-states Potts model at criticality. This partition function contains only a subset
of the primary fields thatare allowedby unitarity

2 2 2 2Z1x0+x3I +Ix215+x715I +2Ix1115I +2Ix213I , (4.2)

where the subscriptsdenote the conformal dimensions. Of particular interest in this model is the
occurrence of primary fields with dimensions (h, h) given by (3, 0) and (0, 3), respectively. The other
primary fields in the model are local with respect to these spin-3 fields. Explicitly we have the following
operatorproductexpansions[29]
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~(3,O) 4’(2/5,~)= [~(7/5,~)] ~ ~(3,O) 4’(7/5,~)= [~(2/5,~)] ~

4’(2132/3) = [~(2/3,2/3)] ‘ ~(3o)~(1/15.1J15) = [~(1/15,1/15)] ,

where the * standsfor 2/5 or 7/5 and [~(2/3,2/3)] and [~(1I15.1/15)] denoteeither one of the two
conformal families with identical conformaldimensions.

Theserelationsclearly show the existenceof extendedchiral symmetriesin the model, which are
generatedby the spin-3 primary fields. The true symmetryalgebraof this particularmodelis thusan
extensionof the conformal algebra, which is generatedby the Virasoro generatorsand the spin-3
primary fields ~(

30)(z) and 4(03)(fl. One expects that the partition function (4.2) can be reexpressed in
termsof charactersk which aredefinedwith respectto theextendedchiral algebra(i.e. the subalgebra
generatedby T(z) and ~(30)(z)). The action (4.3) of the spin-3 fields on the other primary fields
suggeststhat the partition function is the “diagonal” sum of squaredextendedcharacters,~,

Z= I~I~+ L~215I
2+ R

1115,+1
2+ L~

1115,_I
2+ 1x

213,+I + L~213,_I
2~ (4.4)

where+ and — refer to the eigenvaluesof the spin-3 operators.
Of course,the chiral algebraof this CFT is preciselythe ‘1113 algebrawhich we introducedin section

3.1, andthe structuresketchedabovehasbeenconfirmedby a detailedanalysisof its representation
theory andof the structureof its modular invariants.The value c = 4 /5 is actuallythe lowest central
chargethat admitsunitary 7113 invariant GET’s, and the modular invariant (4.4) is the first in a long list
of ‘1113 modularinvariantsthat areknown by now.

For our second example we consider a minimal superconformalfield theory of central charge
c = 10/7. We pick this value,which correspondsto m = 12 in the superconformalunitaryseriesc = cm
cited above,since we saw in section3.3 that preciselyfor this valuethe “minimal” super-7413 algebra
can consistentlybedefined.As we will seelater, thisvalueis alsoconsistentwith bosonic 7113 symmetry,
since it is the m = 6 position in theunitary ‘1113 seriescm = 2(1 — 12/m(m+ 1)).

It was proposedin ref. [44] that the superconformalfield theory with partition function

~ 13
(N=1) J~ NS NS NS NS 2 NS —NS R R 2ZED (x

15 +x5~+x7~~ +(x —s.~ )+ ,~‘45+x8,) (4.5)
~ s=1,odd

is a diagonalmodularinvariantof the minimalsuper-7113 algebraat c = 10/7. In herewewrite XNS and
for the characters(without andwith the ( 1)F insertion)in the Neveu—Schwarzsectorand~R for

the charactersin the Ramondsectorof the N 1 superconformalalgebra. The labels (rs) label the
varioushighestweightstatesin both sectors.

In laterpapers[189,299], the representationtheory of the super-‘1113 algebraandthe branchingrules
from the super-7113 charactersto ordinary superconformalcharactershavebeenworkedout (see also
ref. [81]). In ref. [299]some controversy surrounding this model was resolved and it was established
that the partition function (4.5) can indeedbe written in termsof charactersof the super-V3algebraas
follows

2Z~~= (Ich~I
2+ Ich~

4I
2+ Ich~

4I
2+ Ich~.+l2+ Ich~,_I2)+ (ch~—+~~)

~1j iJ~ 2~ ~R 2~ ~R 2~ ~R 2~ ~R 2
4k C~~

111~cr~l/H , c,~312 c~s9114+ -u Cri~14,_ .
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The combinationis preciselya “diagonal” combinationof all charactersof thec = ~ super-V3algebra!
(Wewrote ch~,~,j1,tS andch~for the super-V3charactersin the Neveu—SchwarzandRamondsectors,
respectively,andindicatedthesign of the W0eigenvaluew by ±.)For the actualderivationof thisresult
some detailedknowledge about charactersand modular invariants for the bosonic V3 algebraat
c = 10/7 was used.

Thus we seethat this secondexample,althoughtechnicallymoreinvolved, is on the samefooting as
the simplec = 4/5 examplediscussedabove. In both casesit turnedout to be possibleto learnabout
extensions of conformal symmetry by careful inspection of known modular invariant partition functions.
Theseobservationsareindependentfrom the studyof the detailsof the operatoralgebraof the currents
involved in the extendedalgebra,andtheyeasilygo beyondcurrentalgebrasthatcan be constructedby
hand. For example,it is straightforwardto extendthe examplesdiscussedaboveto the bosonicVN
algebra at c = 2(N — 1)/(N + 2) and to the minimal super-VN algebra at c,.,,= (3N + 1)(N — 1)!
2(2N+ 1) [299, 187, 188]. Clearly, the latter algebras cannot easily be obtained in closed form.

5. Classification through direct construction

5.1. The method

In this chapterwediscussa variety of extendedVirasoroalgebrasfor which the algebra(in the form
of (anti-)commutatorsor OPE’s) is explicitly known. A numberof thosehavebeenfound by handand
an additional numberhavebeenconstructedwith thehelp of computerpower. In sections3.1 and3.3
we alreadyshowedtwo explicit examples,which were the V3 and super-V3algebras,respectively.

In later chapters,wherewe will discusssystematicmethodssuchas Drinfeld—Sokolovreductionand
the cosetconstruction,we will recoversomeof the algebraslisted below. However, thesesystematic
approachesat bestgive existenceproofs for someof the algebras,and they certainly do not leadto
explicit resultsfor OPE’s.Althoughthesearenot alwaysneeded,it is definitely usefulto haveavailable
explicit and rigorousconstructionsof someof the simplestV-algebras.

We mentionedbeforethat thetechnicaldifficulty in constructinganextendedVirasoroalgebrawith a
given setof extrahigher-spinfields, is to makesure that the algebrais associative.In section2.2 we
discussed three alternative characterizations of associativity, which are believed to be equivalent. In
section 3.1 we introduced the important distinction between “generic” algebras (which are associative
for all valuesof the centralchargec), and“exotic” algebras,whichareassociativefor afinite numberof
c valuesonly. Below we will discussexamplesof both types.

Before we cometo an overviewof the resultsobtained,we would like to saymoreaboutthe method
of analysis. Let us first consider the analysisusing crossingsymmetry of four-point functions. This
methodwasfirst appliedin ref. [339],whereit was usedto fix thecoefficientsin the spin-S/2 andspin-3
extendedconformalalgebras.In ref. [61],the behaviorof four-point functionsundercrossingsymmetry
was analyzed by using counting argumentsbased on the conformal block decompositionof the
four-point functionsof the currentsin extendedalgebrasof the type V(2, s). The analysis of crossing
symmetry was furthersystematizedin ref. [68] (seealso ref. [186]).

A secondpossibility is to do the analysisby usingJacobiidentities for modesof the quasi-primary
fields that constitutethe V algebra. To streamline thesecomputationssome general theory was
developedin [68,58,222]. The startingpoint for this is the following form of the commutationrelation
of the modes4 ~,, andq5~ of two quasi-primaryfields 4’ and q5’, which can be derived[68] from (2.14),
(2.15),
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[4~,,,~] = ~ C”~P(m,n; h1, h1,hk)cb~÷fl+ ~~m+n(~ 11 ~I ~), (5.1)

where
h +h.—hk—l

P(m, n; h1, h1, hk)= ‘ ~o (h,+h/—hk—1— r)

x (—ly(h, — h. + hk)~(fl+ m + hk)r/r!(2hk)r , (5.2)

with (x),. = F(x + r) /1(x). One then observes that the Jacobi identities for those quasi-primaries that
can be written as composites of the generating fields are implied by those of the generating fields. This
reducesthe analysisto the generatingfields of the 111algebra,which havebeencalled “simple fields” in
ref. [58]. The extensionof the formalism of ref. [58] to the caseof N = 1 V-superalgebraswas
presentedin ref. [55].

The mostextensiveandsystematicwork on theexplicit constructionof V algebraswaspresentedin
the papers[58]and [222].These two papers,which largely overlap,give explicit results for a large
number of V algebraswith one or two higher-spingeneratorsin addition to the spin-2 Virasoro
generator.

5.2. Overview of results

In the list below we restrictourselvesto algebrasfor which all operatorproducts(or, equivalently,
commutationrelations)areexplicitly knownandfor which associativityhasbeenestablished.Algebras
whoseexistenceis conjecturedon the basis of extrapolation,generalreasoningor wishful thinking are
deferredto later chapters.For completeness,we alsomention a few (linearandnon-linear)supercon-
formal extensionsof the Virasoro algebra,which are not V algebrasin the strict sense,but which fit
naturallyinto the list.

We recall the notation convention introduced in appendix B: by a V algebra of type
V(2, ~2’ 53,. . . , s,,) we mean an algebrageneratedby the VirasorogeneratorT(z) and additional
primarycurrentsof spins~2’ s3,.. . , 5,,. For a V extensionof theN-extendedsuperconformalalgebra
(N = 1, 2, 3 or 4) with currentsthat are superfieldsof spinss2, 53,..., we will write .9’°W~”~(2—

NI 2, ~2’~ . ,s,,), where the first entry denotesthe superstresstensor.Notice that thesenotations
only specify a certaintype of algebra;in particular,it is possiblethat distinct algebraswith the same
setof spins of the generatingcurrentsexist.

5.2.1. Generic,linear algebras
(i) The Virasoroalgebra,given in (2.3) or (2.7).
(ii) The N-extendedsuperconformalalgebras(N = 1, 2, 3, 4). The classicalN-extendedsuperconfor-

mal algebras,which contain affine so(N) as a subalgebra,were first given in ref. [1].For N = 4, an
additionalalgebrawith only anaffine su(2)subalgebra,exists(the so-called“small” N= 4 superconfor-
mal algebra).The algebraswith N ~ 3 and the smallN = 4 algebrapossessa uniquecentralextension.
For the so(4) extendedN= 4 algebra two independent central extensions (corresponding to schwarzian
derivativesin N = 4 superspace)exist [297].TheN = 4 quantumalgebrasarethus parametrizedby two
central charges c andc’, or, suppressingoneof thecentral terms,by c and the value of a deformation
parametera [297,309]. Thelinear superconformalalgebraswith N� 5 do notadmit a centralextension
[297].
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(iii) w,,,, ‘Ut,,, and V1 +,,. We discusssome linear, infinitely generatedV algebras. Some early
references for these algebras are refs. [17,45, 279—281, 19, 257, 20, 21]; useful reviews are for example
refs. [282,278,310].

The simplestinfinitely generatedV algebra,which hasbeennamedw,, [17], can be viewed as the
algebra of area preservingdiffeomorphisms of a two-dimensionalcylinder. The algebra contains
generatorsw~of spin s = 2, 3, 4, 5,. . . The defining commutationrelationsare

[w~, w~’~]= [(t — 1)m — (s — 1)n]w~i~,_
2). (5.3)

The generators w~generatea (classical)Virasorosubalgebra.However,thestandardcentralextension
of the Virasoroalgebracannotbe extendedto the full algebraw,,,, which shouldthereforebe viewedas
a classicalV-algebra.

The algebraV,,, which was first given in refs. [279,280], is a deformationof w,,, which is suchthat
the standardcentralterm in the Virasorosub-algebracan be extendedto the whole algebra.V,, can
thus be viewed as the quantumversionof w,,. This hasbeennicely illustrated in the context of V
gravity, whereit was shownthat the quantizationof the classicalw,,

0 gravity leadsto aquantumtheory
basedon V, [36].

Following refs. [279,280], we denotethe generatorsof V,, of spins by V~,,wheres = i + 2, so that
the index i rangesfrom 0 to co~The defining commutationrelationsfor V,, can thenbe written as

[V’m, V~]= ~ g~’,(m,n)V~,~
2’+ cj(m)3”ôm+,,. (5.4)

The structureconstantsg~,(m,n) and the central termsc.(m) are completely fixed by the Jacobi

identities and takethe following form. For the centraltermswe have

c,(m)= m(m2— 1)(m2— 4). . . (m2 — (i + 1)2)c
1 , (5.5)

wherethe centralchargesc. are given by

2i—3. ,.2 :!~z+2!
c~—(2i+1)!!(2i+3)!! c. (5.6)

The structureconstantg~,(m,n) are expressedas

g’,’(m, n) = 2 1 + 1 ~N~(m, n), (5.7)

wherethe N’ are given by

1+1

N~= ~ (_i)k(l ~
1)[i + 1+ m](,+

1k)[i + 1— m]~[j + 1+ fl]k[J + 1 — n](,+1k) (5.8)

where[x],,= F(x + 1)IF(x + 1 — n). Finally, the çb~’aregiven by
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I.....i\ I~\ 1 11 1\ I 1I\
~,,ii = ‘~‘ ~. 2hk2)kk 2’ 2)kk 2

t)k (~9
‘l’l ~d 1 . 1 5 ~

k�O k.(—z— ~)k(~i — ~)k(~ +1 — l +

where (x),, = F(x + n) /1(x). The w,, algebracan be recoveredfrom 711,, by performinga contraction.
An alternativealgebra, which contains a generatorof spin 1 in addition to the spin 2, 3,...

generatorsof V,, hasbeencalled ~ + [281].In addition,matrix generalizationsof ‘Ut,, andV
1 + have

beenconsidered[21,270]. Supersymmetricextensionsof 711,, havebeenworkedout in refs. [37,34, 35].
The papers[34,35] introducea deformationparameterA, which is suchthat the algebrasuper-V,,,( A)
canbe truncatedon various subalgebrasfor specialchoicesof A.

A c = 2 realizationof V,,, which can be viewedas a theoryof 1,, parafermions,wasdiscussedin ref.
[20]. In ref. [21] more generalunitary representations,of centralchargec = 2p, p = 1, 2,.. . , were
given. For a systematicdiscussionof the representationtheory of variousinfinite V algebras,see for
exampleref. [269].

In section5.3.4 wewill discussa non-linearextensionof 711,,, which can be viewedas a universalV
algebra.

5.2.2. Generic, non-linearalgebras
(i) V(2, 3). This is the V3 algebra,which we discussedin section3.1. Its OPE’s aregivenin (2.3),

(2.5) (with h~= 3) and (3.5)—(3.7).
(ii) ‘141(2, 4). The explicit OPE’sfor this algebra,which was discussedin refs. [61,180,342, 58,222],

are (2.3), (2.5) (with h~= 4) and

c/4 2T(w) aT(w)
W(z)W(w)= 8+ 6+ 5

(z—w) (z—w) (z—w)

+ (z — w)
4(~a2T(w) + 2y11(w)) + (z — w)3(~a3T(w) + y aA(w))

+ (z ~w)2 (~a4T(w) + y a~A(w)+ (72c + 13)12(w)

— ~— (95c2 + 1254c— 10904)P(w))

+ ~ ~ a5T(w) + y a3A(w) + (72c + 13)afl(w)

— j~—(95c2 + 1254c— 10904) aP(w))

1 ~ W(w)+ ~ .~aW(w)
(z-w) (z-w) 2

+ (z _w)2 (~a2W(w)+ 3(c+24) H(w))

+ w (~a3w(w) + 3(c+24)aH(w))], (5.10)
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where

A(w)= (TT)(w)— ~ ä2T(w), 12(w)= (AT)(w)— ~(ä2TT)(w)—
(5.11)

P(w) = ~a2A(w)— ~(a2TT)(w)+ ~ä4T(w), H(w) = (TW)(w)—

y=21/(22+5c), ~t.=(5c+22)(2c—1)(7c+68). (5.12)

The self-couplingconstantC~
4,whichis fixed by the requirementof associativity,is given by (thisvalue

was announcedin ref. [61] andconfirmedin refs. [58,222])
(C4)

2= ~[154(c+ 24)(c2 — 172c+ 196). (5.13)

[We give this explicit form of the algebramainly for the purposeof illustrating how rapidly the
complexityof the OPE’sincreaseswith increasingspin of the generatingcurrents.Thishasbeenthe last
algebrathatwe displayin this explicit form.] This algebrais relatedto the Lie algebrasB

2 andC2 by
Drinfeld—Sokolovreduction [61,223]. [Warning:the title of the secondpaper notwithstanding,the
algebra V(2, 4) is not directly relevantfor the level-i B2 WZW modelsand the level (1, k) coset
modelsbasedon this Lie algebra.For that weneedanalgebraof type V(2, 5/2,4) (seebelow), which
canbe viewedas the Casimiralgebra (in the senseof section3.2) of the superalgebraB(0, 2) [327].]

(iii) V(2, 6). The existenceof a genericalgebrawith a spin-6 additionalcurrentwas announcedin
ref. [61], whereit wasalso shownthat algebrasof typeV(2, s) with s integeror half-integerands >6
do not exist for genericcentralchargec. The spin-6 algebrawas explicitly constructedin ref. [129];
theseresultswerethenconfirmedin refs. [58,222]. It is expectedthat this algebrais relatedto the Lie
algebraG2 by Drinfeld-Sokolovreduction[61,24].

(iv) V(2, 3, 4). This algebra,which is explicitly givenin refs. [58,222], is the third, after Virasoro
andV3, of the VN algebras,which areof type V(2, 3,. . . , N). Their discoveryin refs. [107—109,11]
was the first systematicextensionof Zamolodchikov’sconstructionof the 7113 algebra.(Thesealgebras
havenot beenconstructedexplicitly for N� 5.) Of all V algebras,theseare the onesthatare most
easilytractableandthat havereceivedthemostattention.We will comebackto thisseriesin chapters6
and7.

(v) V(2, 4, 6). Solutionsto the associativityconditionsof an algebrawith spins2, 4, 6 werefound in
ref. [222]. One of thesehasbeenidentified as the bosonicprojection of the N = 1 superconformal
algebra(seesection5.3.2.)

(vi) V(2, 5/2, 4). Theexistenceof thisalgebrawasannouncedin ref. [109];the explicit construction
was given in ref. [132], see also ref. [3]. It is the secondin a seriesof algebraswhich are related
[324,325] to a cosetconstructionbasedon B~J~(seechapter7) andwhich havebeenstudied[327]from
thepoint of view of the quantumDrinfeld—Sokolovreductionof the superalgebrasB(0, N) (seechapter
6). The higher algebrasin this seriesare not known explicitly.

(vii) S0’Ut(’)(3/2, 2), ,90711(l)(312 3/2,2). These are examples of generic V-extensionsof the
superconformalalgebra[232,131,55]. The self-couplingof the current W2 in the algebraFPW’)(3/2, 2)
vanishesfor c = —6/5, in agreementwith thefinding in ref. [199]that the algebrawithoutself-coupling
is only associativefor c = —6/5. More generalN= 1 supersymmetncV algebrashavebeenproposed
[267,105, 232, 196, 128,90, 123], but thesehavenot beenworked out in closed form.

(viii) N= 2 super-V3[268,292]. The N = 2 super-V,, algebraswere first consideredat the classical
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level, wheretheyarisefrom a Drinfeld—Sokolovreductionof the superalgebrasA(n — 1, n — 2), in refs.
[267,105,232,196, 127,203,234, 262]. The quantumalgebra.9111(2)(1 2) wasfirst given in explicit form
in ref. [268],see also ref. [292].

(ix) Nonlinearextendedsuperconformalalgebras.The first examplesof theseare the SO(N) and
U(N) Knizhnik—Bershadskysuperconformalalgebras[229,40], which are extendedsuperconformal
algebraswith non-linear(quadratic)defining relations.As suchtheyarevery similar to the non-linear
V algebras.They all admit non-trivial centralextensions.In the papers[69,205] (seealso ref. [134])
furthernonlinearsuperconformalalgebraswereconstructed.Among them aretwo exceptionalalgebras
basedon the superalgebrasG(3) andF(4), which haveN = 7 andN = 8 supersymmetries,respectively.

5.2.3. Exotic algebras
Let us briefly mention some results for these. Algebrasof type V(2, s), with s>2 integer or

half-integer,havebeenstudiedby anumberof authors[339,61, 58,222, 186]. Among these,only the
algebraswith s = 3, 4, 6 are generic;exotic algebraswith s = 5, 7, 8 ands = 5/2, 7/2,. .. , 15/2have
beenconstructed.The representationtheory of thesealgebraswas analyzedin refs. [320,104]. A
similar programfor V superalgebrasof type .5”V~1~(3/2, s), with s (half-)integerwith 2 � s ~ 7/2, has
beencarriedout [130](seealso ref. [185]).Among these,theonly genericalgebrais theonewith s = 2
which we discussedabove;of the exotic algebrasthe onewith s = 5/2 (which we calledthe super-V

3
algebra)was presentedin detail in section3.3.

Some further examples: we mention algebraswith two higher-spin primaries (for example,
V(2, 4, 5) in ref. [222])or with a multiplet of higher spin primaries[221],for exampleV(2, 4, 4) at
c = 1 or c = d~j~(seealso refs. [58,222]). V-superalgebrasof type ~s,~42)(1 (~)÷,(i)) wereconsid-
eredin ref. [200].Furtherexamplesof V superalgebrascan be found in refs. [31,32,57].

Insteadof listing still moreexamples,let usmakesomegeneralremarksaboutthe exotic algebras.
Their existencecan be understoodas follows. If weconsidera minimal model, of centralchargec0, of
somegenericV algebra(which could for examplebeVirasoro),it mayhappenthat the modelcontains
chiral primary fields of integerconformal dimension. Such fields can thenbe added to the set of
currents in the original V algebra,giving rise to extensionof it. The associativityof the resulting
algebrais guaranteed,but only for centralchargec = c0. Thus we should expectthat, in general,this
constructiongives rise to exotic algebras.

In section4.2, we alreadydiscussedtwo examplesthis enhancementof the symmetry algebra in
specific minimal models,which wereac = 4/5 minimal model and a supersymmetricc = 10/7minimal
model. In the latter example,the enhancedalgebra was the super-‘1113 algebra, which is exotic.
Obviously, the principle can be usedto generatemany moreexamplesof exotic algebras.

Takinganoppositepoint of view, onecantry to view exotic V algebrasas“truncations”of generic
V algebras.The ideahere is that in certain minimal models of V algebras,one or more of the
higher-spincurrentsmay be “hidden”, giving rise to a chiral algebrawhich is smallerthantheoriginal
V-algebraandwhich only exists for somespecific valuesof c.

Let usgive someexamplesto explainthis idea. Borrowingsomeresultsfrom chapter7, we mention
that thereexiststhe E6 Casimir algebra,which is of type V(2, 5, 6, 8, 9, 12). It is presentin the level-i
E6 WZW model,andin cosetmodelsbasedon E6~E6/E6at level (1, k) for largeenoughk [12,325].
However, in the cosetmodel with k= 1, which hascentralchargec = 6/7, only a truncationof this
algebra,of type V(2, 5), appears.The latter algebrais exotic, andhad beenfound in the systematic
analysis in ref. [61]. An even more dramaticexample is the V algebra for the coset model for
E8 ~ E8/E8at level (1, 1), with c = 1/2, whichreducesto the Virasoroalgebra.(Interestingly, in both
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these examplesthe full extended algebra can be recognizedafter perturbing the CFT’s with a
well-chosenrelevantoperator[341].)In ref. [4] a genericextensionof the exotic super-7113 algebraof
section3.3 hasbeenproposed.

Let us concludethis sectionby remarkingthat, althoughwe havesome handlesfor studyingthe
exotic V algebras,they are clearly less tractable than the generic algebras,which can be studied
systematicallyon the basis of Lie algebratheory.

5.3. Relatingvarious algebras

5.3.1. Factoring out spin-i/2 fermions
In principle,one can considerV algebraswith generatorsof spin s ~ 2. Adding spin-i generatorsto

theVirasoroalgebraleadsto an algebrawhich is asemi-directproductof theVirasoroalgebrawith an
affine Kac—Moodyalgebra.Algebraswith morethanonespin-3/2supercurrenttypically includesome
spin-i currentsas well (as is the casein the Knizhnik—Bershadskyalgebrascited above).

It is also possibleto considerspin-~fermions as generatorsfor a (graded)V algebra.Theyoccur
naturally,for example,in theN= 3, 4 linear extendedsuperconformalalgebrasof ref. [1]. However,it
was shown in ref. [171]that the generatorsof an extendedalgebraincluding spin-i/2 fermions can
alwaysbe redefinedin such a way that the fermions decouplefrom the algebra.When applied to the
N = 3, 4 extendedsuperconformalalgebras,this leadsto the non-linearSO(3) andSO(4) extended
superconformalalgebrasof Knizhnik—Bershadsky.

5.3.2. TwLstedand projectedV algebras
In the theoryof affine Kac—Moody(AKM) algebras,the ideaof twisting an algebrais well-known

[212].A twisted algebracan be defined if the underlyingfinite-dimensionalLie algebrapossessesa
discretesymmetry(automorphism),whichin the caseof the AKM algebrasis a 12 or,in onecase,a13

discretesymmetry.The 12 twistedAKM algebrasare~ D~2~and~ the unique13 twistedalgebra
is ~

The close relationbetweenAKM algebrason the onehandandV algebrason the other,which will
be discussedin chapters6 and7, suggeststhatwe can considertwistedversionsof V algebrasas well.
Indeed,we will seethat both underDrinfeld—Sokolovreductionandunder thecosetconstructionthe
twistingof anAKM algebracanbe “pulled back” to a correspondingV algebra.A simple exampleis a
12 twisting of the V

3 algebra [182],which is basedon the 12 symmetrythat sendsT(z) to T(z) and
W(z) to — W(z), and which assignshalf-odd-integermodesto thecurrentW(z).More general twisted
V-algebrashavebeendiscussedin refs. [183,184].

Oncewe havea twisted V algebra,we canconsiderthe subsetof all currentsin thealgebrawhich
are integer-moded.In termsof theautomorphismthat causedthe twisting, thisis preciselythe invariant
subset.This projectedV algebracontainsthe Virasoroalgebra,andforms a new V algebraby itself.
Let us for exampleconsiderthe 12 projectedV3 algebra.It will be clear that its generatorsincludeat
least T(z) and ~

6~(z), where the spin-6 current ~6~(z) is defined in (3.13). By looking at the
characterswe can identify additional currentsand we find that the 12 projectedV

3 algebraat least
containsindependentgeneratorsof spins 2, 6, 8, 10, 12. Similarly, we can identify independent
generatorsof spins2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12 for the 12 projected7114 algebra.

The toruspartition functionsfor the twisted 711algebrasconsideredin refs. [182,184] aresuchthat
the chiral currentsthat are odd under the automorphismdrop out. As a consequence,the chiral
algebrasof thesemodelsare, in general,preciselythe projectedV algebrasthat we introducedhere.
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In a very similarway, wecan considerthe 12 projectionof any gradedW algebra.For thesethereis
a natural12 automorphism,which assignsodd 12 parity to the currentsof half-odd-integerspin and
even parity to the integer-spincurrents. The projectedalgebracontainsall currents in the original
algebrathat haveintegerspin (in termsof statesthis wouldmeanthatwe selectall integer-spinstatesin
the Neveu—Schwarzvacuumsector).As before we can try to find asetof generatingcurrentsfor this
set. This gives us a bosonic CW algebra,which we call the bosonicprojection of the original graded
algebra.This algebraactsas the chiral algebraof GSO projectedmodelsbasedon the original graded
~Walgebra.

An interestingexample is the N = 1 superconformalalgebra,which is generatedby a spin-3/2
supercurrentG(z) in addition to the spin-2 stress—energytensorT(z), with contractions

T(z)G(w) 3/2G(w) + äG(w) G(z)G(w)= 2c/3 + 2T(w) (5.14)

(z—w) zw (z—w) ZW

It was shownin ref. [62] that the bosoniccurrents

W~4~(z)= (G aG)(z)+~, W~6~(z)= (G a3G)(z) + (äG a2G(z) +••~ (5.15)

(where the dotsstandfor expressionsinvolving the fields T(z)which are suchthat thesefields become
primary of spins4 and 6) generateall integer-spincurrentsof the N = 1 superconformalalgebra.The
bosonicprojectionof the N = 1 superconformalalgebrais thusof type ~W(2,4, 6). For completenesswe
mention that for centralchargec = 7/10both currentsW~4~(z)andW~6~(z)arenull-fields, so that for
that casethe bosonicprojectionreducesto the Virasoro algebrawithout an extension.The c = 1 case
hasbeendiscussedin ref. [95].

5.3.3. Relationswith parafermion algebras
CertainRCFT’s can be convenientlydescribedin termsof chiral algebrasthat contain currentsof

fractionalspin. Such algebrasaregenerallycalledparafermionalgebras.It is interestingto comparethis
descriptionwith the purely bosonicformulation,andin particularto studythe (bosonic)chiral algebras
of theseRCFT’s. We will briefly discussthis for anumberof examples.

We first mention the so-called1N parafermions[111],which aredefinedin RCFT’sof centralcharge
CN = 2(N — 1)/(N + 2). It hasbeenfound in ref. [12],that the bosonicalgebraunderlyingthe modelof
ZN parafermionsis the °WNalgebra.More precisely,the 1N parafermionmodel turns out to be the
smallest(in termsof centralcharge)unitary CFT with CWN symmetry(this will bemadeclearin chapter
7, wherewe discussthe discreteseriesof unitary CFT’s with <WN symmetry).The relationbetweenZN
parafermionalgebrasandthe °WNalgebrahasbeencarefully studiedin refs. [260,261, 85].

An alternativechoicearethe DN parafermions,N � 3, which were introducedin appendixA of ref.
[111].They eachallow for a seriesof unitaryCFT’s, with centralchargegiven by

c(k) = (N — 1)[1 — N(N—2) I(k + N— 2)(k + N)], (5.16)

with k is positive, half-integerfor N = 3 andpositive, integer for N> 3. It was observedin ref. [170]
thattheseCET’scan all beobtainedas cosetCFT’s for thecosets~(N)k ~~ii(N)l/~(N)k+

2, wherethe
subscriptsdenotethe levels. (For N = 3 we identify i&(3)k with ~l(2)2k.) Thanksto the formulationof
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thesetheoriesas cosetCFT’s, their bosonicchiral algebracan be studiedin a straightforwardway. For
the caseN= 3 this will be worked out in chapter7, where we will find that thebosonic W algebra
underlyingthe genericN = 3 model is of type W(2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 6).

Still other examplesof CFT’s where parafermionicsymmetriescan be identified are the diagonal
cosets~ of generallevel (L, 1; L + 1). Forthe caseof~= ~ii(2)it hasbeenfound[8,219,286]that
themodelswith fixed L (butvarying I) canbe characterizedby a parafermioniccurrentalgebrawhich,
for L � 2, includesone or more currentsof spin 1 + 21(L + 2). For L = 2 the extra current is a
fermionic supercurrentG(z) of spin 3/2, with OPE’s as in (5.14). For L = 4 the current algebra
containstwo spin-4/3 currents [113],see also refs. [286,287]*). The bosonic projections of the
parafermioniccurrentalgebrasfor L � 3 canagainbe studiedby using the formulationascosetCFT’s.

5.3.4. *~(k) as a universalstructure
Given the multitude of finitely generatedCW algebras,therehavebeenattemptsto find auniversal

underlying structure, from which a number of finitely generatedalgebrascould be obtainedby
reductionor truncation.Onewould expectthat a universal ‘W algebracontainsall spinss � 2, andis
thus an infinitely generatedW algebra(seesection5.2.1. (iii)).

In ref. [237] it was shown that at c = —2 the WN algebrascan be constructedby reducingthe ‘W,~
algebra. Similar reductionshavebeen proposedin the context of d = 2 ‘141-gravity and for the W
constraintsin matrix models.

A very interestingproposalwas madein refs. [335,22],which discussa non-lineardeformationof
‘Ut,,, called W,,(k). In ref. [22]the quantumversionof this algebraarisesasthe chiral algebraof the
non-compactcosetmodel Sl(2, EJ~)kIU(l).By usingtheconnectionwith (generalized)parafermionsone
finds that for k= — N this algebratruncatesto the ‘U’N algebraat centralchargec = 2(N — 1)I(N + 2).
In the limit k—~ ~, the algebrareducesto IV,,.

It hasbeen proposedin ref. [22]that the algebra ‘Ut,,, (k) is the quantum versionof the classical
algebra ‘WKP, which correspondsto thesecondhamiltonianstructurein thehamiltonianformulationof
theKP hierarchy[154,335, 125]. In the samespirit, the linear ‘Ut

1 algebrahasbeenidentifiedasthe
Poissonbracket algebrafor the first hamiltonianstructureof the KP hierarchy[334,338]. The KP
hierarchycanbe reducedto theNth generalizedKdV hierarchy,and the ideais that in this reduction
the algebras‘U~KPand ‘W,,,(k) reduceto the classicaland quantum‘W’N algebras,respectively.

It thusappearsthat thealgebra‘W,,,(k) playsthe role of “universal ‘Ut algebra”for the WN algebras,
whosestructureis basedon the Lie algebrasAN_i. It is expectedthat similar universalalgebrascanbe
obtainedfor the otherseriesof Lie algebrabased ‘Ut algebras.

As waspointedout in refs. [104a,104b,22], connectionssuchastheonesdescribedheremay have
importantapplicationsin stringtheory. The algebra<Ut,,(k) at k = 9/4 is a symmetryof Witten’s black
hole solution to two-dimensionalstring theory [332]and as suchit providesan infinite number of
conservedquantities.On theotherhand,onemayexpectthat therole playedby theKdV hierarchyin
the contextof matrix modelsfor d � 1 string theories,can be extendedto a role playedby the KP
hierarchy,and theassociated‘W,,(k) algebrain a more generalcontext.

~ By using the fact thattheembedding~iI(2),C~ii(3),is conformal,it can be seenthat thecoset CVF’s for ~~(

3)k ~i~i(3),I1~(3)k+2,which
werediscussedearlier,ariseas specialCFT’s basedon ~2),k ~fii(2)

4/t~(2)2(k,2).
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6. Quantum Drinfeld—Sokotov reduction

6.1. Introduction

The mostpowerful methodof constructing ‘Ut algebrasis through theso-calledquantumDrinfeld—
Sokolov (DS) reduction,in which onestartswith anaffine Lie algebra(or rathera suitablecompletion
of its envelopingalgebra),andreducesthis algebraby imposingsomeconstrainton thegenerators.At
the classical level this procedure,which leads to the so-called Gelfand—Dikii algebras[153],was
pioneered by Drinfeld and Sokolov [100], and then further explored by numerous groups
[336,245,246, 15, 16, 18,23—25].

Quantizingthe classicaldescriptionhoweverposesseriousproblems.In a seriesof papersFateevand
Lukyanov [107—109]proposedto quantizethe Gelfand—Dikii algebrasby quantizingthe free fields in
the classicalMiura transformation.However,this approachworkswell only for theLie algebraA~(and
to someextent also for Do). The observationthat for An the ‘Ut generatorscommutewith a setof
“screeningcharges”led to anadhoc constructionofother‘Ut algebrasasthecentralizerofa suitableset
of screeningcharges.

Ratherthanmaking a classicaldetourone canformulatethe reductionas a quantumproblemfrom
theoutset.Startingwith an affine Lie algebra~one imposesa setof constraintsby meansof theBRST
procedure.The reducedalgebra ‘Ut[~, k] is defined as the cohomology of the BRST operator
[30,42, 92, 124, 116, 135, 136, 225]. This is the approachwe will take in the presentchapter.We will
arguethat from this definition thedescriptionof ‘W[~, k] (for the conventionalDS reduction) asthe
centralizerof a set of screeningchargesfollows quite easily,and that, in preferredcircumstances,a
generatingseries for the generatorsof this centralizermay be found by properquantizationof the
Miura transformation.Thus making contactwith the work of Fateevand Lukyanov.

The BRST approachnot only provides a properdefinition of the quantum‘Ut algebra,but also a
functorthat mapsmodulesof the affine Lie algebrato modulesof thecorresponding‘Ut algebra.Hence,
the BRST approachis a convenienttool for thestudy of ‘J4t algebrarepresentationstoo. The functor
wasstudiedin detail in ref. [137].

In the next sectionwe will briefly recall someresults that wereobtainedin thecontextof Todafield
theory, which historically precededthe systematicstudy of ‘Ut algebrasfrom the point of view of DS
reduction.The remainderof thechapteris then devotedto a detaileddescriptionof the quantumDS
reduction.

6.2. Lagrangeapproach:constrainedWZWand Todafield theories

The classicalfield equationsof a Todafield theory are

~ f3a~exp(f3a~~). (6.1)

The field ~(z, i) is a vectorin the weight spaceof a (finite-dimensional)semisimpleLie algebrag, of
rank 1, for which { a,) is a set of simple roots. Theseequationscan be derivedfrom the lagrangian

~ V,3=~exp(f3a~~). (6.2)
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Toda field theoriesareconformally invariant,both at the classicaland at the quantumlevel. At the
quantumlevel, the conformally improved energymomentumtensor satisfiesthe Virasoro current
algebra(2.3), with the centralchargegiven by [242]*)

c(/3) = 1— 12~/3p— /3_lpV~
2• (6.3)

For g = sl(2), the Todafield theory reducesto a Liouville theoryfor a single scalarfield.
In aseriesof papers[49—52]the connectionof Todafield theoriesto ‘Ut algebraswasfirst observed

andworkedout. In refs. [49,50] it wasshownthat atthe classicallevel aTodafield theorypossessesa
setof conservedcurrents,whosePoissonbracketalgebraforms a classical‘Ut algebra.In refs. [51,52]
this result was extendedto the quantumtheory.Both at the classicaland at the quantumlevel the
‘Ut-generatorsaremultilinear expressionsin the fields q5 andtheir derivatives.Toda field theoriesthus
leadto free field realizationsof ‘Ut algebraswith adjustablecentralchargec(13) asin (6.3).

For specialvaluesof the couplingconstant/3, thecentralchargecan takethe value of the oneof the
minimal RCFT modelsof the associated‘Ut algebra (see section6.4 and chapter7 for a systematic
discussion).It was arguedin ref. [243] thatevenwith this specialchoiceof /3 the Toda field theory
cannotbe identified directly with a ‘Ut minimal RCFT, the problembeing that certainprojectionsare
neededand that the Toda spectrumleadsonly to a subsetof the minimal modelprimary fields. The
papers[243,244] introducedso-calledconformallyextendedTodatheories,whosequantumlagrangian
(for g simply laced)is obtainedby replacingthe potentialV~in (6.2) by the combination + V_

1,~.It
is argued in refs. [243,244] that theseconforinally extendedToda theoriesprovide a lagrangian
realizationof the ‘Ut minimal CFT’s.

The papers [23,24] discussthe fact that Liouville and Toda field theoriescan be obtainedas
conformally reducedWZW theories.This reductioncan be viewed as a gaugeprocedure:the Toda
theory is obtainedas the gaugeinvariant contentof a certaingaugedWZW theory. We should stress
that the gaugingemployedhereis different from the gaugingof a left—right diagonalsubgroup,which
leadsto a lagrangianrealizationof acosetconformalfield theory. Instead,the gaugingthat leadsto a
Todafield theoryusesanuppertriangularmaximalnilpotent subgroupon theleft handsideanda lower
triangularone on the right handside.

It hasbecomeclear that underthe reductionthat takesa WZW field theory into a Todafield theory
the affine Lie algebracharacterizingthe WZW theory reducesto a ~Valgebra(see,for exampleref.
[25]). This reduction, which we call a (classicalor quantum)Drinfeld—Sokolov reduction, can be
studiedin a morealgebraicfashionwithout making explicit referenceto the underlyingLagrangefield
theories.This is the approachwe follow in section6.3.

The Toda field theory approachhasbeenquite instrumentalin the supersymmetriccase,where
various new ‘Ut superalgebrashave beenfound as symmetryalgebrasof supersymmetricToda field
theories[267,105,232, 196,2661. In general, a superToda field theory basedon a basic Lie super-
algebrafor which all simple roots can be chosento be fermionic is integrableand superconformally
invariant. Its conservedcurrentsgeneratea ‘Ut superalgebra.Specialchoicesareosp(112),which leads
to the (unextended)N = 1 super-Virasoroalgebraand sl(211), which gives the N = 2 super-Virasoro
algebra.The central charges(as a function of the coupling constant)of a large classof quantum ‘Ut
superalgebraswere listed in ref. [105]. The connectionbetweenconstrainedsupersymmetricWZW

*) Theminussign in front of thesecondterm is dueto an unusualchoicefor thevacuumor, alternatively,to thecontinuation~ in (6.2).
See ref. [243]for a discussionof this point.
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modelsandsuperTodatheories,which is a supersymmetricversion of the DS reductionscheme,was
workedout in refs. [90, 123].

Finally we note that Toda field theoriesplay an importantrole in the discussionof W gravity (see
section8.1),wheretheyariseas effectivequantumtheoriesfor the ‘Ut gravity degreesof freedomin the
conformal gauge.

6.3. Algebraicapproachto DS reduction

6.3.1. ‘U~algebrasfrom DS reduction
In generalthe quantumDrinfeld—Sokolov(QDS) reductionconsistsof the following steps.One

startswith a triple (~,~‘, x)~consistingof an affine Lie algebrag, an affine subalgebra~‘ C ~ and a
one-dimensionalrepresentationx of ~‘ *)~Next, one imposes the first class constraints g x( g), VgE~‘,

by meansof the BRST procedure.The cohomologyof the BRST operatorQ on the set of normal
orderedexpressionsin currents,ghostsandtheir derivatives(or, equivalently, the cohomologyof Q on
the Hilbert spaceassociatedto this set of fields) is what is called the HeckealgebraHQ(g,g’, x) of the
triple (~,~‘, x). In particular, the zerothcohomologyH~Q°~(~,~‘, x) is a subalgebra.This subalgebrais
what we would like to call the ‘~Walgebra‘U

tDs[~, ~ x] associatedto the triple (~,~‘, x). There is a
small subtletyhowever.For specialvaluesof the level k of ~, the cohomologyH~°~(~‘~‘, x) maybe
slightly biggerthanfor genericvaluesof k (“generic” meaninghere,andin the sequel,k~‘ — hV + 0+).
We will thereforedefine ‘Ut~~[g,~ x] to be ~ ~‘, x) for genericvaluesof k. Since the operator
productexpansionsof the ‘Ut generatorsarealgebraicin k wemaythensimply extendthe definitionof
‘W[~, ~‘, xl to all valuesof k by meansof the acquiredOPA (except,possibly,for a finite set of c-values
wherethe OPEcoefficientsbecomesingular).We alsowould like to remarkthat, for the conventional
QDS reductionto be discussedbelow, onecanshowthat thehighercohomologies~ (~,~‘, ~),i ~ 0
vanish for generick.

In orderfor ‘UtDs[~,~ xl to be a ‘Ut algebrain the sensedescribedin chapter3, onehasto suitably
choosethe triple (~,~‘, x). We will describehow a genericclassof such triples is obtainedfrom sl(2)
embeddings[14, 114,272, 147] (for the correspondinghierarchiesof integrabledifferential equations
see [319,73,74,91,89,247])**).

Let us first briefly discussthe classicalcase.Supposewe havean sl(2) subalgebra{ T3, T ~, T - } of g.
The adjoint representationof g decomposesinto sl(2) representationsof spin Ik’ k 1,... , p, say~.
Thenwe maywrite the currentJ(z) = Ja(Z) Ta as

P ik

J(z) = ~ Ukm(Z)Tk~m, (6.4)
k=1 m=—jk

where ~ correspondsto the generatorof spin Jk and isospin m under the sl(2) subalgebra.In

*) This assumptionon x may be relaxed.That involves theuse of secondclassconstraintswhich can, however, betransformedto first class

constraintsby introducinga setof auxiliary fields (seee.g. ref. [43]).The first exampleof this type is theso-calledV~2>algebra[277,41] of type
V(1, ~, ~, 2) thatcan be consideredas thebosonicanalogueof theN = 2 superconformalalgebra.We will not discussthis moregeneralcasehere,
but presentsomeexamplesin section6.3.3. Seealso,for example, ref. [291]for moregeneralresultsin this direction.

* *) It hasrecentlybeen arguedin ref. [72]that thesecorrespondto theso-calledreductiveV algebras,i.e. V algebrasfor which theclassical
limit is positive definite. The Lie algebrag correspondsto a linear truncation,which can be madein the limit c—~~, of the vacuumpreserving
subalgebra(vpa)generatedby themodes{~b,,,mi <h(4)} for all quasi-primaryfields~‘(z). The sl(2)subalgebracorrespondsto thesubalgebraof
the vpa generatedby {L_,, L

0, L,}.
t) To get first classconstraintswe will restrict ourselveshereto sl(2) embeddingssuch that all I,, EZ.
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particular we may put T1’1 = T~,T”°= T3, T1’~’= T. The sl(2) subalgebra{T3, T~,T~}can be
characterizedby a so-called“defining vector” 6 (which we can chooseto lie in the fundamentalWeyl
chamber),suchthat the sl(2) root & is given by & = 81(8,6), and T3 = 8 . H. Take~‘ to bethe affine
Lie subalgebrañ~generatedby all Ukm(Z), m>0.

Now, one mayimposethe constraint

fi for (k,m)=(1,1), 65
XDSWk,m(Z))— f 0 for all other(k, m) such that m>0.

Classically, this setof constraintsgeneratesenoughgaugeinvarianceto bring the constrainedcurrents
in the so-calledlowestweight gauge*)

J~~~(z)= T~+ Ukk(z)T. (6.6)

The Poissonbracketstructureof the currentalgebrainducesa Poissonbracketstructureon the reduced
space,and one can show that the algebraof the Uk -k (z), k= 1,. . . , p closeswith respectto this
inducedPoissonstructure. In particular, the algebracontainsa Virasoro subalgebrageneratedby
T(z)= ~Tr(J

11~(z)
2)with respectto which the fields Uk,k(z) are primary of conformal dimension

Ik +1.
In the quantumset-upvery few resultshavebeenobtainedso far for sl(2) embeddingsotherthanthe

principal embedding**).This is clearlyan issuethat deservesfurtherstudy.For thisreason,andfor the
sakeof simplicity, from now on we will be discussingonly the “conventional” QDS reductionwhich
correspondsto the principal sl(2) embeddingin gt)• The defining vectorof the principalsl(2) embedding
is the “dual Weyl vector” p’~’,i.e. for a E zl÷we have(pV, a) = 1 if andonly if a is a simple root of g.
Denoting the currentscorrespondingto positive roots a by ea(z) and choosing T1’1 = E en,, the
constraint (6.5) is explicitly givenby

11 for simple roots a.
XDs(ea(z))= 1~o otherwise. ‘ (6.7)

We introduce pairs of ghost fields (ba(Z), c,,(z)), one for every positive root a E ~. The BRST
operator corresponding to the constraint (6.6) is given by Q = ~ IBRST(Z) = + Q

1, where

Q0 = ~-~ ( ~ (c,,e,,,)(z)— 1 ~ fasY(bcc)(z)) (6.8)
IT1 aE

4~ a$yE4~

is the standarddifferential associatedto 11÷,faf3’~ are the structure constants of n ~ and

Q=..4..~L~ (c,,(z)XDS(e,,(z))). (6.9)
~1T1 aE4~

*) Note that our conventionsslightly differ from thoseof refs. [14,319].
**) Themostextensivelystudiedalgebraof thistypeis thePolyakov—BershadskyalgebraV~2~that arisesfromtheso-calledso(3)embeddingin

sl(3) [277,41].For this embedding8— 1+~ +~+ 3 which indeed leadsto a V algebraof type V(1, 1, 1,2) asmentionedbefore.
‘~The associatedV algebrawill be denotedby VDS[~,fi+, XDs], or simply by V[~, k] if no confusioncan arise.
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They satisfy

Q2=Q~=Q~={Qo,Q
1)=0. (6.10)

The algebraUt[~, k] will, atleast,contain the Virasoroalgebra.An explicit representativeis given by

T(z)= TSuS(Z) + pV . ah(z)+ ~~h(~) (6.11)

where TSuS(z) is the Sugawarastress—energytensor(2.72),and

T&~(z)= ~ (((pV a) — 1)(b,,äc,,)(z)+ (pV a)(abaca)(z)) (6.12)
aE4+

is the ghost contribution. Note that the choice (6.11) assigns conformal dimensions (1 —(~V a),(~V a)) to the pair (ba(Z), ca(z)). Of course,the “improvementterms” in the expression

(6.11) are obtainedby the requirementthat the BRST currentJRRsT(z)= j0(z) + Ii (z) becomesa
primaryfield of conformal dimensionone, so that [Q,T(z)] = 0. [Implying, at the sametime, that the
constraintsen(z)—. XDs(ea (z)) becomeconformally invariant.]

The centralchargeof this Virasoro algebrais given by

c= — ~ —2 ~ (

6(pV a)2_6(pV, a)+ 1)=l—121a+p+ apV12, (6.13)
aE4.~

wherewe have introduced a~a_= —1, a_ = —‘1k+ h’~’.
In the samespirit one would like to constructthe other generatorsof ‘Ut[~, k]. This is clearly too

complicatedin general (see howeverref. [92] for ‘Ut
3). However, given the outcome (6.6) of the

classicalreduction,we can makethe following generalobservation.
The Virasoro generator(6.11), which is in the BRST cohomology,correspondsto the component

U1 1(z) of the constrainedandgaugefixed currentJfIX(z) in (6.6). Similarly oneexpectsthat the other
componentsUk,k(z) haveacounterpartin theBRSTcohomology,suchthat the constructed‘U” algebra
is generatedby a set of currentsof conformaldimensione, + 1, wheretheset {e,, i = 1,... , 1) (the set
of “exponents” of g) is the set of sl(2) spins appearingin the decompositionof the adjoint
representationof g. Note that the numberse.+ 1 arepreciselythe ordersof the independentCasimirs
of g.

We will now argue that the BRST cohomology can be characterizedas the centralizerof aset of
screeningcharges(for more detailsand precisestatementswe refer to [116,117, 135,136]). This will
establishthe connectionwith the approachof Fateevand Lukyanov [107—109].The cohomologyof
Q = Q0 + Q1 can be calculatedby meansof the so-calledspectralsequencetechnique(see, e.g. ref.
[59]) applied to the doublecomplexof Q0 and Q1 (see(6.10)). The spectralsequenceis a systematic
approachfor calculatingthe cohomologyof Q by starting from the cohomologyof Q0 and making
successivehigher order corrections. In this particular casethis procedurestops (i.e. the “spectral
sequence collapses”), for generic level k, after the second term, which implies that HQ(*) ~
HQ(HQ(*)). It can be proved that the Q0-cohomologyis generatedby the fields h,(z) and ca(z),
where
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i~(z)= a+(ht(z) + ~ (a, a~)(baca)(z)). (6.14)
aE~1÷

One easilychecks,for example, thatthe OPEof j0(z) with thesefields is regular.In the next step,to
calculatethe cohomologyof Q1 on the spaceof fields generatedby h,(z) andc,,(z), it is convenientto
bosonizeh,(z)= a,” i âq~(z).Then, in Q0-cohomology,one can identify

c,,jz)=exp[—ia~a1.4(z)] ~(z). (6.15)

In particular,sincethereis no Q0-cohomologyat negativeghostnumbers,we have

H~Q°~=Ker Q1 = ~ Ker~7(z), (6.16)

wherethe kernelsaretakenon the fields generatedby h,(z). Thereforewe reachthe conclusionthat,
for generic level k, ‘Ut[~, k] can be identified with the centralizerof the set of “screeningcharges”
~ ~7(z), (i = 1~.. . , 1) on the spaceof polynomials(andderivativesthereof)in i a4’(z). We would like
to stressthat, although we set out as defining the algebra ‘Ut[~, k] independentof any particular
realizationof ~, that — as follows from the abovediscussion— the ‘Ut algebra‘W[~, k] comesnaturally
equippedwith a realizationin termsof rankg= 1 scalarfields 4’(z). Let us, for future use,denotethe
Fock spaceof thesescalarfields by ~, whereA labelsthe eigenvalueof the scalarzero modesa = p’
on the Fock spacevacuum A).

It is not hardto constructthe Virasoro generatorfrom this description.This simply amountsto the
constructionof a conformaldimensiontwo operatorunderwhich all screeningoperators(6.15)become
primary of dimensionone. Onefinds

T(z)=—~.04)(z)—(a~p+a_p”).i3
24(z). (6.17)

It is a well-known fact that for g = sl(2), at genericlevel k, this is a completedescriptionof the
centralizer(seee.g. ref. [224] for a simple proof).

It follows that the eigenvaluehA of L
0 (conformaldimension)of the FockspacevacuumIA) is given

by (comparewith (2.65))

hn~(A,A+2(a~p+a_p”)). (6.18)

At this pointwe would like to mentiononecrucialdifferencebetweenthe simply lacedcaseandthe non
simply lacedcase.In thesimply lacedcase,where ~V = p, thereexistsaspecialpoint, namelya.,. = ±1,
for which the backgroundchargeterm in (6.17) vanishes.This is exactlythe point wherewe will make
contact with the correspondingcosetconstructionof the ‘Ut algebra(see chapter7). For non simply
laced Lie algebrastheredoesnot exist a point for which the backgroundcharge term vanishes,and
thereis no known cosetconstructionthat directly correspondsto ‘Ut[~, k}.

The form (6.17) of the stress—energytensor,andthe correspondingvalue(6.13) of the centralcharge
areidentical to the resultobtainedfrom aTodafield theory for the scalarfields ~‘(z, ~)(seesection
6.2), where we identify /3 = a~.This illustrates the close connection,which we mentionedearlier,
betweenthe DS reductionschemeandToda field theories.
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Not all Lie algebrasg give rise to distinct ‘Ut algebras.We would now like to discussa remarkable
dualitywhich implies, for instance,that the ‘Ut algebrascorrespondingto B,, andC,, areessentiallythe
same[117] (see also ref. [224]). Given a finite-dimensional(semi-simple)Lie algebrag, let g’ be its
“Langlandsdual” (obtainedfrom g by inverting the arrowsin the Dynkin diagram,e.g.B~ C,,). We
canidentify the Cartansubalgebrasof g andg’ by a = a ,~‘I”./~,wherer V is the “dual tier number”of
g (the maximal number of edges connecting two vertices of the Dynkin diagram of g). This
identification preservesthe inner productsbetweenthe roots. Now, the centralizerof the screening
charge~ exp[—ia~~ 43(z)] is generatedby the Virasoro element

T~(z)= — 2(a,, a~)(a1.acba~. aq5)(z) — ~(a~a1 + a a~ i 3
243(z) (6.19)

andthe Cartansubalgebraelements/3 . i a43(z) orthogonalto a, i &3 43(z). However,one easilychecks
that this centralizercoincideswith the centralizerof the charge

exp(-ia a~.43(z)) = exp(-ia~a~43(z)), (6.20)

whereai~= a_V7. This provesthat the ‘Ut algebrasrelatedto g and its dual g’ are isomorphic,
provided one identifies r”[k + h”(g)] = [k’ + h”(g’)]1. Moreover, if one applies this theorem to a
simply laced Lie algebra g (for which g~g’, r” = 1, a, = a~)one discoversthat the ‘U” generators,
which by definition commute with the chargescorrespondingto the screening operators~(z),

automaticallycommutewith the chargescorrespondingto the “dual screeningoperators” ~ (z) =

exp[—ia...a,~43(z)].
Another extremely important property of ‘Ut[~, k], which also follows easily by examining the

various sl(2) subalgebrasas in (6.19), is the Weyl group invarianceof the aboveconstruction*).We
claim that the eigenvaluesw~(A) of the zero modesof the generatorsW~~’~(z)on the highestweight
vector IA) of ~ are invariant underthe (shifted)action of the Weyl groupW of g, i.e. under (seefor
example(6.18))

A~_~w(A+a+p+a_pV)_(a+p+apV), VwEW. (6.21)

To prove this, note that for every simple root a, of g, the eigenvalueh, of T,(z) in (6.19)

1 V V

~(A+a~a
1+a_a1 ,a, )(A,a,) (6.22)

as well as the numbers(/3, A) for (/3, a,) = 0, are invariant underthe shiftedactionof w r,, i.e. the
reflection in the simple root a.. We concludethat the w~(A)areinvariantunderthegroupgeneratedby
all thesesimple reflections,which is preciselythe Weyl group of g.

To make the previousdiscussionsomewhatmore explicit we will now illustrate the above in the
context of a free field realization of the affine Kac—Moody algebra ~. Introduce a set of bosonic
first-orderfields (/3”(z), y~(z)) of conformaldimension(1,0) for everypositiveroota E z1~of g, anda

“The invarianceunderthefinite Weyl group Wcan be considereda justification for theterminology Valgebra[137].
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setof 1= rank(g)scalarfields 43‘(z). Introducethe bosonicFockspaces = A ® ~ wherethe
vacuum A) is labelledby thescalarzeromodesasp’~A) = a÷A’IA).Thenwe havea realizationof the
affine Kac—Moody algebra~ on ~ with highestweight A andlevel k [322,115, 64, 65] (seesection
2.3.1 for the caseof sl(2)). For our purposesit sufficesto recall the explicit expressionfor the Cartan
subalgebrageneratorsin the Chevalleybasis:

h.(z)= —a_(a,” . i a43(z))+ ~ (a, a,” )(ya$a)(z) (6.23)
~E4~

The Virasoro algebraacts on ~ by meansof the Sugawaraconstruction,which in this specific
realizationtakesthe form

Ts~1~(z)=—~(a43.a43)(z)—a~pia243(z)—~ (/3~ay~)(z). (6.24)

a E4÷

This free field realizationcomesnaturally equippedwith a set of screeningoperators

s,~(z)= (f3~’(z)+ . . .) exp[—ia±a,. 43(z)], i = 1,. . . , 1, (6.25)

wherethe dotsstandfor termsof higherorder in /3y fields. Thesescreeningoperatorsareprimaryfields
of conformal dimensionone (under(6.24)) and satisfy the important property that their operator
productexpansionwith the affine currentsis at mosta total derivative.Consequently,theycan be used
to constructintertwining operatorsbetween Fock space modules. Specifically, the operator

Q=Jdzi...dz,,s~(zi).”s~(z~) (6.26)

will be an intertwining operator,provided the contouris closed in the homology of the local system
determinedby the multivalued integrandof (6.26). We will come backto this point in section6.4.

In terms of the above free field realization the modified stress—energytensor(6.11) takes the
following form

T(z) = T~(z)+ T~’~(z), (6.27)

where

T’~(z)= — ~(a43. a43)(z)— (a~p+ a_p”) i a243(z),
(6.28)

T~7~~c(z)= ~ [((p V a) — 1)(b~ac~+ p~öy~)(z)+ (pV a)(t3b~c~+ 8f3~y~)(z)].
aE~1~

Similarly the field h,(z), in the cohomologyof Q
0, takesthe form

h1(z)= a,” i a43(z)+ a÷~ (a, a,”)(b~c~+ paya)(z) (6.29)
aE4~

One can show,againby using a spectralsequenceargument,that [42,92, 124, 116]
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HQ(~F~A® ® ~bc) .~?1~A® HQ(~13~® ~bc) ~a~A (6.30)

where,in the first equalitywehaveusedthe fact that Q doesnot dependon the scalarfields 43 ‘(z) and
in the secondthatHQ(.~i.~3~® ~j.bc) C whichis, essentially,thefamiliar quartetdecouplingmechanism.
Using this isomorphism one can argue that, in fact, in Q-cohomology we have the following
equivalences(see,e.g. ref. [42]):

— V . + —+
T(z)—.T (z), h,(z)—a, .ia43(z), s, (z)—s

1(z). (6.31)

This explainsin more detail the origin of eqs. (6.17) and (6.15).
Finally, it follows from (6.28),or equivalentlyfrom (6.11), that theconformaldimensionof theFock

spacerepresentation~aA obtainedby the reduction(6.30) is given by

haA = ~a~(A, A+2p)—(A, pV) ~[a+A, a~A+2(a~p+ a_p”)], (6.32)

in agreementwith (6.18).
The descriptionof the ‘U” algebraas the centralizerof a set of screeningchargescan now alsobe

provedwithout making useof the spectralsequencecorrespondingto the decompositionQ = Q0 + Q1
[136].To this endoneusesthe isomorphismof fields and statesin the characteristicHilbert space(or
“vacuummodule”) ~‘ of the ‘Ut algebra(comparewith section3.1). Thenoneconstructs,for generic
level k, a resolution(C°~r~,d~’~)of the characteristicHilbert space~ of ~ in termsof free field Fock
spaces.Recall that a resolution (CML, d~)of a ~ module L is a complex d~’~:C~’~L—~C~’~L,
d~

1~’d~’~= 0 of ~ modulesC~1~L,wherethe differentialsd~’~commutewith the actionof g, andis such
that the cohomologyof this complexis exactlythe module L, i.e.

H~(L) {L if i = 0• (6.33)0 otherwlse.

The terms in the resolutionof ~/C~are labelledby elementsof the Weyl group W of g

c~t~yr~~ ~ (6.34)
{wEWII(w)=i}

and the differentialsd~are operatorsof the type (6.26). . —.

Applying the functorHQ to theresolution(6.34),using(6.30),oneobtainsa resolution(C~’~’,d°~)
of the characteristicHilbert space~Wof ‘W[~, k] [136](see also ref. [264]),with terms

c~’~x~~ ‘~~~‘a(wp-p) (6.35)
{wEWII(w)=i} +

and differentials ~ as in the complex (6.34), but with s~(z)replacedby .?~7(z)(see (6.31)). In
particular the differential d~°~will be the collection of screeningcharges ~I,t (z) acting from

~ ~ and the intersectionof its kernels is isomorphic to ~‘. So, again, we are led to the
identificationof ‘Ut[~, k] with the centralizerof the set of screeningchargesp7(z).

6.3.2. Character technique
In the above we haveseenthat, for genericvalues of the level k, the algebra‘W[~, k] can be

identified with the centralizerof a set of screeningchargesQ7 = ~ exp[ — i a~a.~43(z)]. We haveshown
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that ‘Ut[~, k] containsat least the Virasoro algebra,and havegiven an explicit expressionfor the
generatingfield (see (6.17)). We now want to discussa useful technique(which we will also often
employ in chapter7) to get someinsight into the othergeneratorsof ‘Ut[~, k]. This technique will be
referredto as the “charactertechnique” [63,62].

Supposewe havesome ‘U” algebraof rank I and type ‘Ut(2, ~2’• . ,s~).The correspondingVerma
modules M( { h}, c) are completelyspecified by the eigenvalues~ i = 1, . . . , 1 of the zero modes
~ andhavea character(we will abbreviateh~2~= h)

ch~(q) = TrM qL0~24 = qh~c/24/(fl (1 qk)) (6.36)

Conversely,givena character(6.36),we can anticipatetheexistenceof a ‘U” algebraof rankI. Equation
(6.36), however,doesnot give usanyinformationon theconformaldimensionss

1 of the generators.In
general,the VermamodulesM( { h), c) will not beirreducible,dueto the presenceof singularvectors.
The singular vectorstructuremight be extremelycomplicated.However,thereis onecasewhereone
knows somesingular vectorsbeforehand.That is when we considerthe Verma module built on the
vacuum 0) of the conformalfield theory (i.e. h~= 0, Vi). In that case,all the vectors

w~’~lo), n � —Si + 1 , i = 1, . . . , 1 (6.37)

will be singular(see(3.2)). Thesesingularvectorsgeneratea submoduleSM(0,c). Clearly, the factor
moduleM = M(0, c) ISM(O,c) will havea character

ch~(q) = q~C/

24 ~ ((1 — q)~. . (1— qsi~1)/fl (1— qk)) = q~cI24/fl (~,(q)), (6.38)

where we haveintroduced

F~(q)=fl(1—q”). (6.39)

It mayof coursehappenthat the factor moduleM = M(0, c) ISM(0, c) still containssingularvectors,in
which casethe “true” (i.e. irreducible)vacuummodule ~‘ (i.e. the characteristicHubertspace)is even
smaller. If, however,for genericc-values the generatorsW~~’~(z)are independent,then (6.38), for
genericc-values,will be the characterof the vacuummodule ~ Clearly, given the character(6.38),
we can anticipatean underlyingV algebraof type ‘W(2, ~2’~ . , s

1).
Let usnow apply theseconsiderationsto the QDS reduction.In section6.3.1 wehavementionedthe

existenceof a resolutionof the characteristicHilbert space~ in termsof Fock spacemodules (see
(6.35)). This resolution allows us to computethe characterof ~‘ by meansof the Euler—Poincaré
principle. For w E W we have(see(6.32))

h,,+(WP_P)= —(wp — ,~pV) (6.40)

~ It can happenthat, even for genericc-values,the vacuumVerma module containsadditional singularvectors beyondthosedisplayedin
(6.37).Supposethe lowestoneoccursat L,-level N. Thench5.will havethe form (6.38) multipliedby afactor (1 — a~q~’— ~~,qN*I— ) where
a,, EZ~.This happensfor instancein thebosonicprojectionof theN= 1 superconformalalgebra[62](seesection5.3.2).
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Thus,we obtain

V i —c/24 Vch~(q)= L~(—1) ch~(1)~1.(q)= q wEWe(w)ch~~(q)

—c/24

= q k ~ r(w)q~~”~ , (6.41)~ (1 — q )) wEW

which, by the Weyl—Kac denominatorformula (seeappendixA)

~ s(w)e~~’PP= [I (1 — eu), (6.42)
wEW aE4~

can be rewritten as

-c124 H~4~(1 — q(P~)) -c/24 ‘~i=i(H~~(1 — qk))ch~(q)=q (fl~~1(1_qk))l=q (fl~~1(1_qk))t

—c/24

— q ~643
— F,,1~1(q)~”F~,±1(q)~

Herewehaveusedthe fact that p” is preciselythe defining vectorof the principal sl(2) subalgebraof g.
Under this subalgebrathe adjoint representationof g decomposesinto sl(2) representationsof spin e.,
i = 1,. .. , I, where { e,} are the exponentsof g. From the above discussion,we would thus expect
V[~, k] to be a ‘Ut algebraof type V(s1,. . . , s1) wherethe dimensionss. = e, + 1 of the generating
fields areexactlythe ordersof the independentCasimirsof g (seeappendixA for a list), in agreement
with the classicalresult [100,24] andour intuitive reasoningin section6.3.1.Moreover,if wemanageto
constructa set of fields of conformal dimensionss, = e, + 1 in the intersectionof the kernelsof the
screeningchargesand succeedin proving that, for genericvaluesof k, theyareindependent,thenthe
above analysiswill prove the completenessof this set as well as the closureof the algebrathat they
generate.This is the strategywe will employ in the examplesof section6.3.3.

In the applicationof this “charactertechnique”to cosetmodelsof CFT, to be discussedin chapter7,
we do not havea priori knowledge about the irreducible vacuummodules of the presupposedV
algebras.Nevertheless,one can often still get useful information from the known charactersof the
irreduciblehighestweight modulesof the affine Lie algebras~. As an illustration, consideragainthe
QDS reduction. For g simply laced, and at the specialpoint a~= ±1, we can identify the screening
operators5,” (z) with the expressionsfor the simple root generators(in the Chevalley basis)of the
vertexoperatorrealizationof ~ at levelk = 1*) Thus, for this particular valueof a~,the centralizerof
the screeningchargesQ,’ = ~7”(z) can be identified with thesubsetof normalorderedproductsof the
affine currents and their derivatives that are singlets under the horizontal algebrag. This set of
“singlets” can be studiedby decomposingthe irreducible~ charactersunderg. This, for simply lacedg,
againleadsto the expression(6.43) [63,62]. We will comebackto this point in chapter7.

*) Of course,this identificationholds up to cocyclefactors.These,however,do not influencethestructureof the centralizer.
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6.3.3. Examples
In this sectionwewill presentsomegeneralexamplesof V algebrasobtainedthroughthequantum

Drinfeld—Sokolov reduction. Although the previous discussion has been restrictedto bosonic Lie
algebras,mostof the resultseasilycarry over to the caseof Lie superalgebras.Insteadof developing
this here,wewill just presenttwo examplesat theendof this sectionandrefer to theoriginal papersfor
more details.

V[A~1~,k]: Sincethe resultsfor theLie algebraA~ sl(n + 1) arethemostcompletewewill treat
this examplein detail anduseit as a referencefor the other examplesto be discussedlater.

Let ~{s,, i = 1,. . . , n + 1 } be thesetof weightsof thevectorrepresentationof A~,normalizedsuch
that e,~ = — 1 I(n + 1). They satisfy the constraint E e, = 0. The simple rootsof A,, are given by
a. = s, — s,+

1. Considera set of currents { U,, (z)}, of conformal dimension k, defined through the
generatingexpression(“quantumMiura transformation”),

n+1

R,,+1(z)= —~ Uk(z)(aO~)~‘‘~“ = ((a0 a~— . a43(z))... (a0a~— Cn+1 i 343(z))) . (6.44)

We havefor example

U0(z)=1, U1(z)=~s1.ia43(z)=0,

U2(z)= —~((s1.ia43)(e1•ia43))(z)+~ (i— 1)s,.ia
243(z)

= —~(a43.a43)(z)—a
0pi3

243(z)’ T’~(z),

(13(z) = ~ ((i, i a43)(s~i a43)(~i a43))(z)— a~~ (i — 1) 8((e, . i a43)(s~. i 343))(z)
i<j<k i<j

— a~~ (j — — 1)((e, . i a43)(~~.1 3243))(z) + ~ ~ (i — 1)(i — 2)(s,. i 3~43)(z), (6.45)

wherewe haveusedE~s, = 0, E,<, r, ® e, = — ~ii, and ~ ic, = —p.
Now considerthesingularpartin the OPER~+

1(z)s~”(w).We will showthat it is a total derivative
for eachi E { 1,.. . , n}, which clearlyimplies that the fields Uk(z) arein thecentralizerof thescreening
chargesQ~.Since ty a. ~ 0 only for j E {i, ~+ 1}, the only termscontributingto the singularpartof
theOPE are

—ia_a.~~~(w)
(aoc3~—e.i343(z))(aa—e~+1l343(z))e -

= [(Z1~2 + (a0ä~— e.1343(z))( -) + (z~”w)~oöz— S .i343(z))] e’~~’~”~

— (—a~.+ a0a.,. + ia±(s~— ~ a43(w)\ -ia+a1~(w)

~ (z—w)
2 z—w

= _3w(z ~ e~’~”)) (6.46)
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provideda~— a0a~= 1, i.e. a0 = a,. + a_. This provesthat

R,,~1(z)~(w) = —a~(~~ R~÷1(z)e~ai~), (6.47)

whereR,~1(z)is definedas in (6.44) but with the s, and s,,~termsremoved.
We would now like to arguethat, for genericvaluesof a0, the fields Uk(z) are independent.This

would, in view of the resultsof section6.3.2,establishthat the Uk(z) form a completeset of generators
for V[A~,

1~,k] as well as the closure of the algebra of Uk(z)’s. To this end let us computethe
eigenvaluesuk(A) of thezero modesUkO on thehighestweightstateof theFock space&~A. If we can
show that the resulting polynomialsin 0, = (A, s.) are independentthenthis evidentlywill imply the
independenceof thegeneratorsUk(z). Applying the operatorR,,+

1(z) (see(6.44))to thehighestweight
state IA) we find

n+1

—~ uk(A)z (a03)~~1_k= (a0a — z
1(A,g~))~. (a~8 — z1(A,e,,,.~)). (6.48)

By applying this differential operatorto the monomialsz’, j = 0,.. . , n + 1 we find the following
recurrencerelation for theeigenvaluesuk(A)

I .~ n+1

a
0u,~(A)= (—1)” I~I[(A + a0p, ~k) + (~n—j)a0], (6.49)

k=0 (j — k). k=1

wherewe haveused (p, ~k) = ~(n + 2—2k). Its solution is (seee.g. ref. [47])

uk(A) = (_1)~1 ~ fl [(A, e~)+ (k - j)ao]. (6.50)
£1<~”<tkJl

Concretely,we havefor example

11n+2\ 2u2(A)—L ~ 3 )a0~(A,A+2a0p),

(6.51)
u3(A)= ~ 0,~0,~0,3(n )~~

il<i2<13 il<i2

where 0, an (A + a0p, s.). In general,asone canseefrom (6.49), theeigenvaluesuk(A) aresymmetric
polynomialsin thevariables0,. SincetheWeyl groupof A~actsas the permutationgroupS,,+ on the
vectorss,, thenumbersuk(A) areinvariantunderthe (shifted)actionof theWeyl groupWof A,,, i.e.
uk(A) = Uk(W(A + a0p) — a0p).

In particular,for a0 = 0 we discoverthat uk(A) is simply the standard(homogeneous)symmetric
polynomial of orderk in the variables0,. Thesearewell-known to be independent.This fact can be
usedto prove the independenceof thegeneratorsUk(z) in an openneighborhoodof a0 =0, andhence
the independencefor generica0 (i.e. for a densesubsetof C) [259,325]. This proves,asremarkedin
section6.3.2, the closureof the algebrageneratedby the fields Uk(z), k= 2,. . . , n + 1.
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By explicit calculation it has beenshown that the currentsUk(z) satisfy an algebrawith quadratic

definingrelations [238,109]

Uk(z)Ul(w) = ~, ~ Cf(K)(Up(z)Uq(w)), (6.52)
K�

2 (z w) p+q=k+t—*

where the coefficientsC~’(K)are algebraicin a
0 and thereforedo nothaveany singularities.

Note, however, that the generatorsof the algebra in the Miura basis are not primary nor
quasiprimary,in general.A basisfor theV algebraconsistingof (quasi)-primaryfields Uk(z) shouldbe
obtainableby deformationof the fields Uk(z). The projectionof Uk(z) onto a quasi-primaryfield Uk(z)
is easily accomplished(using e.g. ref. [58]),and only involvescoefficientswhich arealgebraicin a0.
One hase.g.

U3(z)= U3(z) — ~(n — 1)a0 t3(]2(z) , (6.53)

with eigenvalue(use(6.51))

c13(A)= ~ . °i~Yi~ (6.54)

I1<12<i3

In this casethe resulting field U3(z) is, in fact, primary.In general,thepossibility of furtherprojection
onto a setof primary field generatorsis still animportantopenproblem,andhasonly beencheckedin
low spin cases.The analogousproblem in the classical casehas been solved in ref. [24]. Explicit
formulas were obtainedin ref. [93].Clearly in the quantumcase,the primary field projection may
breakdown for isolatedvaluesof c, as manifestedby the occurrenceof singularitiesin the operator
productexpansioncoefficientsin chapter 4 [264,265]. This does not yet explain the singularity at
c = —22 /5 in theOPEof two dimensionthreefields (see (3.5), (3.7)), sincethe deformation(6.53) is
purelyalgebraic.However,thereis anotherpotentialsourceof singularities,namely,the onesthatarise
when the normalization factor required to bring the fields Uk(z) to their standardnormalization
(Uk I Uk) = c/k becomessingular.Indeed,thenormalizationfactorrequiredfor (6.53) becomessingular
for c = —22/5. As a final remarkwe note that in termsof the primary fields W~(z)the defining
relationsof thealgebraareno longerquadraticin general.Explicit operatorproductexpansionsin the
V[A~’~,k] caseweregiven in (3.5), and thosefor V[A~, k] can be found in refs. [58,222].

Let us, for definiteness,displaythegeneratorsof the ‘Ut3 V[A~’~,k] algebraevenmoreexplicitly.
Choose thereto an orthonormal basis with respectto which the simple roots have the following
coordinates:a1 =v’~(1,0),a2=V~(—~,~ Then*)

T(z)= (J2(z)= ~(H
1H1+ H2H2) — ~‘/~ a

0(8H
1+

(6.55)
(J

3(z)= (1I3V~)(3H’H
1H2— H2H2H2)— a

0(~H’8H
1 + ~‘/~H2 oH’ — ~H2 3H2)

+ ~\T~a~(82H’— ~V-~a~H~),

~ The expressionsarerelatedto thosein ref. [1121by a weyl reflection.
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where we have introduced H’(z) = i 343’(z). The normalized generator W(z)= ~vi~7~(J3(z), where
/3 = 16/(5c+ 22) = 2/(4— 15a~),satisfiesthe algebraof (3.5). Note that normalizationfactor indeed
becomessingularfor c = —22/5.

V[D~’~,k]: For the Lie algebraD,, =so(2n)we proceedsimilarly. Let {±e,,i = 1,.. . , n} denote
the weightsof the vectorrepresentationof D,,, normalizedsuchthat s~ = 6~.The simpleroots are
given by a, = s, — ~ for i = 1,... ,n—i and a,,= s,,_~+ e~.Define

R,,(z) ((a0 3~— s~i 343(z))~. . (a0 3~— ~,, . j 343(z))). (6.56)

A similar calculation as for ‘W[A~
1~,k] showsthat the singularpart of the OPE betweenR,,(z) and

§‘r(w) is a total derivativefor i E {1,.. . , n — 1}. However,

(a
03~— e,,~i 343(z))(a03~— i 343(z))e’~’~”~

= ~ ( 1 _ia+a~.~(w))+ 2a~e’~~’~(a08 ). (6.57)
Wz...w z—w

So, we concludethat for i = n only the highestcomponentV,,(z)= R,,(z).1 is in thecentralizerof all
the screening charges. Upon taking theOPEof V,(z) with itself oneclearlygeneratesothercurrentsin
this centralizer.Explicitly [109,110],

V,,(z)V,,(w)= 2,, + + U2~(w)] (6.58)

(z—w) k=1 (z—w)

for somefields U2k(z). It is convenientto chooseak = [I~~ (1 — 2j(j + 1)a~).Then, for example,

(12(z) = — ~(343 343)(z)— a0p i 3243(z)= T
4(z). (6.59)

The eigenvalue v,,(A) of the zero mode V,
0 on the highest weight vector IA) E ~A follows from (6.56)

v,,(A) = (—1)~ (A + a0p, ~k) (6.60)

andis again invariant under the (shifted) action of the Weyl groupA—~w(A+ a0p) — a0p. By using
(6.58)onemayderive similar formulasfor theeigenvaluesu2k(A,),andshowexplicitly theirinvariance
undertheshifted action of the Weyl group[109,110]. By exploiting theseexpressionsoneestablishes
the independenceof the generators{V,(z)} U {U2k(z), k= 1,. . . , n — 1), exactly as in the caseof
V[A~, k]. Noting that thesetof dimensions{2, 4,. . . , 2n — 2, n} indeedagreeswith theordersof the
independentCasimirsof D,,, this establishestheclosureof the algebrageneratedby V,(z) and U2k(z).

‘Ut[B~
1~,k]: In the caseof the Lie algebraB,, so(2n+ 1) onemay againtry to proceedsimilarly.

Introducevectorss., i = 1,. . . , n as in the caseof D~,in termsof which the simple roots of B,, are
given by a, = e, — s,,.~for i = 1,.. . , n — 1, and a,, = ~ IntroduceR,,(z) asin (6.56). As before,the
singularpartof the OPE of R~(z)with ~w) is a total derivative for i = 1,. . . , n — 1, but
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(a0 3~— s,, i 343(z))~ = za.,. ~ (6.61)

Obviously,noneof thecomponentsin R,,(z) commuteswith all the screeningchargesandit is not clear
how to proceed.As arguedin section6.3.2 one expectsa V algebraof the type V(2,4, 6,. . . , 2n),
realizedin termsof n scalarfields. In particular,for n = 2, one would expect to recoverthe (unique)
algebraof type V(2, 4) (seechapter5). This hasrecentlybeenconfirmedby explicit constructionofthe
two generatorsandverification of their operatorproductexpansion[223].For n = 3 it hasbeenshown
by explicitly constructingall fields in thecentralizerof thescreeningchargesof dimensionlessorequal
to seventhat the algebrais of type V(2, 4, 6,...) [224].Their OPE’s seemto leadto the structure
constantsof the third V(2, 4, 6) algebraof [222],but no definite answeris availableat the time of
writing*).

Inspectionof (6.61)suggestsanotherinterestingpossibility, to be discussedbelow.

V[B(0, ~)(~), kJ: The free field realizationof the Lie superalgebraB(0, ~)(~)leads,similarly to the
bosoniccaseof section6.3.1, to a descriptionof the V algebraV[B(0, ~)(1), k] asthecentralizerof a
setof screeningchargess.(z) on the Fock spaceof n scalarfields 43’(z) and one fermionic field ~s(z)
[202].Thescreeningoperatorss.(z),i = 1,. . . , n — 1 areasfor ~ while s,,(z)= ~t(z)~ The
occurrenceof the fermion in Sn(Z) hasan important consequence.Consideringthe OPE

(a03~— s~i 343(z))~(z)~(~)e~’~’~= —a~e_ma) + ~ e
1a)(a~3~),z z (6.62)

we observethat the operatorU,,,.
112(z)= R~(z).i/i(z) (R~(z)as in (6.56)), of conformal dimension

n + ~, is part of thecentralizer.By takingtheOPEof U,, + ,,2(z)with itself onegeneratesa setof fields
{U2k(z), k = 1,.. . , n} analogousto the V[D~’~,k] case.In particular,

U2(z)= —~(343.34~)(z)....a0p.i3
243(z)—(~/i34i)(z). (6.63)

It hasbeenconjecturedthat {U~~
112(z)}U { U2k(z),k= 1,.. . , n) is a completeset of generatorsof

V[B(0, n)W, k] [109](in ref. [109]the algebrawasdenotedby VB~).For additionaldetailsseealso
refs. [202,324,326,43, 132, 3].

V[A(n, n — 1 )(1), k]: Anotherinteresting(super)V algebrais obtainedfrom the Drinfeld—Sokolov
reductionof the Lie superalgebraA(~’z,n — 1) sl(n + 1, n). At the classicallevel this reductionwas
studiedin refs.[195,126,141,105,232,197,198]andwasshownto give riseto anN = 2 V algebra.The
simplestquantumcase,n = 1, wasanalyzedin detail in ref. [43]and wasshown to leadto the N = 2
superconformalalgebra.The generalquantumcasewasanalyzedin refs. [203,204,262]. For n = 2 this
algebrawasexplicitly constructedin refs. [268,292] by imposingthe associativityconstraints.This V
algebrais supposedlythechiral algebraof theCP~ SU(n)ISU(n — 1) x U(1) Kazama—Suzukimodel.

The affine superalgebraA(n, n — 1)(1) hasa realizationin termsof 2n free scalarfields 43’(z), and
conjugate pairs of spin (0, 1) bosonic [fermionic]first order fields (ya(Z) /3’(z))[( ~“(z),fla(Z))]

‘
1This particularV(2, 4,6)algebrais howeverclaimedto be inconsistentin refs. [133,228).
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correspondingto the positive even[odd] roots a E ~ [a E zt’,,] of A(n, n — 1). As in the caseof
B(0, ~)~)theconstraintis secondclass.It canbe treatedasa first classconstraintupon introducing2n
additionalfree (Majorana)fermionic fields çfr’(z). The 2n screeningoperatorsof A(n, n — 1)”~turnout
to be BRST equivalentto thescreeningoperatorss,(z)= a.~tfi(z)e’~’~,wherea1, . . . , a2,, is a set
of (fermionic) simple roots for A(n, n — 1). The correspondingV algebracan be identifiedwith the
centralizerof the correspondingscreeningchargeson the (43’, ~//)Fock space.

Analogousto thebosoniccaseV[A~,
1~,k], thecentralizercan befoundby meansof a (super)Miura

transformation.The correspondingLax operatoris most easilydescribedin N = 1 superfieldlanguage.
Introducea Grassmannvariable 0, and a set of 2n superfields1’(Z) = 43’(z) + i0i/i’(z), Z= (z, 0) as
well as a superderivativeD~= 39 + 0 t3~.Let

2n+1

R,,(Z)= ,~ Uk/
2(Z)(a_~))

2”~’~”= [(a_D + . i D~P(Z))~. (a_D+ ~2n+1 Dc13(Z)]. (6.64)

The e, aregiven by e,= (—1)’(A, — A,_
1), wherethe A,, i = 1, 2,. . . ,2n, arethe fundamentalweights

satisfyingA.~ = t5,~and A0 = A2~+ 1 = 0. In the superfieldlanguagethe screeningoperatorstake the
form ema,(*i~The singular terms in the OPE of the Lax operatorR,,(Z) with one of the screening
operatorsarisefrom

[aD1 + ~ . i D’P(Z1)][a D1 + ~ . i DP(Z1)]e’~j~~2) = (—1)”~D2[(012IZ12) e~Z2)]

(6.65)

where we wrote 012 = 0~— 02, Z12 = z1 — z2 — 0102 andwe useda,.a_ = —1. We seethat all Uk,2(Z),
k = 0,.. . , 2n + 1 arein thecentralizerof thescreeningcharges.ThegeneratorsU0(Z) andU112(Z) are
constantand it can be verified that U1(Z) and U3/2(Z) generatean N= 2 superconformalalgebraof
centralcharge

c=3n(1—(n+1)a~.). (6.66)

We thus obtain a V algebraof type&V”~(1,~,... , (2n+ 1)12) or, in termsof its N= 2 content,an
algebraof type .9°V~

2~(12,. . . , n).

V[g~, k]: The twisted affine Kac—Moody algebra g(r) r = 2, 3 can be obtainedas the invariant
sector under an outer automorphismr of g of order r [212].The correspondingQDS reductions
V[g~,k] can be determinedfrom the commutativediagram

g(l) ~ g(r)

j,d I’~ (6.67)

V[g”~, k] r V[g(r), kJ

i.e. they are obtainedby twisting the algebraV[g~‘~,k].
As an exampleconsiderg = A

2. The outer automorphismr of order two acts on the Cartan
subalgebrageneratorsin the Cartan—Weylbasis as
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‘r(H1)=—~H1+~\/~H2, r(H2) ~sf~H’+ ~H2. (6.68)

By using (6.55) onecanexplicitly check

r(U
2(z)) = U2(z), r(U3(z))= U3(z). (6.69)

The subsetof invariant fields under the automorphismr is thus exactly the projected V3 algebra
mentioned in section 5.3.2. This algebra, and its generalizations,were studied in detail in refs.
[182—184].

6.4. Representation theory

6.4.1. TheKac determinant
An important tool in the investigation of the structureof Verma modulesand their irreducible

quotientsis the so-calledKac determinant[210].
The hermiticity requirementW~t= W~,,,togetherwith thenormalization(AlA), uniquely definea

symmetric sesquilinearform (“Shapovalov form”) on the Verma module M(A, c). If {lv,), i
1,. . . , p1(N)} is a basis of M(A, c)(N), then the determinantof thep1(N)xp,(N) matrix (.A~(N))jj =

(v,lu) is calledthe Kac determinant(comparewith the discussionin section2.1). Here,p1(N) is the
numberof partitions of N on 1 colors, i.e. ~ p1(N)t” = (U (1 —

Since the Kac determinantis clearly a polynomial in A, it is determined(up to a A independent
factor)by its zero’s,which correspondto singular vectorsin M(A, c). The strategynow is to construct
explicitly a sufficient numberof singularvectors.Insteadof constructingsingularvectorsin theVerma
modulesdirectly, it is mucheasierto constructthem in theFock spacerepresentations.Sinceto every
singularvector in ~ correspondsa singular vector in M(A) of the sameweight, this also tells us
somethingaboutthe singularvectorsin M(A).

Singularvectorsin ~A areconstructedby the following trick [318].Supposewe havean intertwiner
Q: ~A ~‘A (i.e. an operatorcommutingwith theaction of the V-generators)thenthe imageof IA)
underQ is eitherzero or a singularvectorin ,~.. IntertwinersQ can be constructedout of properly
integratedproductsof screeningoperatorsi~t(z) as

Q=Jdzidz~s~(zi)~.s7(z~). (6.70)

Sincethe OPE’sof the V-generatorswith .~7(z) areat most a total derivative(by thedefinitionof the
V algebra),theexpression(6.70) gives an intertwinerprovidedthecontour~ is closedin thehomology
of the local systemdeterminedby the integrandof (6.70) (seee.g. refs. [67] for moredetails). For the
purposeof determiningthe Kac determinantit suffices to considerintertwiners built out of a single
screeningoperator~t (z) only. Doing this, one finds that for weights A of the form A = a..A~+ ~+

a_A~,where~ E P~,~ E P~,the Fock space~A hasa singular vector at level N=(AW +

p, a,”)(A~+ p ~‘, a~)for each i = 1,. . . , I. This singularvectorand its V descendantscontributethe
following factor to the Kac determinantdet

[(A + a,.p+ a_p’, a.)— (~(a,,a,)ma+ + na)]~.~1~_mn), (6.71)
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where m = (A~+ p, a’) and n = (A~+ p”, a.) are both positive integers. Using Weyl group
invariance(6.21), and comparisonof the order in A of the expressionthusobtained,with the a priori
knownorder (seee.g. ref. [62]),we concludethat the Kac determinantis given, up to a A independent
factor, by

det4~N [I UI [(A + a,.p+ ap”, a) — (~(a,a)ma,.+ na_)]~~~~_mhl). (6.72)
aE4 mn�N

For g = A
1 this expressionreducesto (2.23). (Seealsorefs. [250,62, 323] for various simply laced

cases,and [223] for g = B2. The Kac determinantfor the supercaseg = B(0, n) is discussed in ref.
[324].)

The Kac determinantcanbeusedto determinethestructureof theVermamodulesandits quotients.
This will be the topic of the next section.Moreover, from the Kac determinantone can in principle
infer what the unitary representationsare. Unfortunately,direct analysisof unitarity from the Kac
determinantis rathercumbersomeand has only beencompletedin the caseof the Virasoro algebra
[145,146]. Someresultshavebeenobtainedhoweverfor the ‘WN algebras [250—252].Sincetheseresults
can bestbe understoodin the coset approachto V algebraswe will postponethis discussionuntil
chapter7.

6.4.2. Completelydegeneraterepresentationsand minimal models
The completestructureof Vermamodules(or of anyof its quotients)canin principlebe determined

from theKac determinant(6.72). Insteadof giving a completecatalogueof modulesof different types,
let us restrict the discussionto themost importantclassasfar asphysicalapplicationsareconcerned.
This is the classof irreduciblehighestweight representations— with highestweight A, say— for which
thecorrespondingVermamoduleMA contains“asmanysingularvectorsaspossible”,or is “completely
degenerate”[112,107]. More precisely,for which the Verma module MA has 1 independentsingular
vectors,one in every simple root direction. From thediscussionin section6.4.1 it follows that such
completelydegenerateweights A can be parametrized as

A = a~A~+ a_A~, (6.73)

with ~ E P,. and ~ EP~.The 1 independent singular vectors occur at levels (AW +

p, a,’)(A~+ p”, a,), i = 1,. . . , 1. The conformal dimension hA (see (6.32)) can, in this case, be
written as

hA_~c__~l+~Ia,.(AW+p)+a_(A(_)+p’1)I
2. (6.74)

If, in addition, a~is a positive rational number, such that

a2,.=(k+h’)’=p’Ip, gcd(p,p’)=l, gcd(p’,r’)=l, (6.75)

it follows from the Kac determinantthat theVermamoduleMA in fact contains an infinite number of
singularvectors.

In particular,if we restrictthe dominantintegralweights A~~ ~ to the following set,
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~ E pPh” A~E pVP’h (6.76)

where, in addition,p � h”, p’ � h, we obtain the class of so-called “minimal model representations”
(seeref. [1121for A2, refs. [107,109] for A~andD~and ref. [121for all g simply laced).It can be
arguedthat the (finite setof) primaryfields PA(+)A()(z) correspondingto the set (6.76)form a closed
operatorproductalgebra,and henceconstitutea V-RCFT.

For theseminimal models,the labellingof A by thepair(A~~) A~~)is actuallyslightly redundant.In
general,we haveto makea further field identification. Becauseof the relationpa,.+ p‘a = 0, the
symmetry (6.21) under the Weyl groupof g is in fact extendedto a symmetryunderthe affine Weyl
group, i.e. under

A~-+w(A~+p)—p+p13, A ~_~w(AN+pv)_pv +p’f3, (6.77)

where w E W and/3 is an arbitraryelementof the long root lattice. The subgroupof transformations
(6.77)which leavesinvariant the fundamentalalcove (6.76) is isomorphicto thecenterof g (e.g. ~,, +

for A,,), hencewe haveto identify fields ~(A(+)A(-))(z) that arerelatedby theactionof thecenterof g.
(In thecasewhenodd integerspin generatorsin the V algebraarepresentonesometimeshasto make
a further field identification relatedto the 12 automorphismW~~(z)—~(—1 )siW~~(z).)

For variousapplicationsit is useful to havea resolutionof an irreduciblemoduleLA in termsof free
field Fock spaces. One can try to construct such resolutions directly in the V setting by using the
intertwiners(6.70). It is howevermore convenientto obtain theseresolutionsfrom their affine Lie
algebracounterparts.This is achievedby applying the functor HQ to all the termsin a resolutionof
someirreduciblehighestweight moduleof ~ andthenmaking useof (6.30). This functorwas studied
extensivelyin ref. [137].For the caseof minimal representationsit leadsto a conjecturethat there
exists a resolution of LA with terms

C~’~LA ~ ~a,.w*A(~)+aA() (6.78)
{wE*I1(w)=i}

where w*A= w(A+p)—p [137,67].
To concludethis sectionlet usspecializesomeof the aboveformulaeto the minimal modelcaseof

the V3 algebra(the formulaein the caseof ‘Ut2, i.e. the Virasoroalgebra,can be found in section2.1).
The relevant central chargeis parametrizedby two relatively prime positive integersp and p’
(p, p’ � 3) through(see (6.13) and (6.75))

c(p, p’) = 2[1 — l2(p — p’)
2Ipp’]. (6.79)

Now, parametrizingA~~ and~ in (6.76) eachby two non-negativeintegers

~ = r
1A1 + r2A2 , 0� r1 + r2 ~p —3,

(6.80)
AN=s1A1+s2A2, O�s1+s2~p’—3,

whereA,, i = 1, 2 arethe fundamentalweights of sl(3), eq. (6.74) yields
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h(2)U1 s1’~— (p’(r1 + 1)— p(s1 + 1))G,1[p’(r1 + 1) — p(s1+ 1)] — — ~ (6 81)\~2 ~2J

2pp’

where G
11 = ~(~ ~)is the inverseCartanmatrixof sl(3).The eigenvalueof the W3 generatoron the

highestweightvectorof LA(+)A(_) follows easilyfrom (6.54),

(3)frl s~\ 1 / 2
h kr2 52)

9pp’ V3(5p_3p’)(5p’_3p) [p(r
1—r2)—p(s1—s2)]

x (p’(2r, + r2) — p(2s1+ s2))(p’(r1 + 2r2) — p(s1+ 2s2)). (6.82)

As arguedabove,the eigenvaluesh~’~in (6.81) and (6.82)areinvariant undera 13 symmetry.Onefinds

that the generatorS. S
3 = 1, actson the labelsby

S: (~ ~ ((P —3) —(ri + r2) (p’ —3)—(sl+ S2)) (6.83)

The 12 operationR, R2 = 1, that actsby

R: (~ )—~(~ ~), (6.84)

leavesh~2~invariant while it changesthe sign of ~ In other words,the eigenvaluesh~2~inside the
fundamentalKac table (6.80) aresix-fold degeneratefor h~3~= 0 and three-folddegenerateotherwise.

6.4.3. Characterformulae
Explicit formulaefor the charactersof V[g, k] irreduciblehighestweight modulescan be derived

straightforwardlyfrom a free field resolutionof LA. In this sectionwe want to discusssomeexplicit
formulaefor thecaseof theminimal representationsdiscussedin section6.4.2.The requiredfree field
resolution,obtainedby applying theQDS functor HQ to a resolutionof an irreducible~highestweight
modulewith properlychosenadmissibleweight, was discussedin section6.4.2.

ParametrizingA = a,.A~+ a_A~,wherea,., ~ and~ areas in (6.75) and(6.76), andusing
eq. (6.74), a simple applicationof the Euler—Poincarélemmagives

chL~(q)= ~ . (6.85)

In the simply lacedcasethis characterformula was first conjecturedin ref. [109].The abovederivation
was given in refs. [67,137]. From the aboveconstructionit is clearthat the characters(6.85) can be
written as certain residues of characters of ~irreduciblemoduleswith admissiblehighestweight [137].
This explainsanobservationmadein [258].This descriptionalso,evidently,relatesthemodularmatrix
S andthe setof modular invariantsto thoseof the admissibleKac—Moodyrepresentations.

In chapter7 we will see that equation(6.85) coincides,for simply laced Lie algebrasg, with the
branchingfunction associated with a certaincoset.This strongly supportsthe claim of equivalenceof
the two V constructions,for which so (apartfrom the V

3 case)no direct proof is available.
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7. Cosetconstructions

7.1. Introduction

The secondgenericmethodto obtain examplesof V algebrasfrom (a pair of) affine Lie algebras,
which at first sight is completelyunrelatedto the QDS reductionschemeof the previouschapter, is
through the so-calledcosetconstruction[166]. We havealreadyseena glimpseof it in section2.3.2,
wherewe reviewed the affine SugawaraconstructionT9(z) of the Virasoro generatorand its GKO
generalizationT~(z) to cosetpairs. We recall that

T~~’(z)= T~(z)— T~(z), (7.1)

with correspondingcentralcharge

c(g,~‘, k) = c(g,k) — c(~’,k’). (7.2)

The level k’ is determinedby k’ = jk where / is the Dynkin index of the embeddingg’ C g [102].
Moreover,we haveimportantpropertythat T~’(z)commuteswith thecurrentsof ~‘.

The basic idea that generalizes this construction of the coset Virasoro generator is the following.
Suppose we are given a coset pair (g, g’), g’ Cg of finite-dimensional Lie algebras. Consider their

(untwisted) affinizations ~‘ C ~. Then define the cosetalgebra V~[~I~’,k] as the set of all normal
ordered products of ~ currents and their derivatives that commute (i.e. have regular operator product
expansions)with the currents of g’, modulo the setof null-fields at this particularvalue of k*). By
definition this algebracloses and satisfies the other axioms of a V algebraexcept, possibly, the
requirementthat it is finitely generated.This is not the casein general,but dependson the specific ~
modules one is considering as we will see. Another issue is that the coset V algebra defined in this way
depends crucially on the level k and is in general “exotic” in the terminology of section 3.1. Varying k
will produce V algebras of different type. For a specific set of cosets the algebra is however generic.
This happensfor instancefor the so-calleddiagonalcosetpairs (~~~,~diag).

Every cosetalgebra~ k] comesnaturally equippedwith a set of highestweightmodules.Let
thereto L~, be an irreducible highestweight module (not necessarily integrable!) of ~ with highest
weight A andlevel k. Define L~~

1’,as the space of states in L~which are highest weight under ~‘. It is
clear that L~’~is a highestweightmodule of the coset algebra V~[~I~’,k]* *). We havethe following
decomposition of the ~ module L~under the action of ~‘,

L~j= ~ (L~’.® L~,’), (7.3)

where the sum runs over a set of weights A’ of ~‘ at level k’ = jk with corresponding irreducible ~‘

highest weight modules ~ The correspondingequality for the charactersreads

ch~(q, z)= ~ b~(q)ch~~,(q,z’), (7.4)

“Since the level k’ of ~‘ is determinedthroughk’ =jk we havesuppressedkin the notation V[glg’, k].
~“ L’,”~ will be infinite-dimensionalunless~‘ C~is conformal (seesection2.3.2).
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wherez’is determinedas a function of z throughtheembeddingg’ C g. Thebranchingfunctionb~(q)
is defined through

b~~(q)= Tr LAA. qLo_c/
24, (7.5)

where L
0 and c arethe cosetexpressionsgiven in (7.1) and (7.2)*).

In general the modules LAA~will not be irreducible under the coset algebra V~[g/~‘, k]. The
problemof decomposingLAA~into irreduciblecosetrepresentationshasnot beencompletelysolved,
andwill not be discussedin this report.We will only mentionthat in the caseof diagonalcosetalgebras
the modulesLAA. are believedto be irreducible. However,one can prove that the modulesL00 are
always irreducible [97], implying that L00 servesa characteristicHilbert spacefor V~[~I~’,k]. In
particular we can studythe cosetalgebrasthrough the charactertechnique(asin section6.3.2).

We would also like to remark that by using the characterdecomposition(7.4) one can derive
modularinvariant combinationsof W~[~I~’,k] charactersfrom thoseof the affineLie algebras~ and ~‘

[60,70, 12,82].
In this chapterwill mainly restrictour attentionto the diagonalcosetalgebrasV~[~~ ~ (k1, k2)]

for reasonsalluded to in the aboveand also simply becausenot much is knownaboutgenericcoset
models.Our analysiswill bemostcompletein the casewhenoneof the levels, sayk1, equalsone [12],
althoughmost of the analysisgoes throughfor generick1. The resultsfor integer k1 > 1 are usually
presentedin the contextof parafermionicalgebraswhich fall outsidethe scopeof this report (seee.g.
refs. [219,8, 156, 286, 82,311, 260,261]).

In the last sectionwe will briefly touchupon thesubjectof moregeneralcosetmodels(seee.g. refs.
[97,98, 54, 170,71,85]).

Before westartdiscussingdiagonalcosetmodelsit turns out to beconvenientto first discussa slight
generalizationof the aboveconstruction.The crucialobservationis that the Virasoroalgebrarelatedto

as givenby the affineSugawaraconstructionin fact commuteswith the finite-dimensional“horizontal
algebra”g. We maythusinterpretthe Sugawaratensoras anelementof the cosetalgebraV~[gIg, k].
We will first studythisso-calledCasimiralgebra[138,11,317], andsubsequentlyarguethatthe diagonal
cosetalgebrascan be interpretedas its deformation[12].

Oneof our main themesin thischapterwill beto establish,for simply lacedg, an isomorphism(upto
null-fields)

‘w~[g~g/g,(1, k2)] V~~[g,k], (7.6)

wherek2 andk arealgebraicallyrelated.This will be doneindirectly by showingthat a sufficiently large
setof characters(andthus the Kac determinants)of thesealgebrasareidentical. It is still animportant
openproblemto prove this isomorphismby direct meansand/or to havean apriori understandingwhy
certaincosetV algebrasare equivalentto certainQDS V algebras.

7.2. Casimir algebras

7.2.1. Generalities
Casimiralgebraswerealreadyintroducedin section3.2. We will briefly recall the construction,and

give a reinterpretationin termsof aparticular coset.We will indicatethat the Casimir algebrais not

~ In thesequelwe will often suppressthe superscripts~, ~‘ and~ig’whenno confusioncan arise.
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only a convenientstartingpoint for moregeneralcosetconstructions,but alsoprovides(at leastfor a
particularc-value) a direct link to the QDS reductiondiscussedin the last chapter.

Ourstarting point is theso-calledaffine Sugawaraconstruction(seesection2.3.2). Considerthereto
thefollowing compositeoperator:

T(z)= ~~(2)(g,k)~ dab(J0J~~)(Z). (7.7)

It is well-defined on highest weight modulesof g and, for properly chosennormalizationconstant
~2)(g,k) = 1I(k + h”)(k ~ —h”), satisfies the Virasoro algebra of central charge c = c(g, k) =

k dim gI(k + h v) In otherwords, every highestweight module of g(k ~ — h ~I) can be extendedto a
highestweight module of the semi-directsumof a Virasoro algebraandg. The currentsJ”(z) become
primaryfields of conformal dimensionone with respectto T(z), i.e.

\
3jaj \

T(z)Ja(w)= 2 + ~Wj , (7.8)
(z—w) z—w

which, in particular,implies

[J~,T(z)] = 0, (7.9)

i.e. T(z) is a singletunder the horizontal (finite-dimensional)subalgebrag of g. We concludethat, in
theterminologyof section7.1, the SugawaratensorT(z) is an elementof the V algebraV[g/g, k]
related to the coset pair (~,g). To constructothersinglet fields underg is straightforward.Consider
theretoa genericfield

1V~1,~ ‘1”(z) = (~iijbi . . . 3”J
t”)(z) . (7.10)

Although the full operatorproductexpansionbetweenthecurrentsJ”(z) andW~’,” ‘
1”(w) is hardto

evaluate,it is easily seenthat the simple pole termonly receivescontributionsfrom the simple pole
term in (2.69). Therefore

[J~, W~’: : ,‘7~z)]= ~ fab~~1..:: ~ ~ bn(z) (7.11)
C

This impliesthat the field W,, ,,,(z)= Eb,...b,db, b,W~,~:::‘,“(z) commuteswith g if and only if
db.•~b is an invariant tensorunderg, i.e. if andonly if Eb, b db1...b T”l... T”~is anelementin the
centerof the universalenvelopingalgebraof g, i.e. a Casimir operator.For this reasonwe will also
refer to thesinglet algebraW[glg, k] as theCasiniir algebraof g at level k.

Noticethat we mayassumethat the invariant tensorsda,...a arecompletelysymmetric , sincefor any
antisymmetricpair of indicesthe field canbe reducedby using

(JaJb)(z) — (JbJa)(z) fab(3Jc)(z) . (7.12)

It is clearthat thealgebraof all singlet fields 14’,, ,,(z) closes.To establishthat theygive riseto a V
algebraasdefinedin section3.1, onehasto find a subsetconsistingof a finite numberofprimaryfields
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which — togetherwith their derivativesand normalorderedproductsthereof— form a closedoperator
productalgebra.The otherconditionsfor this to be a V algebraare automaticallyfulfilled. The above
proceduremay (andwill) clearly dependon thevalueof the level k.

The simplestfields*)

T~M~(z)= M! a,. ...aM1M .. . JaM)(z), (7.13)

are usually, by abuseof language,referredto astheCasimir operatorof g. It is easilyshown that the
operatorsT(M)(z) areprimarywith respectto (7.7)of dimensionM, providedthed-symbolsarechosen
to be traceless. In general the operatorsT(M)(z) will not form a complete set of generatorsof
“w[g/ g, k]. It can howeverbe argued[259]that they do generatethe completesinglet algebra for g
simply laced andk = 1.

7.2.2. Charactertechnique
In section6.3.2we haveseenthat thecharactertechniqueprovidesavery powerful tool for analysing

the setof generatorsof a ‘Ut algebra.In this sectionwe apply thistechniqueto the Casimiralgebrasof
the previoussection.

Charactersof the cosetalgebraV[g/g, k] areconstructed,accordingto the generalphilosophy of
section 7.1, by decomposingthe charactersof g with respectto the charactersof g. Considerthe
branchingof an integrablehighestweight module LA of g at level k in terms of irreduciblehighest
weight modulesLA of g

ch~~(q,z)=~ b~~(q)ch5~(z). (7.14)
A E P÷

For conveniencewe will also usecI~(q)an q_sAb~(q) where

— IA+pI2 1p12 cA ikdimg 715

SA2(k+hV) 2hV2(k+hV) 24 k+hV (
so that I~(q) hasan expansionin termsof integerpowersof q. Explicitly [214],

b~(q)an TrLAA qLo_C/24= ~ ~ ~PI2/2k , (7.16)
wEW

wherethe c~(q)are theso-called Kac—Petersonstring functions.
We will discussseveralexamples.
(i) g simply laced,k= 1. In this casethereis a uniquestringfunction c~(q)= (q1124U (1 — q”))t.

Applying the denominatorformula(A.3) to (7.16) one finds

b~(q)= qk1212( H (1 — qA+P.a))/(q1/24 H (1 — qn)), (7.17)
aE&,.

*) In fact, since d~
1~M is assumedto becompletelysymmetricthereis no needto normalorderthis expression.ThefactorM! is insertedfor

convenience.
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for A E P,. fl (Q + A) andzero otherwise.In particular,thevacuumcharacteris given by

= ( H (1- q(P.a)))/H (1- = [‘i’ (ñ (1- q~))]/H(1-aE4~ ,,�1 i1 ,,~1 n�,

= i/~ (Fe.+,(q)), (7.18)

whereF~(q) is definedin (6.39). Since this is preciselythe vacuumcharacterof a V algebraof type
‘Ut(e1 + 1,.. . , e1 + 1) with independentgenerators,theaboveanalysissuggeststhat the singlet algebra
°w~[gIg,k = 1] is of this type. Exactly the sameresult (7.18) was obtainedin (6.43) for the vacuum
characterof the algebra V~~[g,k] obtained by the quantum DS reduction. The main difference,
however,is that theanalysisin section6.3.2 is valid for genericvaluesof k,while theaboveanalysisis
restrictedto a particularvalue for k, namelyk= 1. Another differenceis that while the analysis in
section6.3.2 also appliesto non simply laced Lie algebras,the aboveanalysisis restrictedto simply
lacedones.Fornon simply lacedLie algebrasg thesinglet algebrais essentiallydifferentfrom theQDS
reduction based on g. In particular the singlet algebra contains additional fields beyond those
correspondingto the Casimirsof g. We discusstwo examplesof this type.

(ii) g = B~
1~at level k = 1. Using the explicit formulae for the string functions in ref. [214]one

arrives,after a straightforwardcalculation,at the following formula for the vacuumcharacterof the
singlet algebra

~°(q)=[(fl fl (1-q~))/H (1_q~)1]
i=1 ,,=1 n~1

x ~ (H (1+ q~~112)+ (1— qn+1/2)) (7.19)

where {e,} = {1, 3, 5,. . . ,21— 1} is the set of exponentsof B
1. The last term in (7.19) equalsthe

vacuumcharacterof a fermionic dimension 1 + ~ field projectedonto the 12 even sector. So, we
concludethat the singlet algebrain this caseis thebosonicprojection(comparewith Section 5.3.2)of
an algebra of type V(2, 4,. . . , 2!, 1 + ~) (see also refs. [324,327] and ref. [62] for I = 1). The
correspondingQDS reductionis the one basedon the affine Lie superalgebraB(0, l)~’~(seesection
6.3.3).

(iii) g= G~
1~atlevel k= 1. A straightforwardcomputation,using the stringfunctionsin ref. [214],

gives

cj~O(q) = (1 — q)(1 — q2)(1 — qt)[(1 + q2 + q3)c~— q~3(1+ q + q3)c~°]

= 1 [1—3q22— 7q23 — 14q24+ 0(q25)] (7.20)

2 6 8 10 12 14 15 16 17 18

which suggeststhat the singlet algebraof G~1~at k = 1 is of type V(2, 6, 8, 10, 122, 142, 15, 16, 17, 182).
So, apartfrom the Casimir operatorsof spins 2 and6, wefind otherintegerspin operators.Theycan
presumablybe understoodas compositesof (amongothers)a spin 8/3 operator,whoseexistencecanbe
anticipatedin the level-i non-simplylacedvertexoperatorrealizationof G~1~[168,39]. In ref. [3261it is
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argued that, in fact, all generators can be found by taking successive OPE’s of the fields of dimension 2
and6 andan additionalfield of dimension17/5. It is not knownwhetherthereexists aQDS reduction
leadingto the samealgebra.

7.2.3. 3rd order Casimir example
In this sectionwe present a detailed example. The easiestnontrivial illustration of the above

considerationsis the algebraof a third-order Casimir operator. These exist only for the algebras
AN_I ~sl(N), N�3. Wehave

dab =Tr(TaTb) ‘ fat,c =Tr([Ta, Tb]TC) , dabC =Tr({Ta, Tb}T~) . (7.21)

Group indices are raised and lowered by meansof the Killing metric dab (and its inversed(~b).The
tensorsdab~dabC are completelysymmetricwhile fabC is completely antisymmetric in its indices. With
respectto an antihermitianbasis {Ta} the tensors dab, fabc arereal while dabc is purely imaginary.Let
us, for future use, list a setof useful contractionidentities [239,11],

d’~”dabC= 0, fa~fdbc = (~2N)dad, dabCddbC = 2[(N2 — 4)/N]dad,

factfbe’~fcf”= Nfdef , dadbfbeCfcfO = Nddef , (7.22)

dadbdbeCfC; = [(N2— 4)/N] fdef’ dadbdbeCdCl = [(N2 — 12)/N] dde!.

In addition we havethe Jacobiidentities

çeç ~fef ~çef —fl çe,j ~çe~ ~fe,j —fl
fad Jebc fbdfeca fcdfeab — ‘ fad “ebc it’d eca icd eab —

C = 4/N d d d d d Cd d Cd (7.23)
fat, fcde ( )( ae bd ad be) ( bd cae ad cbe)

anda relationvalid for N = 3 (i.e. sl(3)) only

,J C,

4 _2(,J A j~,4 A A A \1(f Cf jfCf
ab ‘~cde— ~ ad’~be ae bd ‘~‘ab~de) 3 ‘.Jadicbe faeicbd

As an intermediatestep in the calculationof the OPET~
3~(z)T~3~(w),it is convenientto define

= ~dabC(JbJC)(Z) . (7.25)

It is straightforward, using the Wick theorem (2.37), to verify that T~2~’~(z)is a primary field of
conformal dimension 2. The OPE’s of T~2’~(z)and T~3~(z)with the elementary fields Ja(Z) are given by

dat,CJC(W)+ z~w fat’CT~2~(w)+...,

(7.26)

Ja(z)T~3~(w)= k+ N T~2’~(w)+
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Here we havemaderepeateduseof the identities (7.22) and (7.23). Note that the (z — w)
1 terms

imply that T~2~(z)andT~3~(z)transformundertheadjoint andsinglet representationof thehorizontal
algebraAN_i, respectively.

After atediouscalculation,usingrearrangementlemmassuchas (2.38),onearrivesatthe following
result

W(z)W(w)= c13 6 + 2T(w) + 3T(w) + 2 (2/3A+ ~
(z-w) (z-w) (z-w) (z-w)

+ (/3 OA + ~ 83T+ ~ OR~4~)(w)+ (WW)(w)+..., (7.27)

where

c = c(A~
1,k) = k(N

2 — 1)/(k+ N), (7.28)

A(z) and /3 are defined in eqs. (3.6), (3.7), respectively,and

W(z)= n~3~(AN_l,k)T~3~(z),
_________________ (7.29)

n~3~(AN_l,k) = [1/(k + N)]\/N/(k + ~N)(N2 —4).

Apart from the identity field and its descendants, an additional primary field R~4~(z)of dimension4,
and its first descendant 3R~4~(z),enterin (7.27). Explicitly,

R~4~(z)= [—2b2A— ~ 82T + (1/2(k + N))(3J’~~~‘a)+ (k + ~ . (7.30)

The term (T~2”~T~2”~”)(z)involves the contractionof two third-orderd-symbols.For N� 4 this will
producean independentfourth-orderd-tensor,correspondingto thefourth-orderCasimirof sl(N). For
N = 3, however, no such independent fourth-order Casimir exists. Using the explicit d-tensor contrac-
tion (7.24) one can show that for N = 3

R(4)(z)=f(k)((TT)_~-j~j~82T+ 2~I~~)(3J” OJa))(z), (7.31)

where

f(k) = —36(k+ 3)2/5(31k+ 33)(2k+ 3). (7.32)

Clearly, if the field R~4~(z)hadnot beenpresentin (7.27) we would havereproducedexactly the V
3

algebraof (3.5). So, we are led to the questionunder which circumstanceswe can consistentlyput
R~

4~(z)equal to zero or, in other words, if therearecasesfor which R~4~(z)is a null-field. There are
various ways of studying this question. One could for instance attempt to show that the field
R~4~(z)— togetherwith the fields generatedby taking furtherOPE’swith R~4~(z)— form anideal in the
full operatorproductalgebra.As a first stepin this directionwe have(for N= 3)
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T~3~(z)R~4~(w)=f(k)(~2~ (T~3~(w)+ ~ + (z _w)2 (R~5~(w)+ . . .)) ~ (733)

whereR~5~(z)is yet anotherprimary field (of dimension5), and thedots standfor descendantfields.
From this we learnthat only for c = 2 (i.e. k= 1) it is possible for R~4~(z)to be a null-field. Onewould
now haveto take OPE’s with R~5~(z)and continue, a priori, ad infinitum. However, knowing that
R~4~(z)can only decouple for N = 3, k= 1 we may try to shortcutthis calculationby using a specific
realizationin which thenull-fields vanish automatically.

For simply laced Lie algebras g at level one, such a realization is provided by the vertex operator
realization [178,27, 139, 308] in terms of rank g = 1 free bosonic scalar fields 43 ‘(z). Specifically, in the
Cartan—Weyl basis, the generators are realized by

H’(z) = i 843’(z) E~(z)= c_ae”4~ , (7.34)

where the c_, are certain cocyle factors whose specific form is irrelevant for the present discussion (see
ref. [169],and references therein, for more details). The Fock space .‘~ of the scalar fields 43 ‘(z),

i = 1,. . . , 1 is irreducible, hence isomorphic to LA (see e.g. ref. [169]and references therein). Inserting
the realization (7.34) and (7.13) one finds (see ref. [11]for more details)

T(z)= ~(H1H1+ H2H2), W(z)= — ~(3H1H1H2— H2H2H2), (7.35)

while R~4~(z)vanishes upon insertion of (7.34)*). Alternatively, one could compute the OPAof W(z)
directly from (7.35), in which case one would obtain (7.27) (for c = 2) without the field R~4~(z)being
present.

Yet another method for showing that R~4~(z)is a null-field for N = 3, k= 1 is to make use of the
character technique of section 7.2.2. For sl(3), k= 1, eq. (7.18) gives

tI3~°(q) = 1 + q2 + 2q3 + 3q4 + 3q5 +.... (7.36)

In particular there should be three independentstates at energy level four. By calculating the
determinant of the inner product matrix of the three states {L_

2L_2I0), L_4I0), W_410)} it is
straightforward to show that there are no nullstates contained in this set. This also proves that R~

4~(z)
has to be null.

At this point one can make a remarkable observation that if one considers the expression (7.13)
(M = 2, 3) where the sum over the indices is restricted to the CSA of sl(3), the result is, in fact,
proportional to (7.35). This is of course well-known for the Virasoro generator (“quantum
equivalence” [169]), where it is a consequence of the fact that for simply laced g at level k= 1 the
embedding u(1)’ Cg is conformal. The expressions (7.13) restricted to the CSAare precisely the Weyl
invariant polynomials on h.

In Section 6.3.2 we have already argued that the V algebra V~~[g, k] at the specific point a~= ±1is
in fact isomorphic to ‘W~[g/g, 1] for g simply laced. Wecan now easily verify that eqs. (7.35) and (6.55)
are, in fact, form identical. The above quantum equivalence now also explains, in concrete terms, why
there exists the Weyl invariance (6.21) (at the point a.,. = ±1).

~ In factonecan write R”(z) — (J~R”~”)(z)for someprimary field R”~’(z)(seesection7.3.2),andit is eveneasierto showthevanishingof
R”(z).
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At level k = —Nthe fields T~2~(z)and T~3~(z)commute with the affine currents (see e.g. (7.26))and
thus generatean abelianalgebra.Moregenerally,onecanprovethat V(g/g, — hV) is isomorphicto the
centerof theuniversalenvelopingalgebraof g at k= — hV [117].This can beused— andin factwas the
original motivation in themathematicsliteraturefor studyingV algebras— to provethe Kac—Kazhdan
conjecture[213,181, 173, 241).

7.3. G x GIG cosetconformalfield theories

7.3.1. Deformingthe singlet algebra
In the previoussectionwe haveexaminedthe cosetalgebraW~[gIg,k] and,for simply lacedg atthe

specific value k = 1, establishedthe equivalencewith the QDS algebraV~
8[g,k]. The latteralgebra

was howevershownto exist for a continuumof c-valuesso the questionthat arisesnaturally is whether
thereexists acosetalgebrathat correspondsto the genericcase.In this sectionwe will arguethat the
relevant coset algebra is ‘W~[g~g/g,(1, k2)]. In fact, we will establish that the coset algebra
‘uç[g/g, k1] can be interpreted as the k2—~colimit of the coset algebra °W~[g~gIg,(k,, k2)].
In thesubsequentsectionwe will elaborateon this by explicit constructionof the spin-3 generatorof
~[A~i~A~l/AN_l, (1, k2)] as a deformation of ‘WC[A~i/AN_l, 1]. This will generalizethe GKO
construction (7.1) of the coset Virasoro algebra.

Let us distinguish the two algebras in g~gby subscripts,i.e. g(l) ~g(2), anddenotethe respective
generatorsby J~,)(z)and J~2)(z).The diagonalsubalgebrais generatedby J~1,9(z)= J~1)(z)+ J~2)(z).

Let be the characteristic Hilbert space of g(~) and let 43) ~ ~1) ® ~2) be a singlet under
then

(J~l),,+ J~2)~)l43)= 0, Vn �0. (7.37)

Denoteby ~N the orthogonal projection onto the eigenspace L0(g(2)) = N. We have

~ P~43). (7.38)
0sN�h4

By applying~N to (7.37) onecanargue(seeref. [71]for details)that themap 43) —~ P0143) is injective,
and that moreover J~l)OPOI43) = 0. We thus have an injective map

P0: V[~~g/~,(k1, k2)]—+ V[g/g, k1]. (7.39)

By rescalingJ~2),,by ~/i~one can furthermorearguethat in fact 43) —~ P0143) in the limit k2—+ ~

To establishthat the mapP0 in (7.39) is actuallyanisomorphismin the limit k2 —÷~ we considerthe
branchingfunction (seee.g. refs. [215,217])

b~”2(q) = ~ ~ . (7.40)
wE*

Here A1, A2 are integrable weights at levels k1 andk2, respectively, and A3 is an integrable weight at
level k1 + k2 such that A1 + A2 — A E Q, whereQ is the long root lattice of g.

In the limit k2 —~ ~ only the elements w E W in the sum (7.37)will contributesince theothersareof
0(q”2). We thus have
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b”~”~2(q)1+ ~ ~(w)c~_~,~

2(q)qIW*A2_A3I

2I21C1. (7.41)
wEW

In particular,for thevacuumcharacterA
1 = k1A0,A2 = k2A0, A3 = (k1 + k2)A0, this equation reduces

to the expression(7.16)for A = kit0, A = 0, i.e. the vacuumcharacterfor the cosetpair (~,g, k1). This
implies that the map (7.41) becomessurjectivein the limit k2—’ ~, and that for large enoughk2 the
generatorsof ‘W[g/g, k1] can be deformedto elementsof V[g~g/g,(k1, k2)J (see also ref. [325]).

The aboveresultsimply that thegeneratorsof V[g ~ gig, (1, k2)] areindependentin a neighbour-
hoodof k2 = ~, i.e. for k2 largeenough,andthushaveto form a closedalgebrafor a continuumof k2
valuesand hence,becausethe operatorexpansioncoefficientsare algebraicin k2, for all k2 values
exceptfor thosefor which theOPEcoefficientsdevelopsingularities[325].

7.3.2. Concreteexample
In this sectionwe show, by explicit construction,that the Casimir generatorT~

3~(z)of V[A~
1/

AN_i, k1] (see (7.13)) can be deformed (for generic values of (k1,k2)) to an element in
~ A~iA~_1,(k1, k2)] aswe havearguedin the previoussection.We will alsodeterminethe

algebra of this dimension-three operator.
We introducethe following mixed contractions

= ~‘ a~,a3da aa ...a(J~I) . . . J~)(~) (7.42)

andtake the following ansatzfor thecosetgenerator

t~
3~(z)= ~ a~”~~(AN_l,k

1,k2)f’
t”~(z). (7.43)

i+j=3

It is easyto check thatthe requirementthat (7.43) is asinglet underthe diagonalg, i.e. that the OPE
with thecurrents.1” = J(

1) + is regular,uniquely fixes the coefficients a~’’~(AN_l, k1, k2) up to an
overall multiplicative constant

a~~’
1~(AN~l,k

1, k2) = (—i)~H (k1 + (p — 1)N/2) H (k2 + (q — 1)N/2). (7.44)
p=i+l q=j+i

The coefficient ~
3~(AN_l,k

1, k2) neededto bring the field W~
3~(z)= ~~3T~3~(z) to its standard

normalization(W~3~I W~3~)= c13,where

~= c(A~
1~ A~1, (k1, k2)) = c(A~1, k1) + c(A~1,k2) — c(A~1,k1 + k2)

= k1k2(k1+k2+2N)(N
2—1) (745)

(k
1 + N)(k2 + N)(k1 + k2 + N) ‘

is given by

(ñ’
3~Y2= [(N2 — 4)/N](k

1 + N)
2(k

2+ N)
2(k

1 + k2 + N)
2

x(k
1 + N12)(k2+ N/2)(k1+ Ic2 + 3N/2). (7.46)
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Theresults(7.43)—(7.46)were first given in ref. [12]. The field W3~(z)is primaryofdimension3 under
the cosetVirasorogeneratorT(z).

It is now a straightforwardexerciseto check that by taking the limit k
2—t~coin (7.43)—(7.46)one

recoverstheexpression(7.29) for the spin-3Casimiroperator.This illustratestheclaim of section7.3.1
thateverygeneratorin V[gig, k1] can be deformed(with the possibleexceptionof a finite numberof
(k1, k2) values)to an elementof V[g~gig, (k1, k2)].

By taking the OPE of the generatorsW~onerecoversthe result(7.27), in termsof the (tilded)
coset fields (7.43) and centralcharge~ given by (7.45). The field R’~

4~(z)is a (coset)primary of
dimension4. It is given by an involved expressionin termsof the currentsJ~l)(z)andJ~

2)(z)which
howeverdrasticallysimplifiesin thecaseof N = 3 andoneof the levels(say k1) is put equalto one.One
finds in this case(seeref. [12])

R~
4~(z)= ci(k

2)(R~abR’)@) + c2(k2)(J(l)aR~”)(z)+ C3(k2)(J(2)aR(~))a)(Z), (7.47)

where

R~
3~(z)= 3(JaT)(Z)+fb(Jb 3JC)() —2 32~~’a(Z),

(7.48)

R~](z)= (3dabdCd+ 24daCdbd+ 8facefbdC)(JCJII)(Z)

are primary fields of dimensions 3 and 2, transformingin the ~ and ~l of the horizontal sl(3),
respectively.The coefficientsc,(k

2) havethepropertythat c.(1) = 0. By thesamemethodsasemployed
in section7.2.3,i.e. by usingtheexplicit vertexoperatorconstructionor by studyingthecharacter,one
now showsthat bothR~

3~(z)andR~2~’(Z)are vanishing on the integrable (irreducible) highest weight
modulesLA at level one. This establishesthe existenceof a ‘Ut

3 algebra on the coset modules
constructedfrom the~ modulesLA® Mat level (k1, k2) = (1, Ic2) whereMis anarbitrary A~’~
modulewith highestweight.

We finish this sectionby briefly mentioning the possibility of “supersymmetrizing”specific coset
algebras‘W~[gig’, k]. By this, wemeanaddinghalf-integerdimensionoperators,constructedout of the
g currentsandg primary fields, commutingwith g’ andsuchthat the combinedset againforms a closed
algebra.

The standardexampleoccursin the contextof diagonalcosets‘W~~ ~g/~,(k1, k2)], g simply laced,
by taking k, = hV It is easily checked,using (2.74), that the adjoint representationat level hV has
conformal dimension ~. The correspondinghighest weight fields 43a(z) thus correspondto a set of
dim(g) free fermions.Let us normalizethem suchthat

J(l)(Z)Ifr(Z) =f°
1’~1//(W)i(z— w),

1pa()1/,b() = d’~~/(z — w). (7.49)

Then, a dimension3/2 operatorthat commuteswith ~diag is explicitly given by [97, 13, 170]

G(z) = ~(J(l)ac11”)(z) — (/1vik2)(J(2)~çfJa)(Z) (7.50)

For g = su(2) this leadsto awell-known cosetconstructionof theN = 1 superconformalalgebra[167].
For higher rankalgebrastherewill, in general,be additionalgeneratorsof half-integerdimension.The
caseg = su(3), in particular,leadsto the super-V3algebradiscussedin section4.2 [189,4, 299]. More
generalsupersymmetrizablecosetalgebrashavebeendiscussedin ref. [71].
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7.3.3. Representationtheory
Sincethe cosetalgebrasV~[g~ gig, (k1,k2)] comenaturally equippedwith asetof characters(i.e.

branchingfunctions)b~”
t2(q) (seesection7.1) we can, in principle, studytheir representationtheory

by examiningthe set of branchingfunctions.
Since our main goal will be to argue, for simply laced g, the equivalenceof the cosetalgebra

~gig, (1, k
2)] to the QDS algebra VDS [~,k] wewill restrictthe following discussionto the case

k1 = 1 and g simply laced. The generalsituation can be treatedanalogously.
The branchingfunctions b~”

t2(q) for the case of integrableweights were already presentedin
(7.40). We presenthere a slight generalization[215,217]. Let A

1 E P~,and supposek2 + hV =

pI(p’ — p) anp/u. To ~ EPr” we associatethe principal admissibleweight A2 = ~ — (u — 1)

(k2 + hV )A0 of level k2. Then the branchingfunction for the occurrenceof LA, A3 = ~ — (u — 1)

(k2 + hV + i)A0, ~ EP~-h in the decompositionof LA, ® LA2 undergdjag is given by

b~”
t2(q)= ?7(~T)’~ ~ (7.51)

providedA
1 + A2 — A3 E Q (andvanishingotherwise). In particular,for p’ = p + 1 we recover(7.40).

Now observethat, in fact, (7.51) is identical to (6.85),providedwe identify

(p’—p)/p1/(k2+h”)=1I(k+h”)i. (7.52)

This finally provesthat ‘W~[g~gig, (1, k2)] VD6[g, k] (upto null-fields) providedweidentify k2 andk
through (7.52). In particular,we readoff from (7.51) that we havea set of completely degenerate
highestweightmodules(i.e. null-vectorsin all simple rootdirections)of ‘W~[~~ gig, (1, k2)] labelledby
two integrableweights~ E ~ ~ EPc’” ofconformaldimensionhA(+)A(-) given by (seealso
(6.74))*)

hA+)A(- — ~c = —~l+ (1i2pp’)~p’(A~+ p) _p(fl() + p)I
2~ (7.53)

where,using (7.45),

— k
2(k2+i+2hV)dimg L~1 hV(hv+1)(p_pl)

2

c_(1+hV)(k+hV)(k+1+hV)_ \ 1 ( . )
This is, of course,in agreementwith (6.13), for a2,. =p’/p.

Having establishedthe equivalenceof the coset and QDS V algebrawe now want to makesome
commentson the setof unitaryrepresentationsfor this algebraaspromisedin section6.4.1.Clearly,
therealizationof V~[g~ g/g, (k

1,k2)] on LA1®A2A3will be unitary whenthe g modulesLA areunitary
themselves,i.e. when they are integrable.This meansp = k2 + hV ,~l— 1 A~E Pc”, ~ E
pP+i_h ~ � h” in (7.53), (7.54).The conjectureis that theseare all unitary modulesin therange
c < I, and furthermore that for c � I there is no restriction on (Am, A~~)from unitarity. This
conjectureis knownto betrue for g = sl(2) [144,145, 146, 167], andalso not in contradictionwith the
analysisin [250,251].

Modular invariantcombinationsof the V charactersb~”
t2(q) (7.51) canbe constructedout of those

*) We suppressthedependenceon A, E P~sinceA, adjustsitself in such away that A, + A, A, E Q.
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for theg charactersby usingthe decomposition(7.4). The simplestexample,for V3, is the partition
function of the three-statePottsmodel which hasbeendiscussedin section4.4.

7.3.4. Kac determinant
In this section we will derive the Kac determinant(see section6.3.1) for the coset V algebra

V~[~~ gig, (1, k)], purely from the cosetdata, i.e. without presupposinga relation to a V algebra
arisingfrom the QDS reduction.For simplicity we will restrict our attentionto the caseof simply laced
g.

We recall the branchingfunction (7.51)

chL (+) ,,(q) = b~”2(q)= —~---i ~ ~ . (7.55)
A A rj(r) WEW

To derive the Kac determinantwe exploit the fact that thebranchingfunction (7.55)containssufficient
information on theexistenceandwhereaboutsof singularvectorsin the V[g ~ gig] Vermamodules.To
this endwe expandthe expressiongiven in (7.55) in powersof q in the limit k—~~

= (qhA(*)A(~)_CI24/fl (1 — q~)’)(1— ~ q(A(~)+P.a1)(A(~)+P~ai)+ . . .) . (7.56)

wherewe havedepictedonly the leadingordercorrectiontermsin thelimit k—+ ~, which arisefrom the
Weyl groupelementsw = r., i = 1,. . . , 1. From(7.56)we concludethat, for k sufficiently large, there
exists an i E {1,.. . , 1) such that the module LA+A- has a singular vector at degree (A~+

p, a1)(AN+ p, a.). Whenwe parametrize,as usual,A = a,.A~+ a_A~~the abovereasoningshows
that det~N will havea vanishingline

(A + a0p, a,)— (mat + na_), (7.57)

for all m, n E 1 + suchthat N= mn. Including the contributionof descendantstatesand using Weyl

invariancewe conclude,as in section6.3.1, that the Kac determinantis given by
det ~ — H H [(A + a0p, a) — (ma÷+ na_)]~.~~~_mn). (7.58)

and m,,�N

This indeedagreeswith (6.72) for simply lacedg.

7.3.5. Thelimiting V algebraof diagonalcosetmodels
We have seen that to every diagonal coset pair (~~g, gdjag) one can associatea V algebra

V[g~gig, (k1,k2)]. This V algebra“stabilizes” for fixed k1 in the limit k2 —~ ~, whereit reducesto
the “Casimir algebra” of g, i.e. the algebra ‘W[~i g, k1]. One might pose the questionwhetherthis
Casimir algebrain turn “stabilizes” in the limit k1 —+ ce• This appearsto be the case.To be able to
considerthe limiting expressionfor b~0(q) for k—s~~ in (7.16), let us recall the following explicit
expressionfor the Kac—Petersonstring functions(seee.g. ref. [66])

c~(q)= (q~C/24/H(1— qn)dImg) ~ e(w)q~’~ (H 43,, (q)), (7.59)
wEll’ {n8EZI ~ ,,8/3=w.A—A} $Ed~
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wherewe haveintroduced

43,, = ~(_1)mqm(m+1)1
2+nm, 43_,,(q)=q~43,,(q), (7.60)

hAA=(A,A+2p)i2(k+h”)—(A,A)i2k. (7.61)

In the limit k—~ ~ only the finite partof theWeyl groupcontributesin the sum (7.59). This insertedin

(7.16)producesthe requiredlimit. As an exampleconsiderg = A
1. We have

~ — 43~~1~112(q)]/ll(1— q~)
3. (7.62)

Hence

— 2q43
1(q)+ q

243
2(q)]iH (1 —

= 1 [1 q
13 — 3q14 — 7q’5 + 0(q16)]. (7.63)

2 4 6 8 9 10 12

This suggeststhe existenceof a “limiting V algebra” of type V(2,4, 62, 82,9, 102, 12) (see also ref.
[56]), which could serveas a “universalV algebra”in thesensethat it containsall the A

1 cosetalgebras
at finite k-values. In fact, the limiting field contentis alreadyreachedfor a low value of k, namely
k=6*).

For g = A2 one finds similarly a limiting V algebra of type ‘W(2,3,4,5, 64,~2, 87, 99,

1012,1116,1226,1326, 1433, 1533,1612). The limiting field contentis reachedat k = 8 [56].
The relevanceof the aboveconsiderationsremainsto be investigated.

7.4. Other cosets

7.4.1. G x G’ /G’ cosetconformalfield theories
The most straightforwardgeneralizationof the ‘W~[g~ gig] construction of section 7.3 is the

constructionof V~[g~ g’ig’, (k1,k2)], whereg’ C g is an embeddingof Dynkin index j. The diagonal
subalgebra~~iiag Cg~ g’ will thushave level jk1 + k2. Most of the resultsof section7.3 can easilybe
carriedoverto this case.In particular,if 43) is a g~jagsinglet in thecharacteristicHilbert spaceof g~
and~N 43) denotesits orthogonalprojectiononto the eigenspaceL0(g’) = N thenP0 43) is a g’ singlet.
The correspondingmap

P0: ‘w~[g~g’/g’,(k1, k2)]—~V~[gig’, k1], (7.64)

is injective and turns into an isomorphismin the limit k2—~cc[71].
The mostinterestingcaseoccurswheng’ C g is conformal(which requiresat leastthat k1 = 1) [71].

Of course,sincea conformalcosetgig’ is “trivial”, i.e. hasfinite branchingrules,onecan interpretany
V~[g~g’ig’]model as a particular caseof a ‘W~[g’ ~g’ig’]model. Detailed examplesof such coset
algebrasare discussedin refs. [170,71]. For instance,by taking the conformal embeddingso(N)C

“For k=1 5 the Valgebras are of type V(2), V(2,4,6), V(2,4,6,,8,9), V(2,4,6,,8,,9,1O), V(2,4,6,,8,,9,1O,), respectively.
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su(N), N�3 of Dynkin index j=2*), one obtains a class of V algebras ‘W~[su(N)~so(N)i
so(N),(1, m)] thatarerelatedto aclassof parafermionswith dihedralDN symmetry[111](seealsothe
remarks in section5.3.3). In particular, for N = 3, wherewe haveD3 ~ S3, we obtain the Fateev—
ZamolodchikovS3 (or spin-4/3) parafermionic model [113,8, 219,9, 287, 286]. Let us discuss this
particular example in somewhat more detail. That is, we consider the algebra ‘W~[A~~~A~’~/
~ (1, m)], where su(2) is principally embeddedin su(3). For the coset central chargewe find
c(m) = 2[1 — 12i (m + 2)(m+ 6)]. This indeed agreeswith the series for the Fateev—Zamolodchikov
spin-4i3 parafermionicalgebrawhich is of type V(2, ~, ~,...) [113].Let us look at the underlying
(bosonic) V algebra.Firstly we study the m—~ limit VC[A~/A1, 1]. To count the numberof su(2)
singlets~°( q) in the level-i su(3)vacuummodule LA0 we use the fact that undersu(2) we havea
decomposition

LA = L4A0~ L4A. (7.65)

Hence

i’~°(q)= ~~1~o(q) + (~0

4Al(q) = q1~2[c~(q)+ c~(q) —2q”4c~
0°+2A,(q)]

= 1 2 [1—2q
9 — 7q1°+ 0(q”)], (7.66)

2 3 4

5F6

which indicatesthat ‘W~[A~iA1,1] andthus ~i’~[A~~A~I”/A?~,(1, m)], for largeenoughm, is oftype
V(2, 3,4,5, 62). In fact, analysingthe branchingfunctionsof the cosetpair (A~~ A~

1~)itself,
one finds that the cosetis of type V(2, 3, 4, 5, 62) for m � 3. For m= 1, where the cosethascentral
chargec = ~, thesameanalysissuggestsa V algebraof type V(2, 5). In fact c = ~is preciselyoneof
the c-valuesfor which thereexistsanexotic V(2, 5) algebra[61] (seealsosection5.2.3).For m= 2 one
finds type V(2, 3, 4, 5).

7.4.2. Dual cosetpairs
Supposewe have two cosetpairs (~,k) and (k’, k’). Onecan ask when their correspondingV

algebras‘W~[gi~,k] and V~[g’ik’, k’] are isomorphic. This will evidently be the casewhen all the
branchingfunctionsare in 1—1 correspondence.Such cosetpairswere termed“dual” in ref. [208].

A genericmethodto obtain dual cosetpairs is by constructingso-called“T-equivalent” cosetpairs
[71,5] * *1)~ Two cosetpairs(~,k) and(i’, k’) arecalled T-equivalentwhenthereexistsa Lie algebrag”
such that the embeddings~~k’ C~‘ and g’ ~k C g” are conformal. This implies in particularthatt)

Tf(z)= T~(g’~:g)(Z)+ T~
8.k)(Z)= T~g~:g~)(Z)+ T~g:k)(Z). (7.67)

Or, by swappingT’s around,

T~(’~:g)(Z)= Tj~~:’g.)(Z), (7.68)

i.e. T-equivalentcosetpairshaveequivalentstress—energytensors.

‘
tFor N = 3 onerathertakessu(2)C su(3)which hasDynkin indexj = 4.

**) This, however,doesnotproduceall dual cosetpairs.
‘~Notethat the levelof ~“ is necessarilyequalto one.For clarity we havedisplayedthevariouslevelsby subscriptson T’(z).The Dynkin index

of k Cg is denotedby j(g: k).
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Examplesof T-equivalentcosetpairsweregivenin refs. [71,5]. Apart from severalexceptionalcases

there arefour basicseries:
(I) (5U(2fl)m, 5P(2’~)m) (su(2m),,,u(m),,),

(II) (5U(N)m~su(N),,, su(N)m+n)~(su(m+ ~)N, su(m)N~u(n)N),

(III) (50(N)m~so(N),,, 50(N)m+n) (so(m+ n)N,so(m)N~so(n)N)

(IV) (SP(2N)m~sp(2N),,, 5P(2N)m+n)~ (sp(2(m+ n))N, sp(2m)N~sp(2n)N).

Herewehavedenotedthe respectivelevelsby subscripts.The “masterLie algebra”g” in thesefour
casesis given by (I) so(4mn)

1,(II) su((m+ n)N)1, (III) so((m+ n)N)1 and (IV) so(4(m+ n)N)1.
The prototypeexampleof a T-equivalentcosetpair is obtainedby putting N = m = 1 in the series

(IV). This yields two equivalentwaysof producingthe Virasoro unitary series(2.26) [167].Another
interestingandusefulexampleoccursby putting m = n = 1 in the series(II). This exampleshowsthat
the “su(2) parafermioniccoset”(su(

2)N,u(1)) (alsocalled1N parafermions)[111,1581 is T-equivalent
to the VN diagonalcoset(su(N

1)~su(N)1,su(N)2).This observation,which wasfirst madein ref. [12],
is very useful, for example,in constructingfree field realizationsfor the su(2) parafermions[175].

By iterative useof the four basicseries(I)—(IV) one can generatea multitude of otherinteresting
T-equivalentcosetpairs. For instance,summing(II) for m = 1, we find

~ (su(N)l~su(N)k,su(N)k+l)~~ (su(k+1)N,su(k)N~u(1)). (7.69)

Cancelling various terms on the right-hand side of (7.69) yields a description of the su(n+ 1)
generalizedparafermions[156]in terms of sumsof VN models,generalizingthe su(2) caseabove

(su(n+ 1)N, u(1)~) ~ (su(N)1 ~su(N)k, su(N)k,.l).

This explainsa curious relation betweenthe centralchargesof the generalizedparafermionand VN

discreteseries[106].
Cancellingalso termson the left-handside of (7.69) gives

(su(n+1)N,u(1)~)~(su(N)l~~. ~~su(N),,su(N)m+,)
m+1

which is usefulfor the constructionof a generalizedparafermionfree scalarfield realization[175,101].
As a consequenceof the conformal embeddingin g” the branchingfunctionsof T-equivalentcoset

pairssatisfy a linear relation of the form

~ nA~.b~(g/k)(q)= > m~~b~(gVk’)(q), (7.70)

for someintegersBAA’ andm~‘A• To establishthattheseT-equivalentcosetpairsgive rise to a setof dual
cosetpairs, i.e. cosetpairs havingthe samesetof branchingfunctions,requiresan explicit determina-
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tion of the integers~AA and ~A A~Duality hasbeenestablishedin the cases(I) m= 1 [207, 5], (II)

m=n=1 [5], (IV) N=1 [216,71,5].

8. Further developments

8.1. ‘Ut gravity

In this sectionwe will briefly reviewsomedevelopmentsin (classicaland quantum)V gravity. V
gravity is a higher-spinextensionof d =2 gravity whosestructureis basedon an underlyingV algebra.
This V algebra takesover the role played by the Virasoro algebrain pure d = 2 gravity. The main
applicationsV gravity, which arein the areaof string theory,will be discussedin the next section.
Reviewpaperson V gravity are for examplerefs. [33,194, 306].

It is well-known that classicaltheoriesof gravity or supergravity(in generaldimensions)can be
constructedin a systematicway by starting from an algebraof spacetime (super)symmetries.This is
done by first constructinga gaugetheory for the symmetry algebraand then imposing a numberof
Yang—Mills curvatureconstraints.Becauseof theseconstraintsgeneral coordinatetransformations
becomea local symmetry,andin this way a theory of (super)gravityarises[217a].For d = 2 V gravity
this procedurewassuccessfullyappliedin ref. [302],wherea covariantLagrangeformulationof classical
V3 gravity coupledto scalarfields was presented.

The gaugealgebraused in ref. [302]for the constructionof covariant ‘Ut3 gravity is a centerless
classicallimit of the quantum‘Ut3 algebra.After solving the Yang—Mills curvatureconstraintsin the
correspondinggaugetheory,one finds a gaugemultiplet which containsfour zweibeinfields e, e~
andfour ‘Ut3 zweibeinfields b,, b, where~ = ±. Thereareeight local gaugesymmetries:general
coordinate,Weyl and local Lorentz symmetries,togetherwith their V3 analogues.The coupling of
theseV3 gravity fields to scalarmatter fields was worked out in ref. [302],wherea gaugeinvariant
kinetic actionfor Nscalarfields 43’, i = 1, 2,.. . , Nwas presented.We shall not displaythis actionhere,
but insteaddiscussthe results in the chiral gauge and in the light-cone gauge,which can both be
obtainedby fixing someof the local symmetries.

In the chiral gaugethe couplingof scalarmatterfields to ‘W~3gravity, whichwas first obtainedin ref.
[190], is easily explained.We start from the observation[190]that a free action for N scalarfields
admits a rigid V3 symmetry.The transformationsof the scalarfields read

= ~+ ~_43’
3A43 = A++dhjk ~_43~~ , (8.1)

where d’~is a symmetric3-index tensor. [Wewrite ö_ and lJ~for ~ and0~,respectively.]One can
promotetheserigid symmetriesto local gaugeinvariancesby introducinggaugefields h+ + andb + + + in
the standardway. It turns out [190]that the scalarfield actionwith only the minimal coupling to these
gaugefields,

SCh = ~ fd2z (—~+43’a_43’ + ~h,.,. ä,.43’ a+43’ + ~ ~ ~43J~

43k~ (8.2)

is gauge-invariant,providedwechoosethe transformationrulesof h+ + andb+ + + appropriatelyandwe
havethe identity
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~ = ~(iJôl)m (8.3)

The two local symmetries,with parameterss,.(z,~)and A,.,.(z,i), can be viewedas particularlinear
combinationsof all eight local symmetriespresentin the covariantformulation.

In the light-cone gauge,with both chiralities present,the coupling of scalar matter fields to V3
gravity is more involved. The ‘W3 gaugefields areh+.,. and ~ correspondingto local symmetries
with parameterse+(z, i) andA±±(z,fl. In ref. [301]it was found that the light-cone gaugeaction is
non-polynomialin the spin-3gaugefields. This difficulty can be circumventedby introducingauxiliary
fields F,.’ andF_’, whichwill playthe rOle of so-callednestedcovariant derivatives.With thesevariables,
the gauge-invariantaction takesthe following form [301]

S,~= ~ Jd2ze[—~V,.43’V43’ — F,.’F’+ F,.’(V43’ — ~b~~dF,.1F,.k)

+ F_’(V+43’ — ~b__...d~~kF_3F_
1o)], (8.4)

wheree= (1 — h,.,.h__)~1and V~= — ~ a~.The field equationof F_’ is algebraicand leadsto

F,.’ V,.qY — b,.,.,.d~1kF~1Fk (8.5)

(with a similar result for F_’). When solving F.,.’ by iteration one obtainsa V
3 generalizationof a

covariantderivative, which is infinitely nonlinear and is appropriatelycalled a nested covariant
derivative.

In a similar way, light-cone gaugeandcovariantactionsfor w,, gravity coupledto scalarfields were
constructedin ref. [38] andin ref. [303],respectively.A geometricalinterpretationof the full non-linear
structureof w= gravity was presentedin ref. [192].We refer to refs. [33,191,249] for furtherresultson
classicalV gravity.

At the classicallevel, V gravity doesnot havedegreesof freedom,sinceall the field componentsare
compensatedfor by local gaugesymmetries(up to possiblemoduli). However,upon quantizationone
or moreof thesesymmetriesbecomeanomalousandthereforequantumV gravity doeshavedegreesof
freedom.If the centralchargec of the mattersystemcoupledto V gravity is tuned to a specific value,
the quantumanomaliescancelandthe V gravity degreesof freedomdecouple.This is similar to what
happensin d = 2 inducedgaugetheoriesandd = 2 ordinary gravity [276,306].

The dynamicsof the quantumdegreesof freedomof V gravity aregovernedby an effectiveaction.
Thisactioncan bestudiedfor variousgaugechoices,for examplein the chiral gaugeor in the conformal
gauge.In the chiral gaugethe effective action arisesin the following way [248,304, 193, 305, 176].

One first obtainsan inducedaction by performinga functionalintegralover the matterfields, of total
centralchargec, to whichthe V gravity fields arecoupled.The non-trivial contributionsto theinduced
action arisefrom loop diagramswith V gravity fields on externallines andmatter fields in the loops.
The resultinginducedaction,which can be viewedas an integratedanomaly,is non-local. The effective
actionis thenobtainedby renormalizingthis inducedaction,taking into accountloop-diagramsfor the
anomalouslypropagatingV-gravity fields. The entirecomputationof the effective actioncan be done
perturbatively,with 1 Ic as the expansionparameter.

In refs. [86,87] the covariantinducedactionfor V,, gravity (in thelimit c—~±cc)was presented.It is
given in termsof two (left andright) chiral sectors,whichcontainfields b~,i = 2, . . . , n, (n — 1) scalar
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fields 43’, i = 2,. .. ,n, and a number of auxiliary fields which play the role of nested covariant
derivativesas in (8.4), (8.5). Whenspecializingto the conformalgauge,one finds [86] that thisinduced
action takesthe form of a Todaaction for thescalarfields 43’. This implies that in theconformalgauge
the V currentsof V gravity takethe familiar free-fieldform (comparewith (6.45), (6.53)). Becauseof
this, explicit computationsin quantum V gravity, such as for example the analysis of the BRST
cohomologyof physical states,aremost easilydonein the conformalgauge [84].

In theabovewe mentionedthat theeffectiveaction for V gravity canbecomputedperturbativelyin
quantumfield theory,with 1 ic as the expansionparameter.However,it is possibleto exploit oncemore
the relation betweenV algebrasandaffine Lie algebrasto obtainresultsexactto all ordersfor someof
the quantitiesin V gravity! The ideahereis thatV gravity can be obtainedby constrainingWZW field
theoryor, equivalently,by reducingd = 3 Chern—Simonsgaugetheory.We will now briefly explainhow
this works for V3 gravity.

Consider°.ti/~gravity coupledto a V3 CFT of centralchargec. The mattersectorcan bedescribedin
the QDS reductionscheme(seechapter6), wherethe startingpoint is the affine Lie algebrasl(3) at
level k, with (see (6.13))

c=ck=224[Vli(k+3)Vk+3]=5024(1i(k+3)+k+3). (8.6)

To couplethis systemto V3 gravity, we mustmakesurethat the centralchargeof the V3 gravity sector
compensatesthe matter central charge c,,~plus the contribution of the V3 ghosts, which equals
cgh= —100 (seesection8.2). Observethat cA = 100— c_(k,.6), which showsthatwe obtain the correct
contributionto the central chargeif we apply the QDS reductionto an sl(3) WZW model of level
K = —(k + 6). With (8.6) this gives

K = — ~g[50— c + \/(c — 98)(c— 2)] — 3, (8.7)

wherethe sign in front of thesquareroot hasbeenchosenin accordancewith theclassicallimit c—~ —

in which K—ci24.
The picturethat arisesat this point is thefollowing: we can representthe degreesof freedomof the

effectivequantumV3 gravity, inducedfrom amattersystemof centralchargec andafter renormaliza-
tion, by a QDS reducedsl(3) WZW modelof level K asin (8.7).This observationexplainsthe presence
of a “hidden” affine sl(3) symmetry in V3 gravity, which generalizesthe affine sl(2) symmetry in
ordinary gravity first observedby Polyakov [275]. For ordinary gravity the connection with a
constrainedsl(2) WZW modelwas first understoodin [230];thegeneralizationto sl(n) was workedout
in ref. [42].

From the abovepicture oneexpectsthat the effective action for ‘W~,,gravity can be obtainedin
explicit form by reducingthe sl(n) WZW action. For V3 gravity in thechiral gaugethis resulthasbeen
checkedby explicit perturbativecomputations.It was found [248,48,83, 271] that the inducedaction
for chiral W~gravity, in the limit c—÷±~, is governedby local Ward identitieswhich canbe obtainedby
reducing the Ward identities for the sl(3) WZW model. For finite c, the inducedaction contains
additional terms that correspondto non-localadditional terms in the Ward identities [304].However,
the resultsof ref. [305]suggestthat theseextra termsget cancelledif one renormalizesthe induced
action.In ref. [305]the full effective action was computedthroughthe first non-leadingorder in the
perturbative1/cexpansion,andit was found thatthe resultpreciselytakesthe form of areducedWZW
action with renormalizedcoefficients. The overall coefficient of the effective action can be identified
with the level K of the affine sl(3) algebra.The perturbativeresult for K thusobtainedagreeswith the
relation (8.7) through the first non-leadingorder in 1/c.
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In refs. [271,306] the effective action for chiral V3 gravity was given in a closedform. In termsof
Polyakovtypevariablesf andg, this actionis local, andit generalizesthe effectiveactionfor ordinary
gravity in termsof Polyakov’s variablef [275].

8.2. ‘Ut symmetryin string theory

We would now like to comebackto someremarkswe madein chapter1, namelythe applicationsof
V symmetry in string theory. Many of the important issues in this field are still unsettledand the
discussionbelow is intendedto merelygive a flavor of the developmentsthatare takingplace.

In the standardformulation of string theory, the fields representingthe coordinatesof a (first-
quantized)string in targetspace-time,definea “matter” CFT. The reparametrizationinvarianceon the
string world-sheetimplies that thisCFT shouldbe coupledto two-dimensional(world-sheet)gravity. If

the totalcentralchargeof the “matter” CFT is equalto 25, the d = 2 gravity sectordecouples.In that
casethe gravity sectoraddsonefree scalarfield to thespace-timecoordinates,andit leadsto anumber
of constraints(the Virasoro constraints)on physical statesin the string theory. If the matter central
chargediffers from 25 the extrascalar field becomesinteractingand the situationis more intricate.

In recent years, considerableprogress has been made in understandingthe coupling of c � 1
(minimal) CFT’s to d = 2 gravity. It hasturnedout that thesetheoriescan also be studiedfrom the
point of view of discretizedworld-sheets(matrix models)or from the point of view of topologicalfield
theories.For c> 1, which is the regimewherethebosonicstring developstachyonicstates,thecoupling
to d = 2 gravity has run into “strong-couplingproblems” [230] and has not yet been understood
properly.

In the studyof c < 1 CFT’s coupledto gravity, interestingconnectionswith V symmetryhavecome
up. Namely, it was found,both in the matrix model formulationandin the topologicalapproach,that
the partition function of the theory (asa functionof a set of couplingconstants)canbe characterizedby
so-calledV constraints[96,148, 172]. The appearanceof theseconstraintsis closely relatedto the fact
that thesemodelscan beanalyzedin termsof generalizedKdV hierarchies[99]. Thepaper[149]shows
that the V,, constraintscan be viewed as reductionsof more generalVi,.,, constraints,which arise
naturallywhen oneviews the generalizedKdV hierarchiesas reductionsof the KP hierarchy.

The studyof c = 1 strings,both in termsof matrix modelsandas a continuumtheory,hasrevealed
an interestingsymmetry structure. In the case of a flat, uncompactifiedbackgroundthe (chiral)
symmetriesin thecontinuumtheoryhavebeenidentified[227,333] with theareapreservingpolynomial
vector-fields,generating(the wedgeof) a w,~algebraas in (5.3).

In the casesjust mentionedV symmetriesariseas“bonus” symmetriesin specificstringtheoriesthat
were constructedwithout any referenceto V symmetry.It is certainly interestingto see if one can
constructstring theorieswith manifestV symmetriesbuilt in. A first stepin thisdirection is to studyV
extensionsof d = 2 gravity andtheir couplingsto CET. In section8.1 we briefly reviewedsomeresults
in this area.We will now furtherexplorethe possibilitiesto constructV extensionsof string theories.

A first remarkconcernsthe V constraintsin matrix modelsandtopologicalfield theoriesmentioned
above. It hasbeenproposed[7,84] that the coupled systemsof CFT plus gravity, for which these
constraintsoccur, areactuallycloselyrelatedto pure Vgravity. Physicalstatesin thespectrumof pure
V gravity can sometimesbe viewedas CFT matterstates“dressed”by the fields of pured = 2 gravity
[84]. However,full equivalenceof both theoriescannotbe claimed,andthe connectionremainsrather
mysterious.

Goingonestepfurther,onecan considerV invariant CFT’s coupledto the correspondingV gravity.
One interestingobservationis that in this context the critical centralchargec = 1 for ordinarygravity
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getsshiftedto a higher value. For example, for the V algebrasrelatedto the ADE simply lacedLie
algebrasthe thresholdvalue for the centralchargewould be the rank I of the Lie algebra.[For ‘Ut3,
where1 = 2, this can be readoff from eq. (8.7); othercasescan be treatedsimilarly.] This makesclear
that certain CFT’s with c> 1, whosecoupling to ordinary gravity is problematic,can consistentlybe
coupledto V gravity. We expectthat suchcan be donefor any RCFF,wherethe V algebrafor the V
gravity theory should be closely relatedto the chiral algebraof the RCFT.

Systemsof V invariant CFT coupledto V gravity can tentatively be interpretedas (critical or
non-critical) V strings. For the caseof c < 1 minimalmodelsof oneof the ADE V algebrascoupledto
thecorrespondingV gravity, oneexpectsbehaviorwhich is qualitativelysimilar to that of thestandard
c < 1 strings. In particular,oneexpectsconnectionswith generalizedmatrix modelsandtopologicalfield
theories,which still remain to be worked out.

The direct generalizationof lower critical (c, = 1) anduppercritical (c2 = 26) bosonicstringsto V
stringsis problematic.Onthe level of the algebrathe numerologyis clear: for example,for theADE V
algebrasthe lower critical dimensionis c1 = 1, andthe uppercritical dimensionhasbeenfound to be
c2 = 2l(2h

2 + 2h + 1) [11], whereh is the Coxeternumberof the Lie algebra.The latter value is the
onefor which a nilpotentBRST chargeis expectedto exist. For a general (generic)V algebra,the
critical centralchargeis given by

c = ~ 2(_1)2s(6s2— 6s + 1), (8.8)

wherethe summationrunsover the spinss of theindependentgeneratorsof the ‘Ut algebra.However,
the existenceof a nilpotent BRST charge is not always guaranteed(due to complicationswith
non-linearity,seeref. [300])andshouldbe checkedin eachindividual case.For the V

3 algebra,where
= 100, a nilpotent quantumBRST chargehas been constructedin ref. [316,300]. [For infinite V

algebrasthe sum (8.8) needsto be regularized. It was arguedin [337] that for the V,~algebraa
nilpotent BRST chargeexists for c = —2.]

Thefactsthat the notion of critical centralchargesc, = 1 andc2 = 26 can begeneralizedto (at least)
the ADE V algebras,and that nilpotent BRST chargescan presumablybe constructed,do not by
themselvesimply the existenceof interestingnew string theories.In addition,a string theory requires
that (part of) the matter conformal field theory can be viewed as a set of coordinateson a target
space—time. In practiceone should therefore consider realizationsof (critical or non-critical) V
algebrasin termsof scalarmatterfields. For the V3 algebrarealizationsin termsof an arbitrarynumber
of scalarfields (and with adjustablecentralcharge)were discussedin ref. [290].The anomaly-free
coupling of suchmatter systemswith centralchargec = 100 to V3 gravity wasdiscussedin ref. [283].

In general, scalar field realizationsof V algebrasinvolve backgroundcharges,which lead to
mass-shiftsin the spectrumof physical string states.Becauseof that, the original expectationthat the
spectrumof a V stringmight contain stateswith space—timespin greaterthantwo [53] is probablynot
justified. Also, the fact that theequationsdeterminingthe BRSTcohomologyof physical statesinvolve
higher(�2) orderpolynomialsin general,leadsto a “branching”of the spectrumof physicalstates.As
aconsequence,in the lower critical dimensiond = 1, ‘Ut strings for the ADE V algebrasarenot free
from tachyons[84]. In fact, it was arguedin ref. [84] that the critical numbersd1 and d2 of scalarfields
in V,, gravity (asopposedto the critical centralcharges)ared1 = 6in(n + 1) and d2 = 24 + 6in(n + 1).
We would like to stress,however,that the validity of theseresultsdependscrucially on a specific (but
debatable)ansatzfor the mattercouplingsin the conformal gauge.

Thespectrumof critical V,, stringshasbeenfurtheranalyzedin ref. [236].In ref. [235]someof these
resultsweregeneralizedto V stringsbasedon moregeneralV algebras.
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String theory is more geometrical than CFT, which seemsto be one of the reasonswhy the
applicationof finitely generatedV algebrasto string theory is rather intricate. There havebeena
number of proposals for a more geometricalunderstandingof V symmetry, but their possible
applicationsto string theory havenot beenclarified.

Somerelatedideasconcerningthegeometricalstructureof V symmetrieshavebeenproposedin the
papers[313,312, 162], see also refs. [46,160, 48]. The paper [162]associatesV symmetrieswith the
extrinsic geometryof the embeddingof two-dimensionalmanifolds with chiral parametrizationinto
higher-dimensionalKãhler manifolds. The characteristicequationsfor such embeddingscan be con-
nectedto a Lax pair for certainToda equations,andthesethen form the link to V symmetries.

The constructionsof V gravity basedon Drinfeld—Sokolov reductionand on the connectionwith
d = 3 Chern—Simonstheory (seesection8.1) suggestan alternativeway to understandthe geometryof
V symmetries.Theseideashavebeenessentialfor the explicit constructionof the covariantinduced
action of ‘11”,, gravity [87].

In conclusion,we would like to stressthat the statusof V symmetryin the contextof CFT is much
betterunderstoodthanthe role thesesymmetriescan play in string theory.The preciseinterpretation,
in the context of string theory,of resultsobtainedfor V gravity andV geometryis not alwaysclear.
However, the fact that already“toy models” of c < 1 and c = 1 stringsexhibit V symmetriescertainly
suggeststhat extendedsymmetrieswill eventuallyalsoplay arole in morerealistictheoriesof first and
secondquantizedstrings.
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Note addedin proof

An interestingproblemthat hasnot beensolvedis to generalizethe explicit expressionfor the coset
spin-3generator,as discussedin section7.3.2, to the othercosetgeneratorsof spin greaterthan3. In
thepreprintversionof this paperwegavesomeexpressionsfor thesewhich arehoweverincorrect.The
problemcan be tracedbackto a higher-spingeneralizationof (7.26) that was first proposedin ref. [317]
(eq. (2.12)). Inconsistenciesin the cosetexpressionsderivedfrom this equationshowthat it cannotbe
correct(seealsothe erratumto ref. [323]).It is now understoodthat the equationfails to holdbecause
it assumesa tensoridentity for higher order d-symbolswhich is simply not valid. We would like to
thank G. Watts for pointing out this problem and A. Sudbery for correspondenceon the tensor
identities.
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AppendixA. Lie algebraconventions

Throughoutthe reportwe use the following conventions(seee.g. ref. [212]for more details):
g — a finite-dimensionalcomplexsemi-simpleLie (super)algebra,
h — the Cartansubalgebra(CSA) of g,
h* — the dualCSA; we will identify h with h*,
g n_ ~ h~ n~— a Cartan(triangular) decompositionof g,
(,)—bilinear form on h* (sometimesalso denotedby a simple dot ~),normalized such that

(a,a) = 2 for a long root of g,
1 — the rankof g,
dim g— the dimensionof g,
4,. — set of positive roots a of g,
a. — a simpleroot of g,
A, — a fundamentalweight of g,
p — the Weyl vectorof g,
h — the Coxeternumberof g,
Q — the long root latticeof g,

— the setof integraldominantweights AE h*,
W — the Weyl groupof g,
1(w) — the lengthof the Weyl group elementw,
e(w) — the determinant(i.e. ±1)of the Weyl groupelementw,
r,, (r1) — reflection in the root a E ‘~+ (/simple root a.),
‘ll(g) — the universalenvelopingalgebraof g,

— the centerof ~/(g),
— a basisof the CSA h,

e” — Lie algebraelementcorrespondingto root a,
a.1 —the Cartanmatrix of g, i.e. atj = 2(a1,a1)/(a1,a.),
e,, i = 1,.. . , I — the exponentsof g.
The dual Lie algebra g* is the algebraobtainedby inverting the arrowsin the Dynkin diagram

correspondingto g. Its correspondingcharacteristicsaredenotedby a superscriptv, i.e. pV, hV P~etc.
In particular the roots a V of g* are relatedto thoseof g by a V = 2ai(a, a).

TheuntwistedaffineLie algebrag 0C[t, t~’] ~ Cc [212]correspondingto g will be denotedby either
g or g(~)~Characteristicsof the affine Lie algebrag and theunderlyingfinite-dimensionalLie algebrag
will be distinguishedby putting hatson the former. In addition we will identify affine weightsA with
their finite-dimensionalprojectionA suppliedby the level k. We use the notationp~for the setof
integral dominantweights of level k. The twistedlength1(w) of an affine Weyl groupelementwE W is
definedin e.g. ref. [65]. We havecollectedsomeof the characteristicsof finite-dimensionalsimpleLie
algebrasg in table 1.

Finally, we collect heresomeusefulformulae [212]

I V V 1 V Va, (p,aj—1; p ~ a , (p ,a~)1, (A.1)
aE4~ aEd+

dimg=l(1+h), (A.2)
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Table 1

g dimg h {e,}

A, n(n+2) n+1 n+1 1,2 n
B, n(2n+ 1) 2n 2n —1 1,3,5 2n —1
C, n(2n+1) 2n n+1 1,3,5 2n—1
D, n(2n—1) 2(n—1) 2(n—1) 1,3,5 2n—3,n—1
E, 78 12 12 1,4,5,7,8,11
E, 133 18 18 1,5,7,9,11,13,17
E, 248 30 30 1,7,11,13,17,19,23,29
F4 52 12 9 1,5,7,11
G, 14 6 4 1,5

the denominatorformula:

H (1—e~”)=~ s(w)e”~~~. (A.3)
aE4,. wEW

the Freudenthal—deVries strangeformula:

p]
2 dimg ‘A4

2hV 24 ‘

and somerelationsfor the exponents:

e, = ~lh,

~ e,(e,+ 1) = 4(p, pV) (A.5)

= ~lh(h+ 1) for g simply laced.

AppendixB. V algebranomenclature

In this appendixwe proposesomesystematicsfor naming V algebras.Obviously, this proposal
comessomewhataprèsla date, but wethink that it is worthwhile to try andstandardizethesematters.
We baseour notations for V algebrason the different approachesto their construction,which we
discussin the chapters5, 6 and7, respectively.

(1) We introducethe notion of a V algebraof typeV(2, ~2’ 53,. . . , s,,). This refers to an algebra
thatis generated(in thesenseof our definition in section3.1) by the VirasorogeneratorT(z) (which is
quasi-primaryof spin 2) and additionalprimarycurrentsof spins~2’ 53,. . . , s,,. For a N-extendedV
superalgebra(which containsthe 0(N)-extendedsuperconformalalgebra,N = 1, 2, 3 or 4), we write

— N/2,~2’•~~ , s,,). The first entry refers to the super-Virasorogenerator(which is quasi-
primary of spin 2— Ni2) and the additional entries ~2’ s

3,. . . , s,, refer to additional generating
currents,which are all superfieldsin N-extendedchiral superspace[297].

Clearly, the type of a ‘Ut algebradoesnot always completelyfix the algebra.Therecan be free
parameters(thecentralchargeor still others)andthereis a possibilityof entirely distinct algebraswith
the sameset of spinsof the generatingcurrents.
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(2) In the most generalversionof the Drinfeld—Sokolovscheme(seesection6.3), a V algebrais
completelydeterminedby atriple (~,~‘, x), consistingof an affine Lie algebrag, an affinesubalgebra
g’ C g and a one-dimensionalrepresentationx of g’. We denote the correspondingV algebra by
V~8[g,g’, x]. In many casesone makes a special choice for the defining triple (namely g’ =

X = X~s)which is completelydeterminedby the embeddingof an sl(2) subalgebrain g. The V algebra
correspondingto that situationwill be called VDS [~,k, 6], wherek is the level of g and the vector6
specifieshow the sl(2) subalgebrais embeddedin g.

(3) In the cosetconstruction,discussedin chapter7, a V algebrais specifiedby acosetpair g’ Cg,
whereg is an affine Lie algebraof level k andg’ is anaffine sub-algebra,or by a pair g Cg, whereg is
the finite-dimensionalhorizontalsubalgebraof g. (In the lattercasethe cosetconstructionreducesto
what we called the Casimirconstructionor extendedSugawaraconstruction.)The Valgebrasfor such
coset pairs will be denotedby ~ k, *], where the * specifiesthe embeddingg’ ~g,and by
V~[g/g,k], respectively.

In many casesthesenotationscan be simplified. The subscriptsDS and c can be dropped if the
context is clear. The embeddingdata 6 and * can be defaultedfor “obvious” choices,such as the
principal sl(2) embeddingfor 6, or, for *, the diagonalembeddingg C g~

Furthermore,thereare“nicknames”for the most familiar algebras.In particular,thereare the V,,
algebras,of type V(2, 3,. . . , n), which can be realized as VDS[A~2!, k], as VC[A~21/A,,_1,1] for
c = n, or as ‘W~[A~21~A~21/A~21,(1, k)] for the centralchargesin the minimal series.We usedthe
namesuper-V3 algebra for the algebraof type .91v~

1~(3/25/2) discussedin section 3.3. Similarly,
there are the N= 2 super-V3 algebras, of type q~-(2)(12,. . . , n), which can be realized as
VDS[A(n, n — 1)(1), k] (seesection6.3.3).

Algebrasthatare obtainedby applying the DS schemeto variousembeddingsof sl(2) in A,,-1 are
sometimescalled ~ algebras,wherethe superscriptindicatesthe embeddingthat is used(with 1 = 1
denotingthe principal embedding).

In the literaturethe notationVX
1 algebrais often usedfor a V algebrathat one can associatewith

the Lie algebraX~.This notationworks fine for the simply lacedLie algebrasX~= A1, D1 or E, but it is
confusingin othercasesandwe tried as muchas possibleto avoid it. We can explainour concernwith
the exampleX1 = B~.DS reductionof theaffine algebraB~

1~leadsto theV algebraVDS[B~, kJ, which
is of type ‘Ut(2, 4, 6,. . . , 2!). On the other hand, the coset V algebras ‘W~[B~/B~,1] and
‘W~[B~ ~ (1, k)] are all of type V(2, 4,6,. . . ,21, 1 + 1/2), which is the spin contentthat
onewould get by applyingDS reductionto the superalgebraB(0, !)~)ratherthanto B~1~itself.
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